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Letter of Transmittal
To the Oongretw of the United State-s:
In compliance with the provisions of the act of March & 1915, as
amended? establishing the NTational.Adv”mry Committee for Aero-
nautic~ I transmit herewith the Thirty-eighth Annual Report of
the Committee cowring the fiscal yewr 1952.
HARRYS. TRUMAN.
THE WHITEHOUSE,
JASmRY 15, 1953.
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Letter of Submittal
~ATIOXAL i%DYISOEY COMMITTSEFOE&IROXAUTTCX
WASEUXQTON,D. C., Novembw 20, 195$?.
DEA.ItMk PRESIDEXT:In complianm with the act of (!ongress ap
proved MArcl+3, 1915, as amended (’U’.S. C. 1!)40, title 50, se~ 153),
I hafe the honor to submit herewith the Thirty-eighth Annual Re-
port of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics covering
the fiscal year 1952.
Practical superkmic flight is only now beginning to materialize. It
was hardly 5 years ago thattman, in a special research a.irphme,first
flew faster than sound in lewl controlled flight. During the past
year, in Kore% American pilots have repeatedly flown faster than
sound in diw.s. Supersonic tactical aircraft are no-wassured but their
successful de~elopment requires much further research.
The Committee’s report to the Congress notes that its operations
hare been reduced, although the need for increased aeronautical re-
search is more urgent than at any time since V-J Day. Application
of ad~ances in aeronautical science provide the foundation for future
uir supremacy.
Respectfully submitted.
JEROME C. HuNsAq
G%aimnan.
‘lkE PRESIDENT,
The White House, lTadington, D. 0.
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THIRTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI!IT’EEFOR AERONAUTICS
WASEUN-GTOX,D. C., Nwember %, ]952.
To the Congrea8 of the Un;ted Sfate8:
In submitting to the Congress this thirty-eighth an-
nual report of the National .Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics for the fissd Fear 1952, the Committee
feels au increasing sense of urgency from the realiza-
tion that it has not been possible to utilize to their full
capacity the extensive research facilities of the XACA
at a time when an unfriendly power overseas has
challenged our assumed air supremacy. The Congress
has shown fmsightecl and timely gn~erstunding in sup-
porting a continuing program to moderl~izeand expand
ueronautical resem-ch facilities, and the Committee
takesconsiderable satisfaction in the value of the results
obtained from these facilities. But the funds available
for their operation are seriously inadequate for the
-welfareof the United States.
Since the achievement of supersonic flight in 1947
with a research airplane, our aircraft industry and the
military services have been proceeding, in the face of
extraordinarily diftlcult problems, to derelop practical
xniLitaryairplanes to operate at supersonic speeds.
These problems are increasingly acute in aerodynamics,
propulsion, and structures. NACA research, which has
w profound influence upon the future success of our
miMary program, is decreasing while the need is in-
creasing. Recent failures of high-speed airplanes in
flight indicate that -wedo not fully understand all of the
problems of high-speed flight. Innovations in design
should be supported by more adequate research.
Since hostilities started in Korea, the Committee has
submitted larger budggt estimates to cover the needs of
its research pro=wam, iu the conviction that the Uuited
States cannot afford to risk its adw-mced position in
scientific research in aeronautics, but only part of these
needs have been met in the final appropriations. The
Committee may have failed to state clearly enough the
necessity for more intensive research in vie-iv of the
dangerous international situntiou.
In cooperation -withthe economy program of the Gov-
ernmen~ the Committee has endeavored to stretch the
..
operating funcls available to meet increasi~~ research
needs during the national build-up of air power. The
Committee has had the assistance of leaders in science,
industry, and the military swrices in sekcting the most
pressing research problems to receive attention. After
making such selection, many impollxnt problems re-
main that require solution before further pro=gpss can
be made in the quality and performance of high-speed
aircraf t.,but attack ou them must be deferred.
In the race for air supremacy, the date for the ulti-
mate test is unknownbIe. The time available to carry
out a logically planned research pro=-am i% conse-
quently, a matter of jud=gnent. What is left undone
now may never be undertaken.
Nevertheless, there is one fundamental certainty:
Our country is making an immense inwstmeut in secu-
rity through air power. That investment wiIl be only
as sound as the adequacy of a continuing scientific re-
search pro=gram-without which there is a real dan=wr
that this air power might become second best. Research
SOIWScurrent problems but is most product i}-e when it
reveals new knowledge, leuling to new applications.
Research laboratories, consequently, must be used in-
tensively and changed from time to time to deal with
the new problems that come with progress.
Further modernization of the NMX research lrdm-
ratories and, above al~ adequate operating funds, are
needed more urgently than at any time since V-J Day.
I am instructed by the Committee to bring this situa-
tion to the attention of the Ckmgress.
Respectfully submitted.
l ~JEROME C!. HUSSAKEE, C’hahmzn.
.
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Part I—TECHRVCA L ACTIVITIES
THE NACA—WHAT IT IS AND TIOW IT OPERATES
The businessof the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics is research, scientific laboratory research
in aeronautics, The responsibilities of the NACA
were received at the time of its establishment by the
Congress in 1915, and are to “supervise nnd direct the
scientific study of the problems of flight with a view
to their practical solution)’ and also, to “direct and
conduct research and experiment in aeronautics.”
During the 37 yenrs since its organization M an
independent Federal agency, the NAC~ ]ms sought to
assess the current status of development of aircraft,
both ci-ril and military; to anticipate the. research
needs of aeronautics; to de-relop the scientific staff and
novel research facilities required, and to acquire the
needed information as rapidly as ma~ be consistent
with the national interest.
The Committee’s reset-trchprograms have had both
the long-rangq all-inclusive objective of acquiring the
new scientific knowledge essential to assure American
lendership in aeronautics, and the immediate objective
of solving, as quickly as possible, the most pressing
problems, thus to assure successof the Nntion’s aircraft
construction program.
The 17 members of the Committee are.appointed by
and report to the President. They are.assisted in the
determination of research programs by fiw major ancl
23 subordinate committees, with a total membership
of approximately 400 scientists:from universities, en-
gineers from the aircraft industry and the airlines, and
experts from the civil and military agencies of the
Government most concerned -with aeronautics. These
men are selected because of their technical ability, ex-
perience, and recognized leadership in w special field
of competence, and serve in a personal and profes-
sion] capacity without compensation. They provide
material assistante in the consideration of problems
related to their technological fields, review research
in progress both at NACA laboratories and in other
organizations, recommend research projects to be. un-
dertaken, and assist in the coordination of _rch
programs. Membership in the technical committees
and subcommittees, as -wellas the Industry Consulting
Committee, is listed in part II of this report.
R%ectich coordination is cdso accomplished through
discussions by N.ACM technical personiiel with the re-
search staffs of the aviation industry, educational imd
scientific institutions, and other aeronautical agencies.
2
As a further aid, a West Coast represwttitive main-
tains close liaison with the aeronautical research and
engineering staffs of that geographical men.
]Iost of tile researcl] problems to be investig~ltedfire
assigned to hyACA?slaboratories.. Problems hctving t~)
clo with flight, propulsion go to the newest of the three
rm-tinfacilities, the Lewis F] ight Propulsion L~bor~~lory
at Clevehtnd. The Ames Aerolwtutical Labomtwy, nt
Moffett Field, Californict, concel~tratw upon mrody -
namic research, while at tl~eLangley ~ieronmuticnlLab-
oratory, in Virginia , research is conducted on ctero-
dynamic, structures, l~ydro{lynamics, nncl other prob-
lems. SmtillerNTACAresearch instal]ntions are Iocntwl
at Wallops Island, off the Virginin Coast, where aero- _.
dynamic problems in the transonic and supersonic
rnnges are studied using rocket-propelled ]]mlels in
fligl~t, nnd nt EdlV~rds .~ir Force Bllse, Califorllia,
where specinlly-designed and specinlly-instrumentcd
airplanes are used in the study of transonic an(l super-
sonic fight problems. The technical nnd aclministrn-
tive stiff of the NACA totnled 7659 persons at the eml”
of ilscnl year 1952.
In nddltion to this major effort, the N.AC.~ sponsors - “-
rtncli%icincesa coordinated progrnm of resenrch at n
score of non-profit. scientific cLndeducational institu-
tions! as well as nt the National Bureau of Stumlnrds
ancl the Forest Products Laboratory, thus to supple-
ment the work c~rrie.don at NACA facilities. By this
means, scientists find research engineer% whose skills ., ‘.
find h-dentsotherwise might not be available, contribute
importantly to the Government’s program of aeronau-
tical problems. In addition, promising students tissist- .. .
ing in these programs receive the scientific training
which makes them useful additions to the country’s
scientific manpower.
Research proposnls from such institutions nre cnre-
fully screened to. assure best use of the limited funds
n-milable to the ATACA for sponsoring such nctivity.
Similarly, results from these resmrch projects arc rc-
vievred to maintain the quality of this part of the
NACA” program, and reports of the usefu~results are
-given the same wide distribution m other hrACii
publications.
During the fiscal yenr, most of the.h~~~d.i teehnicnl
subcon_@ttees re~iewec~.proposids&L. lEWS$CL.proj -
ectsqor. ga~e attention to reports from completwl con-
tracts. ‘Reports covering results o? “s~i6ifioFedl;i”ti~u%h” ‘
totaled 92 cluring the yectr. ‘“-
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During the tlscalyear 1959 the following h=titutions
participated in the contract research program:
NationalBureauof Standards
Forest Products Laboratory
Armour Research Foundation
Battelle MemoriaI Institute
Pcdytechn[c Institute of Brooklyn
CaIiforn~ Institute of Technology
Unhersity of California
University of Crdifornia at Los Angeles
Carnegie Institute of Technology
University of Chicago
University of Cinchmati
Clarkeon College of Technokgy
Columbia University
CorneII Unirersltj-
UnIrersity of Florida
Georgia Institute of Technolo~
Iowa State Coile~e
Johns Hopkins University
Massachusetts Institnte of Technology
L’niversity of Michigan
L’Uirersi@ Of Oklahoma
LhPrereitx of Pittsimrgh
Purdue Un!rersity
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of Terhnolw
Stanford t.in[rereity
Syracuse Uni-iersity
Texas AgricnItnral and Mechanical CoIlege
lIniYereity of Vi’isconsin
If the XMM’S business is research, its ‘product” is
=earch information. Research results, including those
obtained in the Committee’s laboratories and those de-
ri~ed elsewhere under NMX sponsorship, are dktrib-
uted in the form of Committee publications Reports
and Technical Notesl containing information that is —.
not classified for reasons of security, ma available to
the public in generaL Trandations of important for-
eign research inforxmition are issued as Technical
Memorandums.
,
Current announcement of X.MM publications is ~:
through the medium of the hT~C~ Research -Mstracts.
In addition to covering SMM publications, this serv-
ice includes important research reports received from
abroad.
The N.IC.J ako prepares a large number of reports
in which information of a ckseified nature is presented.
These, for reasons of national security, are closely con-
trolled as to circulation. When it is found possibla to
declassify such information, it may be published at a
later date for wider distribution.
In addition to other means of transmitting quickly
and efficiently research information, the NACA each
yetmholds a number of technical conferences with rep-
resentatiws of the atiation industry, Uivefiti=l and
the military service~. These are restricted meetings!
because of the security classification of the ma~erial
presented, and the subject material is usually about a
specific field of interest. During the &al year 1952,
four such technical conferences were held.
.-
--
..
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SOME EXAMPLES
NEW ALTITUDE TEST FACILITIES AID
IMPROVEMENTS OF TURBOJETS
Durirw the summer of 1952 a new research tool
OF
was
put into”use at the NACA’S .Lewis Flight Propulsion
Laboratory. What made the event of great importance
wns that it came at. a time in the world race for air
supremncy when bigger, more efficieut powerplants m-e
sorely neecled for tomorrow’s airplanes. Except for
this new facility, the United States would not now
have the research equipment so necessary for study,
through their full range of power and altitude, of the
largest turbojet engines now being developed.
Termed the Propulsion Systems Laboratory to die-”
tinguish it from other, smaller engine testing facilities
at the Lewis Laboratory, the new equipment mmks an-
other milestone in a successful, 9-year eilort by Ameri-
can research, first to catch up with the turbojet re-rolu-
tion, and then take the.lead. mu’oughout this period,
the NACA has continually increased the capacity of
its altitude facilities to enable testing the more power-
ful engines under development.
Prior to World War II, although interest was shown
in the United States in theoretical considerations of
the possible adaptation of the long-lmown prinicple of
jet reaction for use in aircraft, virtually all develop-
ment effort in this country hnd been concentrated upon
designing piston engines with more power and better
fuel economy for the long-range fighters and bombers
upon which American air defense plans were based.
In both Germany and Great Britain, the need for
more powerful engines for short-range, high-perform-
ance interceptor aircraft made the idea of turbojet en-
gines very attractive, despite the handicap of high-fuel
consumption. In 1941, even before American evolve-
ment in the war, Great Britain made available to the
United Mtes the Whittle engine. American produc-
tion und improvement of this first British turbojet
m-w assigned to the General Electric Co., while the
nation’s ~ircraft research and production establish-
ments were kept at the more immediate task of provid-
ing the improved piston engines needed to win World
War II.
Construction of the Lewis Laboratory was authorized.
in 1940, and provided facilities, supi!rior to those of
Ony nation, for propulsion research. previously, nei-
ther the NACA nor the aircraft engine manufacturers
had been able to do more than test complete engines
under sea level conditions, except ifi actual flight, but
4
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as thelighters tindbombers of World War H tout luuetl
to seek higher altitudes, it became imperative to per-
form extensive research on problems of high-idtitucle
operation, to find solutions which could be applied
quickl~ to current engines. Mthough sonle of this
work could be done profitably in flight, tl~eneed was
great for test equipment to ennble study, under luboru-
tory control with full instrumentation, of the operating
characteristics of enginw under conditions which simu-
lated fii@t”throughout the range of altitude and speed
desired.
Fortunately, these test facilities at the Lewis Labora-
tory, although designed specifically for piston-engina
research, could he adapted quickly for study of the
turbojet engine. It was because of this, in 1943 when
it was no longer necessary for the NAC.A to concentrate
its propulsion research effort on piston engines, that
the tools were in hand with which to begin iutensive
research on the powerplant which would revolutionize
the world of aeronautics. —
Altitude facilities must duplicate in the laboratory
the pressures t-redtempemtures encountered titthe alti-
tudes and speeds simulnted for the engines under test.
Air pressure drops from 14.7 pounds per square inch
at sea.level to 3.5 pounds at 35,00J feet and to 1.7
pounds at 50,000feet. At 100,000feet it is down to 0.2
pound. Air ternpe.raturedrops from the N.ACA stm~cl-
ttrd of 59.5° l?. at sea le~el to – 67° at 35,000-100,000
feet. The air entering the engines of an airplane is
subjected to u ram effect which causes a rise in both
pressuK ancl temperature. This ram efYect becomes
more pronounced as speed increases. For example, the
ram effect experienced by an airplane flyi~lg nt 35,000
feet at twice the speed of sound (M-9} would result
in a pressure rise from 3.5 to 27 pounds per squnre inch?
and in ‘i temperature rtie from —67° to %0° F.
At the Lewis Laboratory there me two kinds of alti-
tude facilities suitable for testing of full-scale engines. .-
In one, “the Altitude Wind Tunnel, an engine may be
mounted in n wing or fuselage section, and a study
made af air flow around the outside of the engine ns
Well as through it. When the tunnel was first usecl
in 1944, it was for investigation of the operating char-
acteristics of the General Electric 1-16, that company’s
first improvetnent on the Whittle design, as installed
in a ?~~ P-59, -Originally, the tunnel could simulate
a top speed of 500 mil& per hour and atl altitude-of
30,000feet, but within a relatively short time it became
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~PPer) Exterior view- of new facility at Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory wheie the largest ~U&~e:\
engines Bow under development can be tested through their full range of power and altitude.
Interior view of aItitude tank opened up to show test set-up for large-scale combustion tests.
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necessary to duplicute altitude conditions of 50,000
feet. During 1952, the ctipabilities of the tunnel were
again increased substantially, by raising the original
capacity of the exhaustem, which evacuate the test
chamber to whatever degree of vacuum is required to
duplicate conditions at the desired altitude, from 200,-
000 to 375,000 cubic feet per minute.
The second type of altitude facility at the L&is
Laboratory for full-scale testing duplicates internal air
flow conditions. This requires a ram air supply and
a refrigeration system to duplicate the pressure and
temperature conditions encountered over the range of
flight speeds and altitudes desired. Exhausters sub-
ject the gases leaving the engine to a pressure equivalent
to the altitude conditions being simulated, and also
provide cooling. To permit operation of the several
“tanks” at Lewis, exhauster capacity of 400,000 cubic
feet per minute was provided, enabling siinulaiion of
operating conditions at altitudes of 60,000 feet..and
Ggher,
Because the turbojet engine is basically an air-heat.
machine, its production of greater thrust is limited by
the amount of air it can handle efficiently. In the few
years this type of powerp]ant has been under develop-
ment, its air-handling capabilities have increased enor-
mously. The earliest engines himd]ed hard]y 25 pounds
of air per second; turbojet powerplants now in full pro-
duction require 100 pounds of air per second or “more,
m]d tomorrow’s engines will be even more voracious.
During this same brief period the production of useful
thrust has increased correspondingly from 1,500pounds
or lee9to more than 6,000.
This rapid increase in the amount of air iquired by
the more powerful turbojet engines has had the effect of
forcing a similar sca]ing LIp of the machinery required
to operate altitude testing facilities. At the Lewis Lab-
oratory this increase in requirements has been met in
two ways.
First, the existing exhauster equipment has been con-
nected by a system of cross piping, which enables the
exhausters to be operated collectively as a unit or indi-
vidually. Similarly, the refrigerated air and combus-
tion air production equipment has been linked for pool
operation. From a central station the control engineer
can readily supply the test cdk. -with their particular
air requirements.
Second, a new research facility, the Propulsion Sys-
tem Labcmtory, was constructed. Incorporating many
improvements both in the nltitude exhaust mcuum sys-
tem and in the other process systems needed to provide
altitude conditions, the new equipment has its own ex-
hausters with a total capacity of 825,000 cubic feet per
minute, which may be connected with the other ex-
hauater equipment at the Laboratory.
Such facilitie9 are vitul in the investigation of the
aircraft engines of tcilay and tomorrow, Without them
altitude research would be reduced to a crude cut-and- -
try projection of information gained either from tests
nt sea lerel, or flight test which is becoming less prac-
ticable .asengine performance potentials excued the per-
formance capabilities of test-bed airplanes. Used ef-
fectively th=e laboratory facilities cau contribute
greatly.to the further improvement of the powerplnnts
specified for the faster, higher flying aircraft of
tomorrmr,
FLUTTER PROBLEMS PRESENT NEW CHAL-
tiNGE TO RESEARCH SCIENTISTS
Flutter, which had been effectively restrained if only
imperfect] y understood in pre-Worlcl War 11 dnys, lMS
reappeared to challenge the best efforts of both the
aerodynamicist nncl the structures specialist. Today’s
nirpla]>es,with t~~eirvery. thil], swept wings,”fly ~ltor
uear ~he”speed of sound, and maneuver at very nigh.
altitudes. But their gains in perfornmnce lmve been
at the cost of greater susceptibility to flutter.
Flutter was a ierious problem in World War I ald
for years afterwards. Tt mal~ifesteclitself frequently
duiing diveq sometimesso violently m to cause the nir-
plane to disintegrate in flight.
BnsicaIly, flutter is vibration of some part of an air-
plane, excited by the imposition of air loads. Most
early casesof flutter affected one of the airplane control
surfaces, such as the nileron, and a cure n-m found by
the addition of maes balance to the affected pnrt. In
the 1930’s, ‘l?heodorsen delineated the fundnmental
mechanism of flutter, and methods were developed for
calculating safe design limits. With increasing use of
all-metal construction, the relatively slow airplanes of
the day, ‘ivhen desi=gnedon a strength basis only? were
sufficiently rigid and sturdy to esmpe the occurrence
of flutter. However, at, the much fnster speecls of to-
day’s nirplanes, and with the thinner, heavier and more
flexible construction now used, airplanes must be de-
signed for flutter as vrell as for strength rigl]t from tho
beginning.
The .fh!tter problem has become more complex i-ml
diflicult in the postwar period as desi~~ers seek to use
extremely thin wings on airplanes to be flown ever
f@er, e~er higher. In attticking the problem, the
vibratory characteristics of the structure htive to be _
studied together with the nature of the air Ion& im-
posed on the structure. It is necesmry to consider the
vibrational characteristics of many different tyl)es of
wings. ~~e thin wing, which does not remain undis-
torted in.its own phtne, introduces a new complication. c
Once, it wrwsufficientto consider only the more simple
vibratiaual characteristics. Now, it is being found ihnt
unless the flutter analyses take into account as many
as possible of the clmrncteristics, the results will be
seriously in error.
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StructIMeS specialist at Langley .AeronauticaI Laboratory checks instrumentation on dynamic model of
wings and tip tanks similar to those of modern high-performance fighter airplanes. When installed
in a wind tunnel, the model will be used in flutter investigations.
—
.
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At the higher altitudes the ratio of air density to
airplane clensitybecomes so low that different patterns
of flutter vibration and altogether different flutter
speeds (the lowest speed nt which flutter occurs) may
occur as the airp]ane climbs or dives from one altitude
to another. 17ariable structural stiffness, ancl the dis-
tortions resulting from aerodynamic heating, add fur-
ther to the difficulty of the problem.
In fact, flutter htisbecome so.complex that scientists
have been frustratecI in attempts even to formuhtte it
theoretimlly, much less suggest theoretical solutions.
Much resenrch is being devoted to theoretical nttacks
on the problem. Meantime, the most effective solutions
are resulting from experimentation.
lZxperimental resenr.ch of two kinds is being con-
ducted on flutter by the NAC.4. One requires separate
investigations of the air loads on a vibrating wing, as
well as the vibratory characteristics of-practical wing-s.
The second involves measurement of the flutter speeds
of actual wings. This latter method includes study of
n group of wings which represent a systematic variation
of some structural .or geometric pattern. In this work,
thousands of tests have been made using simplfied
models. Much of this research is performed in -wind
tunnels, although for investigations of flutter in the
trmsonic speed range, both free-falling and rocket-
powered models have been used.
Some of the newest airplanes, in particular lnrge
bombers, hnve relatively flexible, thin wings. On the
span of these are located concentrations of weight, such
as engines, fuel pods, rockets, etc. The varinbks which
must be considered in studying the vibrntion character-
istics of such airplanw are so large that tinalysis is nII
but impossible. In these cnsesl tests are mrtde using
models which duplicate the dynamic characteristics of
the full-scale airplane.
The research scientist is using every resource nt his
command. Special pressure cells, hnving a fust re-
sponse,-enable more accurate determination of the air
loads which may cause flutter. Large, high-speed com-
putingmachines are being used to .en~ble ~~pid rnntl!e:. . .. . .r
n-mticalconsideration of”a greater number of vibrntion
characteristics for n wing under study. One of the
lnrge }vind tunnels at the Ltingley Laboratory is being
modified to enable roun~-~he-c]ock flutter testing of
dynamic models:
Fhltter today is, at best, nfi art, not a science. But
unless flutter is to impose limitations upon perfornl-
ance, the research scientist ruustlearn how to rntioual-
ize the many assumptions nncl cut-rind-try simplifica-
tions, gom used. in cleeperntion, into relinble, useful
theory. When that day comes, nnd only then, flutler
analysis ‘~-ill indeed have become a science.
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STABILITY AIYD CO~NTROL Al? HIGH SPEED
HAS BECOME CRITICAL PROBLEM
Since the end of World War 11, efforts by the United
States and other powers of th world to fly faster than
sound lmve been so successful that during the past year
.Imerican l@ters in considerable numbers have repeat-
edly en=nged enemy fighters in”cornbat fi Kore& at low
supersonic speeds. But with the attainment of today’s
higher speeds and higher altitudes, stability and con-
trol problems have become greatly aggmrated. By no
means are these the only aerodynamic problems still un-
scdved, but Misfactory ansvrerato them me imperati~e
if our supersonic aircraft are to serve assteady gun plat-
forms or as vehicles for precision bombing.
In order thtit the problems could be attacked intel-
ligently, it became necesury to be able to evaluate pre-
cisely the measurecl or predicted stability and control
characteristics of an airplane, nnd much study has beeu
deroted to establish suitable stability and control re-
quirements. These studies, in which the N-AC-A par-
ticipated, led to establishmentof formal frying qualities
specifications by the military services. Originally, the
experience upon which these requirements viere based
had been in propeller-driven, straight-wing airplanes
tlown mairdy below 30,000 feet.; in recent year% similar
studies have been conducted using jet aircraft. The in-
troduction of the high-thrust turbo-jet engine lifted
both the operating speeds and altitucks to the point
where radical changes in airplane design were required
to realize the potentitd provided by the new engines.
One result of the sharp rise both in speed and alti-
tude has been a significant deterioration in dynamic
stability. For emunple, when the steady flight of x
propeller-driven, subsonic airplane is disturbed, as by
u side gust, a latera~ oscillation occurs -which m:~y be
expected to subside quickly as the aircraft returns to its
original steady flight. In the case of a supersonic
tighter, however, the same side .gmt might be expected
to cause a more pronounced and rapid lateral oscilla-
tion n-hich would persist for a larger number of cycles
before damping out. The problem, then, is to devise
an ‘aerodynamic shock absorber” which will g-ire an
acceptable degree of dynamic stabilit~ at the higher
speeds novi being attained.
Extensive NAM flight research has been conducted
at both the Lmgley and Ames Laboratories, directed at
isolating ancl analyzing the effects of Iateral oscillation
characteristics on the tracking performance of fighter-
type airplanes, i. e., their suitability m a gun p~atform.
One means of gathering such information has been
through use of conventional fightpr airplanes fitted with
special mechanical or electrical devitis which enable
its clynamic stability—and- consequently, its handling
characteristics-to be -iaried in flight, thus simulating
uccurate!y these characteristics for a wide range of
high-speed airplane designs. Three airplane types, a
Grumman F-O-F, a Lockheed TO-9, and a Xorth
American F-86 lia-re been so equipped.
Use of ~ariab~e stab~ity nircraft provides a ready
means not only of studying the flying qualities of es-
i~ti%maimraft, but &S of learning-in advancehow
acceptable the dynamic characteristics of future super-
sonic airplanes will be to pilots. For example, the dy-
namic stability and control characteristics of the
Douglm D-558-II at high altitudes and high speed
were sirmdatect in the F–&l? so that research pilots
could become vrellacquainted -withthem prior to actual
flight at such speeds and altitudes. Pilots of the Air
Force, Navy, and the aircraft industry, as viell as the
ATACA, have flown the F-6-I? rigged to simulate the
dynamic chmracterlsticsof several nevi airplane designs
in preparation for initial fight tests.
As more is learned about the range of lateral oscil.
Iction characteristics which will result in acceptable
gnu tracking or other tactical maneuvering require-
ments, the problem becomes one of designing” the air-
plane to possess satisfartery oscillation characteristics
without compromising seriously other fumlamentd
performance requirements. Extensive AT.~CAresearch
results are enabli~U designers to improre dynamic be-
havior in high-performance airplanes through raria-
tions in aerodynamic design. AMough it has been
found that the undesirable oscillation characteristics
can be lessened by SLLChattention to clesi=m detail, it is
becoming increasingly apparent that to obtain satis-
factory clynamic behavior over the range of tight
speeds and altitudes now possible, purely aerodynamic
means may not suffice.
With respect to higher-speed aircraft, it appears that
one logicrd methocl of obtaining desirable dynamic
characteristics is the use of artificial-stability syktems.
In such devices, which are being used increasingly, the
control surfaces are actuated automatically to improve
the plane’s dynamic characteristics while the piiot re-
tains control. A simple artitlcial-stability system
measures the airplane% directional motion, and trans-
mits this information to a motor which moves the rucl-
der so as to damp the motion quickly. In a more com-
plicated system, additional information may be fed into
motors moving both the rudder and ailerons.
But not even these powerful artificial-stability de-
vices -will enable sufficiently precise flight by tomor-
row’s fighters. As flight speeds increase, the pilot is
forced to perform a growing list of clutiesi witl~ 1sss
time available in which to do them. Because of human
limitatiorw, it is necessary to use automatic-control
equipment which assumes complete control of the air-
plane during critical maneuvers. Such equipment ob-
viously will be complex and may well be heavy. But
it -willcompute and apply the necessary corrective con-
trol movements rapiclly nnclaccurately.
.
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The foregoing is a brief uccouut of but one segment
of a many-pronged research attack by ths NACA to
provide solution to tha increasingly critical problems
of stability and control in high speed flight.
RESEARCH OFFERS HOPE FOR REDUCTION OF
CRASH-FIRE HAZARDS
Aerorneclical research in recent years has shown that
very high decelerations can be withstood by a human,
provided they pen+st for only an extremely short time.
Clne consequence of this finding has been””a realization
that the ~mmberof survivals from crmh,landing types
of airplane accidents might be increased substantially
if the fire -which so often follows” could be prevented.
With moclern air transports continuing to grow in pas-
senger capacity, the potential good from discovery of
ways of reducing sharply the incidence of fim h crash
landings becomes eren greater.
During the past 30 years a very considerable effort
has bee~ made to reduce aircraft fires. Work has been
clone by the Military Service% civilian agencws of the
Government, educational institutions, fuel manufac-
ture% and - aircraft manufacturers and operators.
These investigations in not a few instances have been
extensive, but except in rare instances they were more
concerned with seeking new methods of applying ex-
tinguishing agents to a fire than in exploring the more
fundamental “how’s” and “why’s” of crash fires- Nor
had there been thorough assessmentand verification of
previous work, both in this country and abroad.
The search for effective extinguishing agents ~tll
which to quell fire is ages old. Tzg centuries ago
Cavendish and Priestley -were making inquiries into
the fum-btmentalnature of comkmstion,and from their
experiments came awarenessthat if a minimum amount
of oxygen was not present, there -would be no fire.
Doubtless, one impelling reason for these earliest of the
scientific attacks upon the problem was the need to dis--
cover methods whereby disastrous mine fires could be
avoicled or quickly quelled-a need that still persists.
In the intervening years, hundr+ if not thousands
of chemicals have been proposed to extinguish fire. Es-
pecially in the caseof b, where only one “fuel” is being
consumed, many of these agents have proved of great
value. But an aircraft fire is seldom so simple. The
“fuels” are many, and many sources of combustion are
ever present.
In 1947, a fire panel of research specialists was estab-
lished at the Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory, un-
der the cognizance of the N.ACA’S Committm on Oper-
ating Problems, and directed to review existing infor-
mation about aircraft fires to determine what new or
further research might offer promisa of a substantial
reduction of the aircraf t firehazard in flight and follow -
ing crashes. During this survey, one fact stood out—
precise knowledge about how aircrtift fires were shwted
and how they spread was essential. Hardly ~e~ criticfil
was the need for a better understanding of the basic
actions of fire-extinemishing agents
To obtain guidance from specialists in planning fur-
ther research on the problem, the NACA appointed :t
Subcotittee on Aircraft Fire Prevention. Tl~is
~woup conceded t]u~t ultimate reduction of the fire
hazard would not resdt from the application of any -
single improvement, but rather from “an integration
into the airplane design and flight operation of new :
ideas ancl methods.” It recommended to the NACA “-”
that a massive attack on the problem be undertaken
which would use all of the research resources available.
In adclition to such fairly obvious effort w more thor-
ough evaluation of rdl existing literature on the sub-
ject and analysis of commercial aircraft accidents dur-
ing a 10-year period, studies were undertaken at the
Lewis Laboratory to learn more about the fundamen-
tals of combustion and iagnitionsources, and no le.w~
about titi chemistry of fire-extinguishing ngen&so
In 1943the NACA research panel mmclea preliminary ‘“
report which noted that both small-scale and large-
scale laboratory tests could be quite convincing, as in
the derminstratioi~of the retarded i=wition, the slower
rate of burning, and the generally less explosive char-
acter of low volatility fuel, the answer to the final ques-
tion—would there be a reduction in the fire hazard
from use of such fuel-could l~ardlybe provided by per-
formance of further laboratory bench tests. The con-
sensuswas that information at hand, or obtainable from
use of. ]aboratory techniques, failed to provide a clear
picture of the mechanismof the crash fire. In adcliti.on,
the problem was so complex as to make an analytical
approach unpromising.
Crasll.testsusing multiengined,war-surplus trmsporl
airplanes would. be required to pro-ride the type of
answers”still needed to provide answers to the many
questi;ns. “The difficulty , . . of the crash tests is
recognized, but no other technique appears to serve
the same purpose,” the subcommittee report observed.
The Air Force in 1949 made ivailable a number. of _.
war-weary C-M transports and C-82 cargo plnnes for
the full-scale crash fire investigation, and the Army
provided suitable space at its Ravenna Arsenal, in
Southern Ohio, for the -work. The cmwhessimulated
a take-off accident in which the airplane ftiils to be-
come airborne; strikes an embankme~lt; shears 011the
propellers and the landing gem; strikes trees or poles;
ruptures the fuel tanks,’and then skiclsalong the ground ~
to a stop. In this type of crash, fuel nnd oil lines
within the engine nacelIes are often !roken, and the
maximum army of poteiltiul ignition sources is present. “”
The tests contained the elements of a very severe fire
hazard, but from the standpoint of impact, such crash=
were considered to be survivable for a majority of the
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plane occupants. In the tests the airplanes, loaded
with more than 1,000 gallons of fuel and with their
engines at full throttle, moved down a I,TOO-footrun-
way to the crash barrier. A monorail, to which the
planes were hooked, kept them on course.
High-speed motion picture cameras, located at seven
points around the crash area, provided a detailed pho-
togmpic record. The planes themselves carried a
specially-constructed fire-proof, shock-insulated box
tilled with instrumentation to measure temperature,
comb~~tible vapors, and decelerations. Mss, instru-
mentation vms provided to detect fuel-line fuilures and
short circuits or arm-. Timing lights on the planes
synchronized ‘the cameras located outside with those
in the instrument box. .k total of 102 thermocouples,
heat registering devices, were installed in the engine
naceIles, wing and hwelage, to detect the origin and
spread of fire throughout the aircraft structure.
During the course of the cmsh tests, attention was
giren, whenever pa=ible, to obtaining hformation that
might be helpful in improvi~m the crash-worthiness of
aircmft structures.
Results of the program to date includ~ a much clearer
understanding of the mechanism of an aircmft crash
fire-why and how a fire starts and spreads. Because
the current research was conducted -with moclern air-
craft and more complete instrumentalion than previ-
ously had been possible, the findings permitted an
appreciation of important factors in the problem
heretofore not fnlly recognized.
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the mnnner in -which lubricatiu oil or
hydraulic fl~d- might first be fired under temp~mture
.-
conditious too low to ignite the ga.dne fuel -wasstudied
in detail. Theee oil or hydmulic tlreathen would serve
as a torch to ignite the fuell either in vapor or. liquid
form. Mao, it was observed that cutting the ignition
switch on the engines, before the flow of fuel had been
stopped, sometimes resulted in fire, as the fuel passed
through the engines and was ignited by the hot metal of
the tail pipes.
Omx the series of crash testshad enabld mther”pre-
cise establishment of a %andard’: set of i~lition —
sources, as well as a better understanding of how the
—
fires, once stwte~ spread, modifications in the cr~sh
procedure were made to discover other ignition sources
For example, the plane was made to ground loop, by
knocking off onIy part. of the landing gear. Another
modification raised the contact angle, between pkme and
ground, at point of crash to cause more damage to the
belly of the plane during impact. One by one, ignition
sources-such m electrical wiring, hot metal surfaces
of engine exlumsts, etc.—were identified and eraluated- ,.
Results of the work performed to date indicate sig-
nificant reductions in the crdl-fire hazard can be real-
ized. What: specifically, needs to be done is currently
classified because of military application of the data,
but the information has been made a-railable both to
the manufacturing indussry and operational personnel
.-
of the air transport.companies. Further resemclk now
in pro=vess, offers the hope of still ~geater reduction of
the crash-the hazard.
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The six high-speed photographs on these two pages show the crash procedure followed by research scientists
of the Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory in the study of the sources of fire ignition and ways to
prevent fire. In this crash the embankment was shaped so as to cause the airplane to ground loop.
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In photo 1, the airpIane approaches the barrier, engines at full throttle. Ln2, it has hit the barrier. Photo
3 shows structural damage as the airplane begins to ground loop. In photo i it is skidding aIong the
ground. Photos 5 and 6 show the fire hazards resulting from such a crash.
AERODYNAMIC
During the pnstyear experimentti]flights with piloted
research aircraft lm-rebeen extended to higher altitudes
and speeds than previously attained in man-carrying
aircraft. Thase successes,however, have served again
to indicate critical new research problems and also to
re-emphasize some problems previously recognized. &
a consequence, it has been necessary to redirect certain
aeroilymunic research programs in ml effort to provide
the information required in the design of et%cient
transonic and supersonic aircraft, These much-needed
research data are not only being obt~lined by rocket.-
povrered supersonic free-flight models and experiments
in subsonic and supersonic wind tunnel% but also from
investigations through the speeclof sound in the Com_-
mitteds new trrmsonic wind tunneIs. The scope of the
problems now being emphasized is broad and inclucles
detailed studies of factors affecting dynamic st~bility
nnd performance at, transonic and supersonic speeds.
It has ah been necessnry to continue fundamental re-
search on aeroclynan~icflo-iv~ not only at high super-
sonic and hypersonic speeds,but ako at subsonic speeck+
in an effort to establish new concepts which might offer
promises of largg gains in aircraft and missile per-
formance.
The accomplishments of the Committee’s laboratories
during the past year and the new research progxuns
which have resulted have been followed closely by the
Committee on Aerodynamics md its Subcommittees on
F1uid Mechanics, High-Speed Aerodynamics, Stability
aud Control, Internal Flow, Helicopters, Propellers for
Aircraft, and Seapk!nes. These aerodynamic subcom-
mittees ha~e also aided in the planning and integra-
tion of research programs in this-major field of N~GA
activity.
In order to promote the early use of research results
in the design ancl development of airplanes and n~is-
siles, the practice of holcling technical conferences with
representativesof the military services and the aircraft
industry was continued during the past year. A tech-
nical confenmce on the aerodynamic design problems
of supersonic guided missiles -WASheld in the fill of
1951 at the -hnes Laboratory. A similar conference on
high-speed airplane aerodynamics vias helcl at the
Langley Laboratory in December 1951.
In the sections dich follow, descriptions are given
of some of the Committee’s recemtunclassified work in
aeroclynamics.
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RESEARCH
FLUID MECHANICS
Theoretical Aerodynamics and Gas Dynamics
In ‘lkhicnl Note 9748 work lMSbeel~centiuue(l On
the general problem of whether a smooth two-dinlen-
sional pote]lti~dflow ]ntst u prescrilled soli(l l.xnl]ltlury
can exist at.streamMwh l]umbersescewlil~gtIw crit icwl
vnlue. The solid bomldnq chosen in this wm’k is a
sinusoidtil wall extwlding to infinity iIiMh tlirectious.
Several. new results of colwiderablr imlwrhuwe htlve
been obtuinecl since tile_iyititil phase of this prohlcm
vi-ascornpletec~and published M l’eclmicql hTo@ 2383
(repo;ted in the last anllunl report} ; they nre: (1) A
procedure has been developed for the analytic solution
of the recursion formulas which arise from the method
of integration in series and (2) a numerical test of con-
vergermi+applied to the power series in the transo~lic
similarity parameter representing the locnl Mnch num-
ber distribution at the boundary, definitely shows that
~o~ti .symmetrical potential flow past the wavy wall
is no longer possible once the criticnl value of the
stream Mach number has been exceeded.
The basic concepts and assumptions in-rol~ed in tho
deriva~ion of the transcmic similarity rules huve been
reviewed and discussed in Technical Note 2687. ‘rhe
region of valid application of the iLdes is shown to be
restricted to Mach numbers close to unity. It ispointed
.o.ut,however, that theoretical grounds exist for using
the transonic similarity parameters rwa means of extra-
polation for thickness-ratio effects in the range.of thick-
ness ratios of main interest in current trmsonic air-
craft design.
““Theuse of the method of characteristics for the solu-
tion of ‘supe~wnic-flow problems reqnires numerical
procedures which are lengthy and involved and which
must be repeated for each set of boundary conditions.
In Technical Note 2515 a method for linearization of
the method of characteristics is presented, It M been
assumedin the methocl that the flow field cnn be repre-
sented m a basic flow field cleterminedby nonlinearized
methods and a linearized superposed flow fielclthat ac-
counts for small chane~s in boundary conditiol)s. The
method has been applied to two-dimension~l rotational
flow w@-e the basic flow is potential and to nxially
symmetric problems where conical flows haye been used
as the.basic flows. The method has cLlsobeen applied
to slender bodies without symmetry and to some three-
dimensionnl wing problems where two-dimensional
WJW~L .NAILULMLAUt&UKI
flows can be used as the basic flow. Both of these Mter
problems were unsolved before in the approximation
of non.linermizedflow.
In Technical Note 2630, a solution of the hTatier-
Stokes equation for sourcs and sink fIows of a viscous
heat-conducting compressible fluid is presented for the
case of com=tanttotxd-flow energy. The nature of the
general solutions for flow with arbitrary Prandtl num-
ber and with heat addition is discussed; furthermore,
the manner in which the familiar heat-conduction ef-
fects combined with the peculiar vissous effects solely
due to cornpressibiIity, sometimes called the longitudi-
nal viscous efl%cts,influence the flow through a cur-d
minimum section joined to a sink flow is disc~qsed. A
discussion of the second viscosity coefficient from the
gas-dynamics approach is also given.
The flow about curved airfoils has been irrrestigated
analytically at. high supersonic speeds asnuning air
behaves first M an ideal and then M a calorically im-
perfect gas. Eti%ctsof caloric imperfections are mani-
fested in disturbed flow fiekls at high Mach numbers.
It has been found in a M investigation reported in
Technical Sote 2646 that for ideal gas flows the shock-
expansion method accurately predicts pressures on
curved airfoils o~er mi-deranges of deflection angks
at high Mach numbers. The shock-expansion method
and the method of characteristice were generalized to
consider the caloric imperfections of air at heal tem-
peratures up to 5,000° IL A setind in-resti@.ion re-
ported in TechnicaI Note S?F29has been completed which
treats in detail the characteristics of supersonic flow in
the region of the leadi~u edge of curved airfoils. Charts
and tables are presented to facilitate the determination
of the flo~ properties for the case of air behaving as
au ideal gas and also for air behaving as a calorically
‘imperfect gas.
Technical Sote %46 presents the results of an in-
vestigation to measure the true -r-iscositiesof nit.ro=mn
and air at 306° and 273° K. at pressures from 500 to
0.0005 millimeter of mercury and at. 194° and 79° K.
at pressures down to 0.3 millimeter of mercury. In
the region in which the thickness of the gas Layer is
many times the mean free path of the gas, the ‘slip
coefficient?? (defined as the proportionality cons@t
existing between the sIip ~ehcity and the velocity gra-
dient) was found to show Q linear dependence on the
inverse pressure down to about 0.02 millimeter of mer-
cury. In the region in which the pressures are sufi-
ciehtly” low to p&m”it-th”eneglect of collisions between
molecules: theory has indicated that the %tious drag
should be directly proportional to “thepressure and in-
versely proportiomd to the square root of the tempera-
ture. Results of this investigation indicate that tMs
relationship was reached at pressures a litt~ebelow 0.02
millimeter of mercury. This work. was conducted at
Ohio State University under contract with the N-A(2A.
n----”. .. 1-.-..,.
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In a contract study, Iowa State College reviewed the
Literatureon sonic studies of the problem of the excita-
tion of molecular vibrations by collkion and reported
“-Qle work in Technical A’ote 2537. The theory on -which
I-the interpretation of almost all the sanic work has
been based is discussed rather qualitatively in some .
detail. The principal experimental programs am”de-
scribed and a table of most of the a-iailable results is
included.
An analysis has been reported in Technical Sote ---
%11 which trests transition flows over two cylindrical
surf aces by an iteration procedure. The velocities near
the midchord, the critical free-stream Mach numbers, ..
anclthe &ent of the isentropic supersonic regions were
calculated to fou~ approximations for a h-aplan section
and to six approximations for an elliptic section. The
resuh me presented as an expansion in powers of the
Karman transonic similarity parameter and its maxi-
mum value for the conver=nnce of the expansion was
estimated in each case.
In Technicnl Note 2725 expressions are derived for
cornputi%mthe form of an oblique shock wtive as. it
passes through supersonic regions in which the static
pressure, stam~ationpressure, and stagnation tempera-
ture have in the general case arbitrary, continuous rad-
iations. For the particuhw cases of passage through
supersonic shear ffow and through Prandtl-Meyer flow,
-.
computation is simplified by means of charts of shock
angle against upstream Mach number.
At New York University under contract to the
SACA, a solution for compressible fluid flow past an
elliptic cylinder by means of the variational method has
been obtained and reported in Technical X-ote %66.
The solution was obtain&1 m a function of thickness
ratio and free-stream Mach number. h’umerical exam-
pIes have been carried out for .svrerd thickness ratios
ancl Mach numbers and the results have been compared
with those obtained by other methods. It is shown
thut the variational method yields good results for
flow past a thick body at n low Mach number as -well
as for flow past a thin body at.a high Mach number.
The ~ariational method also has been applied by Xc-w
York University under 3rAC.\ sponsorship to transonic
flows with shock waws rmclthe results are presented
in Technical Note 2539. By modifying Bateman’s
rariational principle for irrotational flows, it is shown
that a wiriutional principle for flows with rotation
and -iariable entropy can be obtained. By applying
this mriational principle to the regions of flow behind
shock waves and. Bateman’s original principle to the
other regions in the fluid, shock equations can be di-
rectly obtained. A procedure for computing numerical
solutions for such flows is suwestecl, and a numerimd
emunple is carried out. .Ibove certain limiting high --”-
Mach numbers the results show that irrotational flow
—.
fzils. However, by inserting shock waves and allowing
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a prwt of the flow to be rotationrd, computation in-
dicates that a solution exists again.
The flow behind the attached curved shock near the
nose of an axially syn-nnetricalbody placed in a uni-
form stream has been investigated at the Massachusetts
Institute of Teclmology under NACA contract by con-
sidering the perturbations from the initial Taylor-Mac-
CO1lconical solution. The first-order perturbation
yields the ratio between the initial radii of curvature of
the shock wave and the body, When higher-order per-
turbritioneare included, a regular shock m-we near the
nose leads to a body shape -which has a logarithmic
singularity at the nose. It seems,therefore, that, for a
given regular body, the shock-wave shape probably has
a singularity nt thevertex, although the initial radius
of curvature remains finite. hTumericrdresults have
been obttiined (Technical Note 2505) for the first-order
perturbation equations, covering the cases -with initial
semivertex angle or 10°,20°, and 30°, each at five differ-
ent Mach numbers ranging approximately from the
minimum 1 for an attacked conical shock to a value
around 5.
The method of power-series expansion in solving the
local flow pattern behind a detached shock was proposed
by Lin and Rubinov. In Technical Note 2506 the limi-
tations uf the method are discussed and the practical
procedure for approximating the power series with t-t
%M~-degree polynomial by cutting off the remaining
temm is investi@ed. -This work was also con~~lctecl
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology under
NACA sponsorship.
At Johns Hopkins University an investigation of the
holograph method as it is applied in genera] to the
problem of compressible flow has been macleunder con-
tract to the NACA and is reported in Technical Note
9582. In this report the hodograph equations are given
in various canonical forms which are convenient for
obtaining solutions in the different flow regimes.
In Technical Note 2451 the Poisson integral involved
in the determination of the change in velocity distribu-
tion resulting from a change in ai~foil profile in parallel
incompressible flow is solved. Firs$ three well-devel-
oped numerical methods of evacuating this integral, all
based on the division of the range of integration into
small equal intervals, and the difficulties invoIved in
each method, are discussed. Then a new method, based
on the use of unequal intervals, is developed, and com-
pared with the other methods by means.of several exam-
ples. The new method is found to give good results for
both the direct and inv6rse airfoil problems and is
easily adaptable to rather complicated problerng. .It is
particularly recommhded for all those functions where
steep elopes exist in small portions of the region to be
integrated, This work was conducted at Shmford LJni-
versity under NTACAcontract.
The flow of a compressible fluid through u channel
having locally supersonic regions has been studied by
using the Tricomi equation in the hodograph variables
as an approximation in the sonic region to the equa-
tion of flow of an irrotational, inviscid gas. It is
shown in Technical Note 2547 that this is equivalent.
to studying the flow of a gas having a pressure-density
relation rnatchi~~ the isentropic relation to the third
derivative at the sonic poink A one-ptirarneterf amily
of solutions of the Tricomi equation is used which pro-
vides symmetrical accelerated-decelerated flows. The
variation of this pal:ameter alters the Mach number at
the center of the throat, the velocity distribution ancl
gradient along the center streamline, as -well as the
sh~pe of the channel. As specific examples, flows are
compu~ed having Mnch numbem equal to u~~ity and to
0.86 at ‘the center of the throat, section. Constant-
velocity lines areplotted and it is found thnt the velocity
gradient becomeszero at three places along each stream-
line outside of a limiting streamline for values of the
parameter greater than zero (M <1 at center of throat
section). For the parameter equal to zero (M = 1 at
center of throat section), the velocity gradient along
the streamlines and the curvature is discontinuous at
all points of the two characteristics which meet the
center stmwdine. Other solutions to the Tricomi equa-
tion are discussed-whichmay be used to formulate chnn-
nel flows. The exact nature of them flows has not yet
been investigated. This work was conducted at Brown
Univetity under contract to the NACA.
The theory initiated by Prandtl and Taylor on the be-
havior of turbulence carried through a .tincl tunnel
contraction has been extended in Technical Note 2606
principally by introduction of the spectrum concept,
Thereby, the selective changes in the components of
turbulent intensity have received n more accurate treat-
ment. In addition, contraction-induced changes in the
spectrum and correlation tensors have hen considered
for the first time and marked changes in the one-dimen-
sional longitudinal spectrum, that recorded by a hot-
wire instrument, have been predicted,
In afi-”ivestigation at the National Bureau of Stand-
ards sponsored by the NACA a generalized potentird
theory applicable to nonadiabatic and rotational flow
has been developed. With the use of this theory the ac-
tion of heat sources on the flow has been stndied, and the
heat delivery in a compressible flow at subsonic and
supers&nic speeds has been calculated. The results,
which are presented in Tedm.ical Note 2436, show the
effect of compressibility and the nonlinear cooling.
Applications of the results to hot-wire anemometry me
discussed.
In an investigation carried out at the California In-
stitute of Technology under contract with the NACA,
measurements of the spectrum and correlation func-
tions at large Reynolds number (R.N~ NYbased on the
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grid mesh) hare beeu made, as well as a series of ac-
curate spectrum measurementsatlovierReynol&nu-
ber (RN= I(Y). The results are presented in Technical
h“ote2473 and m-ecompared with theoretical lLLWSpro-
posed in recent years. .
Boundary Layers and Turbulence
A simphfied procedure has been developed for the
calculation of compressible laminar boundary layers
with arbitrary free-stream pressure gradients. The
analysis, based on the Karman-Pohlhausen integ@
method, is presented in Technical lSTote2531. The re-
sults enable velocity and temperature profiles, momen-
tum and displacement ttilckn-s, and wall shear st-
to be obtained for flows over both two- and three-dimen-
sional bodies.
The hmtiar compressible boundary layer orer an
insulated flut plate moving with time-dependent veloc-
ity has been given detailecI analysis in Technical A’ote
2471. A technique is given for predicting whether the
motion is quasi-steady or if the cl-ical “starting from
rest” solution applies. Computations are made to show
deviations of the velocity and temperature profiles from
the quasi-steady state. ‘l%e method may also be apphed
to cletermine whether quasi-steadiness may be assumed
in problems in-rolvi~c unsteady laminar flows viith
pressure gradient and probably unsteady turbulent
boundary Iayers as -well.
An analysis of the Iaminm boundary layer on a circu-
lar cone at angle of attack to a supersonic stream has
been presented in Technical Note 2521. A perturba-
tion technique is employed to determine ti intluence
of smsdlcm.gleof attack on such boundary-layer quanti-
ties as skin friction, boundary-layer thickn=~, viscous
lift, drag, and pitching moment.
In Technical Note 2799 a method is presented for
determining the “displacement surface” of a known
three-dimensional boundary-layer flow in terms of the
mass flow defec~ associated with the profiles of the
two reloci@ components parallel to the surface. Sev-
eral examples are discuesed and numerical values giyen
for the specific case of a.cone at small angle of attack
to a supersonic stream.
-&uanalysis of the etfect of slip on compressible lami-
nar boundary-layer skin friction has been made and is
presented in Technical Note 2609. The extent to which
the no-slip boundary-layer theory is -ralid and the m~g-
nitude of the slip effect are discussed.
An experimental investigation has been conducted iu
the Langley low-turbulence pressure tunnel on an
NACA 64AOKlairfoil section equipped with 82 suction
slots (41 per surface) for the purpose of increasing
the extent of laminar boundary-layer flow. The re-
sults of this investigation, presented in Tech&lcal Note
2M.+, indicated that laminar flow could be maintained
orer 91-percent chord up to Reynolds numbers as high
as 10 x 1(F. ‘PMs result, however, was obtained on
only one surface of the model. On the as~ption that
botIisurfaces of the model could have been made equally - .=.
etlwtive in maintaining laminar flow, a drag coefficient
of about 0.0024 (including the drag coefficient equiva-
lent of the suction power) would hare been obtained as
compared with 0.0042 for the plain smooth airfoil.
One significant obserrat ion was the increasing diiculty
encountered in obtaining full-chord laminar flow at
higher IteynoMs numbers because of the increasi~~
—
sensitivity of the flow to minute surface irregularities .-
and slight inaccuracies of slot-entry contour.
In order to investigate the possibility that an in- —
crease in boundary-layer thickness in regions of pres-
sure gradient and flow through the surface can increase
the hcal critical Reynolds number more than the local
boundary-layer Reynolds number, computations have
been made (Technical Note 2752) by combining the
Schlichting method for the computrttionof the laminar
boundary layer with the Lin method for the calculation
of the critical Reynolds number of a velocity profile.
The computations indicate that, in a region of fulling
pressure on an impervious surfuce, an increase in
boundary-layer thickness can cwss the velocity-profile -
shape to be changed enough by the increase in effective
pressure gradient to increase the ratio of the local criti-
cal Reynolds number to the local boundary-layer Rey-
nolds number.
In order to obtain some information on the efkts of
an axial velocity on flow fieMs involving turbulent mo-
tion, an experimental investigation was made of the
pressure distribution about a cirmdar cyfinder itt rari-
ous angks of yaw. The resul~ presented in Technical
Note 2463, indicate that the flow and force characteris-
tics in the range of Reynolds number near and abo~e
critical~ based on normal relocity components, cannot
be determined by only the component of flow normal to
the cylinder axis. For example, the critical Reynolds
number decreased and the supercritical drag coefficient?
based on the flow normal to the leading edge of the
cylinder! increased with an increase in the angle of yaw
UP to 60°. In addition, the localized regions of laminar ,
separation that-appeared in the supercritical range of
Reynolds number on the n.nyaviedcylinder were not as
vrell defined at yam angles of 15° and 30° and com-
pletely disappeared at yaw angles above 45°.
The Von Karman momentum equztion gives n rela-
tion between the changes in boundary-layer momentum
and the external stressesof pressure gradient and -wall
shear, which applies equally as well for turbulent
bounclary layers as for lamirmr boundary Iayers. For
turb~llent~m~ar~ layer~ however, problems arise in
the interpretation of momentum and in the application
of the equation to experimental data. .~ study of the
Von Karman momentum relation with respect to its
application to turbulent boundary layers in n positive
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preswuw gradient is presented in Technical Note %71.
Although this momentum relation for turbulent bom~d-
ary layers contains momentum terms due to the fluctu-
ating motion as well as momentum terms due to the
menn motion, the general practice has been to neglect
the momentum terms due to the fluctuating motion.
Datn were obtained from Technical Note 2133, reported
in the last annual report, and Technical lfemorandum
1285 with which the terms due to both the mean flow
and the fluctuating flow could be evaluated. The re-
sults indicate that the stre.anwise derivative of the
turbulent longitudinal momentum may be large near
separation and therefore should be considered when the
Von Karman momentum relation is ueed for turbulent
boundary layers near separation.
There is presented in Technical Note 2692 a“deriva-
tion of the form of the incompressible turlndent skin-
friction flow for an insulnted flat.plate made in such a
way that it may be extended to compressible flows.
The ratio of compressible to incompressibleskin friction
is obtnined and the results are dlown to be in agree-
ment with existing esperirnentnl results.
A number of the most promising integral methods
for solving the compressible-laminar-bonndary-layer
equations approximately have been investigated in
order to determine a computationally convenient and
sufficiently accurate method of calculating boundary-
layer characteristics. The chief methods considered
were the one-parameter Karman-Pohlhausen method,
with three different assumptions for the velocity pro-
files, anclthe two-prmarneteime~od, with two different
assumptions for the velocity profiles. Comparisons
have been made with exact solutions for skin-friction
and heat-transfer coefficients,vebcity profiles, velocity
derivatives: and especially laminar-boundary-layer sta-
bility. It was found that the Kaman-Pohlhausen
method with a sixth-de= polynomial as the velocity
profile is the most suitable for many practical purposes.
This work was carried out at the Polytechnic Institute
of Brooklyn under contract to the NACA and is pre-
sented in Techniczd Note 2655.
Theoretical analyses of the effect of slip on the flow
of a rarefied gas near a sttignation point nnct in a
boundary Inyer on a flat plate ha~e been macle at the
University of California- under contract witi the
NACA. The results, presented in Technical Note 2568,
inclicate that the stagmtioll” pressure is increased be-
came of the effect of slip but that there is a negligible
effect on the flat-plate skin-friction coefficient in the
range of application of the analysis.-
A clevice has been de-relopeclAt the California Insti-
tute of Technology to measure local skin friction on a
flat plate by measuring the force exerted upon a very
smdl movable part of the surface of a flat plate. These
force% which range from about 1 milligram to about
100 milligrarm, are measured by means of a reluctance
measuring device. The apparatus was first appliecl to
measurementsin tile low-speed range, both for laminm
and ttibulent boundary layem. The measured skin-
friction coefficierits show escellent agreement with
Blasius’ and Von Karman’s results. The device was
then applied to high-speecl subsonic flow and the tur-
bulent&in-friction coe5cients were “determinedup to
a IUach number of about 0.8. A few metiurernents in
.—
supersonic flow were also made; This research, carried
out under contract -with the NACA, is described ill
Technictil Note 2567. ‘“- --
At the MassachusettsInstitute of Teclmology several
studies‘of Von Karman% similarity &eo~ and its ex-
tension. to compressible flows have been made under
NAC.& sponsorsl~ip. Techilical Note %41 presents the
results of a study of Von Karman’s similarity thcory,
-.
-withregard to turbulent shear flow, by using the mod-
ern concepts of Kohnogoroff. It was found that the
original form of the theory is supported by modern
concepts. *. an application of the concepts presented
in Technical hTote2541?the problem of turbulent bound-
ary lnyer over a flat phlte in compressible flow has
been treited (Technical Note 2542). lU @allel with
Von IGmman’s theory in incompressible flow, the sin]i-
hwity scales for all the flow ~ariables are derived. Two
possible lehgth scales ]yere found, nnil the sig@@lce_ ~
discussed. In Technical Note 2543 an inmstigntion of
the turbulent-bounclary-lnyer flow over a flat plate in
compressible flow has been carried out OL the basis of
the scheme established in Technical Note 2542.
An @vestigation conducted at the Ii’ationul Bureau
of Stiuitards under NACA sponsorship is reported in
Technical Note 2475 whereby the feasibility of arti-
ficially .@ickening a turly~lent.lxmndary layer on q flat
plate y?s studied. The report shows that it is possible
to accoinplish substantial thickening ancl to obtain a
fully developed turbulent boundary layer which is frco
from any distortions introduced by the thickening
prow%; Such a boundary layer should be a suitable
medium for fundamental research. For example, it is
shown”that the turbulence in the outer portion of (he
bound~ry layer has m intermittent character.
Aerodynamic Heating and Heat Transfer
One’of the fundamental factom in determining heat
transfe~ at supersonic speeds is the boundary-layer tem-
perature-recovery factor. An experimental investiga-
tion reportecl in Technical Note 2664 gives values of the . .
reco~ery factor of 0.885*0.011 for tm%ulentboundary
layers on a 10° cone and on n 40° corie-cylinder, al Ilnch
numbers from 2.0 to 3.8. The location of houndary-
layer transition in these experiments was found to be
dictated ~y the test facility.
31easurenlentshave been mnde of the local rates of
heat transfer through laminar imclturbulent boundary
layers m a coolecl flat plnte at a Mach number of %4$
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Data were obtained fora Reynolds number range of
0.15 million to 3.o million and for nomimd surface
temperat~ of – 40° to 45” F. The temperature-
recove~ factoq obtained from the heat-transfer data,
agreed well with previous experimental fl~t-plate re-
sults. ‘The investigation is reported in Technical Note
~e~e.
31ew-memenCsof aver”~e and local skin-friction co-
efficients for laminar flow on a flat plate. are reported
in Technical A-ote 9740. The tests viere conducted at
a 31ach nurgber of 2A over a Reynolds number range
of 0.72x 1P to 2.8 x 1P.
A method for solving the laminar boundary-layer
equations for compressible flow, in the absence of a
pressure gradient has been developed (Technical Note
2499) without ~pos~g restriction on the thermal
properties of the fluid medium. Velocity and tempera-
ture profhs and boundary-layer characteristics ha~e
been computed for llach numbers from 1 to 10, utiliz-
i%mexperimental values of the heat capacity, vkcosity,
and conductivity. The ana~ysisshows that an effecti~e
temperature, which is a function of the surface tem-
perature and strewn conditions and is similar to the
recovery temperature, arises naturally and is the proper
reference temperature to be used in heat-transfer cal-
culations. The effective temperature and the recovery
temperature became identical for the condition of zero
heat transfer. The recovery factor and the analogous
eifective-temperature function decrease substantially
with increasing values of 31ach number.
An experimental ancl analytical investigation has
been conducted at the Johns Hopkins Uni-remity under
contract with the NACA to study some features of the
turbulent heat diihsion behind a heated -wireperpen-
dicular to a ffovringgisotropic turbulence. The mean
temperature distributions have been measured with sys-
tematic ~ariations in wind speed, size of turbulence-
producing grid, and location of heat source. The
nature of the temperature fluctuation tield has been
studied and the remdts presented in T&hnical Note
2;10.
HIGH-SPEED AEROD~.4fiIICS
Aiifoils
The results of a wind-tunnel investigation performed
in the ibes 1- by 3~&foot tunnel to determine the
high-speed subsonic characteristics of se~eral NACA
6-series nirfoil sections me presented in Technical Note
2670. The more important objectives of this in~estiga-
tion vrere to provide aerodynamic data for these air-
foils, to determine the optimum chord-miseposition of
the point of minimum pressure, and to measure tilebene-
fits of reducing the mafium thickness-chord ratio.
The results of the investigation indicate that 6-series
airfoil sections with the position of minimum pressure
near the 40-percent-chord point possess optimum orer-
alI aerodynamic characteristics at high subsonic speeds.
Significant imprcmementin the drag characteristics of
these airfoik vise found to result from reduction of &
maximum thickness. In additio~ it was determined
that tha accompanying reduction in range of lift coef-
ficient for good high-speed section characteristics vice
much less serere than had been predicted from theoreti-
cal ana~ysis.
Supersonic prollks of minimum pressure drag for a
given thickness ratio and for a given area have been
determined with the use of a nonlinear pressure rela-
tion and have been compared -withminimum-drag pro-
files determined by linearized theory. The results show
that the profiles are determined with suf6cient accuracy
by linear theory orer the entire supersonic 31ach num-
ber range and that linear theory appears to be adequate
for determining profdea of minimum drag for other
auxiliary structural conditions since moderate devia-
tions from the optimum shape ha-ie only a small influ-
ence on the pressure drag. A comparison of the pres-
sure-drag coe5cients for optimum profiks determined
by linear and nonlinear theory has been made for the
31ach number range from 1.5 to 10.0. In additio~ sev-
eral optimum profiles for a giren mea hare ken cal-
culated by both the lines.r and nonlinear theory. The
results are presented in Technical Xote 2023.
A -relocity-correction formula has been proposed for
calculating, from the known 31ac~~nun~bgrdistribution
for a diamond-shaped airfoil at a stream 31ach number
of 1.0, the 31ach number distribution on the same air-
foil at speeds from a 31ach number of about 0.S to the
shock-attachment 31ach number. The time required to
ctdculate these ndditional 31ach number distributiomi
is ~~1 in comparison with the time required by rigor-
ous methods. The accuracy of the results for stream
Jlkch numbers near 1.0 is of the same order as the ac-
curacy of the known llach number distribution. 310re-
over~ the results tend to become exact as the Qtream
31ach number is increaaed toward that for shock at-
tachment. .- expression for the rate of change of
local 2Jach number with stream 31ach number has been
clerired. and an explicit equation for the drag coeffi-
cient as a function of stream Mach number and thick-
ness ratio has been obtained. The redts of this work
are presented in Technical Note 25X.
Similarity rnks for the transonic flovi about lifting
wings have been derired in Technical Sote X24 by
considering the change in the flow fietd due to anile of
attack as a small perturbation to the nonliftfi-g flow
field. This approach has the ad~antage that the effects
of angle of attacli and airfoil geometry are partially
separated. T-helift coeilicient vr.asfound to be propor-
tional to the angle of attack as in other speed ranges:
Other resultsare that the drag due to lift is proportional
..-
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to the square of the lift coefficient as in other speed
ranges and that the expression for the ratio of lift to
drag is very similar to that obtained at supersonic
speeds. The maximum value of the lift-drag ratio was
found to be approximately inversely proportional to the
firstpower of the wing thicknessratio for casesin which
the skin-friction drag is negligible compared with the
pressure drt-tg, For cases where the angle of attack is
large compared with the thickness ratio, the lift coeffi-
cient is proportional to the angle of attack to the two-
thirds power. Since the effects of angle of attack”and
wing geometry are partia~lyseparated, the present form
of the similarity rules is useful for correlation -work.
Experimental data indicate that such a correlation.will
be possible for a ~ift-coefficientrange extending &yoncl
the lift coefficient for maximum lift-drag ratio. bfrmy
interesting resultsmay thus be presented in terms of the
similarity rules for low lift coefficients. It is shown
that the transonic similarity rules are valid at subsonic
speeds but are more complicated in that range than
the well-known Piandtl-Glauert rules.
I~derferometer measurementsof the flow fields near
twe-dimensional wedge and circular-arc sections at
zero angle of attack at high-subsonic and low-super-
sonic velocities have been obtained at the California
Institute of Technology in art investigation conducted
under contract with the NACA. Both subsonic flow
with a region of local supersonic flow and supersonic
flow with a detached shock wave have been investi-
gated. Preesure distributions and drag coefliciei~tsas
functions of lfach number have been obtained and are
compamd with the theoretical work of Guderley and
Yoshiharn, Vincenti and Wagoner, and Cole on flow
past wedge sections. This work is repo~led in Tech-
nical Note 2560.
Wings and Wing-Body Combinations
Recent calculations of wing characteristics have been
made more efficient by the development of reciprocal
theorems similar to those long known in electricity and
mrtgnetism,optics, elasticity, and many other branches
of the physical sciences. These theorems make possible
the determination of many important and useful rela-
tions between the aerodynamic forces and moments on
wings with the same plan forms but having differeut
twist imd camber, or executing different motions. A
typical theorem states that the lift produced by, the
deflection of a portion of the wing surface, such as a
flap or centrol surface, is equal to the lift ou the cor-
responding portion of a flat-plate wing in flight in the
reverse direction. The range of application of these
theorems includes unsteady as well as steady motion
and applies to subsonic as -+velIas supersonic flight
speeds. This work is reported in Technical Note 2700.
The transonic similarity rules for the pressures,
force% and moments on wings hrtvebeen found to lead
to an essentitd improvement in relating ex~wriulenlit]
wing characteristics at near-sonic speeds. Since the
similarity rules may be expressed in mwious ways? rI
theoretical investigation wns unclerttlkento ascerhtin
their most advantttgeous forms. The study, presented
in Technical Note 2726, shows that one form is pnr-
ticularly good in that it emphasizes m important dif-
ference between aerodynamic charncteristice of wings
of small and htrge aspect ratio. The essential pnram-
eter for distanguishing the different regimes is the
product of the aspect ratio and the cube root of the
thickness ratio. When this pm-meter is large, non-
linear trnnsonic theory must be used to..predict. the
aerodynamic characteristics, When it is small, the lift-
ing properties of the wing may be predicted by linear
theo~~. This behavior has been corroborntecl by wincl-
tunnel tests.
A vector study of the partial-differential equation of
steady linearized supersonic flow is presented in l’ech-
nical Note 2641, General expressions which relate the
velocity potentiti] in the strenm to the conclitions i]l
the disturbing surfaces are derived. Ill this connec-
tion, the concept of the finite pnrt of an integral is dis-
cussed. A discussion of problems dealing with plmmr
bodies is given and conditions for the solution to be
unique”ire investi~ated, Problems concerning non-
plnnnr systems are also investigated and methods are
clerived for the solution of some simple nonphtnar
bodies, The surface pressure and the damping in roll
are found for rolling tails consisting of four, six, and
eight rectanemhw fins for the }fach number range in
which the region of interference between adjacent fins
does not affect the fin tips.
In Technical Note 2619, n semiempiricnl profile-cor-
rection7factor is discussed which enables the estinmtion
of the wave drag due to thickness at supersonic speeds
for three-dinlensional wings with arbitrary thil~airfoil
sections at zero lift through useof previously cahmlnted
drag coefficients. It is expected tlmt sntisftwtory esti-
mates can be obtnined for many combinations of plnn
form nnd profile for which rigorous theoretical drag
data me not available by judicious use of the proposed
profile correction, especially at those speeds for which
the wing leading edge is supersonic.
A method has been developed for selecting the thick-
ness, skin or shell thickness, and size of a supersonic
wing for least drag and sufficient bending strength at
specified flight conditions, section shnpe, nnd wing phm
form. The only structural requirement considered i]l
the analysis is that of bending strws, which is assumed
to be cmied entirely by the skin. An mmlytica] method
is presented by menns of which the optimum wing di-
mensions can readily be obtained. This methocl is pre-
sented in Technical ?iTote2754.
An experimental investigation carried out in the
Langley 4-by 4-foot supersonic pressuretnnnel resulteil
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in a series of 5cMieren photo=mapbs anti p~wssure dis-
tributions which showed the effects of transition frgm
an attached to a detached shock at the leading edge of a
finite-span S.2° wedge as the angle of attack -wasiu-
creased from 0° to 1f 0. These results are reported in
Technical Note 2712.
Technical Note 2611 presents the results of an in-
vesti.gation in the &nes 1- by 3-foot supersonic tunnel
of the bnse prerrure on wings having an aspect ratio of
:~ and various modified double wedge and triananhw
airfoils. It was found that for turbulent flow the
principal -rariablee affecti~a the base pressure were
Mach number and the ratio of boundary-layer thicknes
to wing trailing-edge thickness. For Iaminar flow, the
principal wminble was the ratio of boundary-layer
thickness to wing trailing-edge thickness.
A method developed at the Ames Laboratory is pre-
sented in Technical Note 2554 for estimating to a rez-
sonable degree of accuracy the interference effects be-
tween slender -ring-body shapes common to missilesand
some high-speed airplanes. Pressure distributions have
been calculated for trianguhm and swept-lmek plan
forms mounted on cylindrical fuselages. The etfect Zif
the section profiles on the pressures has aL% been pre-
dicted. ti interesting development of the technique
also furnishes the etEecton the Iif t of a horizontal tail
surfuce, in the wake of a wing, for cases in which the
vortices form a-plane ~ket or have rolled up into vortex
cores
A theoretical method emwt within the framework of
linear theory has beti developed in Technical No&
26TTtilat permits a determination of the pressure field
of a wing-bod~*combination employing a circular body
and a wing ivith supersonic leading and trailing edges.
DetaiIed calculatims have been performed for wing-
bedy combinations with rectangular wings mounted at
iucidence on bodies at zero.angle of attack. It was de-
termined that the loss of lift due to interference could
be estimated from the first term of the Fourier series
used in the analysis. This fact -wasused to extend the
range of the lift calculation.
.it Brown University, under contract to the NACA, a
method has been cIeveloped for the solution of the non-
linear equations for supersonic conical flow. The pro-
Fedureis mostly n numerical one based on the method of
characteristice and the relaxation process. A procedure
for cah.dating the position of the shock is inherent in
the analyqis and the method is applicable to any conical
flow. The method and an illustration of the flow about
a triangular wing with supersonic edges are presented
in Technical Note 2651.
Ako uncler NACA sponsorship at Brown University,
a basic theory of generalized linearized supersonic
conical flow for both inside and outside the llach cone
has been developed and applied to se~eral specific prob-
lems including unsteady-flow ~nditions. A triangular
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lifti~m -wingin pitching and rolling with both subsonic
nndisupereonic leading edges was investigated &d
pressure coefficients were obtained. .1 fan~ily of thin “---
swept-back triangular wings having a symmetrical
thickness distribution was t-alsoin-restigtited and a~a-
lytic expressions for wave drag and pressure coefficients
were determine& Values of mare drag coefficientswere
calculated and the results presented graphically. This
theory, -whichstems from a fundamental idea of G. N.
‘Ward, is presented in Technical Nde 2667.
Bodies
A theoretical study is presented in Technical Note -
2535 of bodies consisting of ogimd fore- and after-
bodies joined by a circular cylinder ha-ring minimum
wa~e drag in axially symmetric supersonic flow. All
the bodies studied had the same total length, length of
joining cylinder, frontal area and -iohu-ne. Comparison
with related results for bodies of resolution without
cylindrical midsections shows that the addition of small
amounts of center section has little effect on the drag.
From the predicted body shapes, the maximum thick-
nessratio leading to the least total of ware and friction
dr>o can then be estimated.
A method has been developed for determining the
optimum~hapee of certain boattail bodies for minimum
wave drag at supersonic speeds. The metho~ pre-
sented in Technical N’ote 9550, is easily generalized to
determine minimum-wave-drag profile shapes which
have contours that must pass through any prescribed
number of points. According to linearized theory, the .
optimum profiks are found to have infinite slope at
the nose but zero radius of curvature so that the bodies
appear to have pointed noses, a zero slope at the body
base, and no variation of wave drag with Mach number.
Although the analysis is concerned with wave drag
only, a brief discussion of friction w-id base drag is
also given.
By an adaptation of the slender body theory, expres-
sions have been developed for predicting the lift of
bodies, afterbodies, and combinations of bodies. The
method is presented in Technical ATote2669 and is il-
lustrated by calculation of the lift of a cone-cylinder
body, a cylindrical afterbody of n wing-body combina-
tion, “and-three combinations of bodies.
The calculation of second-order supersonic flow p&t
nonlif ting bodies of re-rolution has b@en reduced to
—
routine computation with the aid of tabulated functions
and standard computing forms. This work has been
published in Technical Note 2744.
Research Equipment and Techniques
The great complexity of the method of characteristics
in three dimensions has generally limited supersonic
nozzle and cliffuser design to the
axisymmetric cases. A simple
—
two-dimensional and
method reported in
—
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Technical Note 2688 has been developed for obtaining
three-dimensional unsyrnmetric supersonic nozzles and
inlets from kno-ivnaxisymmetric flows.
Recent research has indicated that three-dimensional
supersonic nozzles may become more desirable for high
Mach number tunnels than conventional two-ilimen-
sional nozzles. In two-dimensional nozzles designed
for high Slach mlmbers the flow is very sensitive to any
change of the extremely small dimensions at the minim-
um section, anctthe excess growth of boundary layer
along the center of the nozzle side plates may alsa in-
terfere with the design flow. In Techical Note 2711
a method is developed for the design of three-dimen-
sional nozzles utilizing axisymmetric flow. The method
is applied to obtain the final coordinates of a nozzle
with a lhch number of 10 for which a square test sec-
tion is specified to reduce the possibility of axis~-
metric imperfections at the wall and to provide for the
installation of schlieren windows.
Auxiliary boundary conditions me derived in Tech-
nical hyote 2616 which assure continuity of wall curva-
ture in applying the method of characteristics to the
design of tvro-dimensional symmetrical supersonic
nozzles. Fixed nozzles thus designed are less subject
to flow imperfections. The technique is particularly
valuable in the design of flexible vvall nozzles which
usually are not capable of sustaining discontinuities in
curvature.
An investigation of phenomenon associated with the
condensation of air at supersonic 31ach numbers is re-
ported in Technical ATote2690.- It was found that in-
creasing the ratio of test-section area to the mea at the
firstminimum section produces only a moderate increwe
in hfach number after the air streambecomes saturated.
It was concluded thtitthe mmt.prac.ticsImethod of sub-
stantially increasing the test section lfach number is
to elevate the reservoir temperature to maintain sub-
aaturatecl stream conditions, The properties of flow
about wedge models in a partially condensed supersonic
stream were investigated and effects of condensation
on surface presmes -weredetermined.
A theoretical and experimental investigation of the
condensation of air in hypersonic wind tunnels has
been carried out at the hlassachusettsIiist.ituti of Tech-
nology under contract with the NACA and is reported
in Technical Note 9559. The experimental work was
done with a hypersonic wind tunnel with a 31acl~&lm-
ber of approximwtely 7. Condensation of air. was de-
tected and measured by condensation-fog light scat-
tering, static-pressure measurements, and changes in
wedge shock angles at degrees of supersaturation con-
siderably lower than thow predicted by existing con-
densation theory, The effects of varying supply pres-
suresand temperatureswere measured and it was shown
that preheating of the air so that it remained unsatu-
rated or became oxdy slightly supersaturatedprevented
the initiation of condensation. The nucleation theory
of condensation was mudifiecl to take ficcount of a pos-
tulatecl variation of surface tension with decrease in
size .of the spontaneously formed drops which act as
nuclei of condensation. This modification permitted
closer prediction of the measured condensation rates.
An instrument has been suggested. for the measurem-
ent of supersonic flow inclination. The device makes
use of the effect discussed in Technical h70te9521 of
angle of attack ou the meritiomd velocity profile of the
larninarboundary layer on a cone. The theoretical per-
formance of the instrument is discussed and limited
impedimental results are presented in Technical Nyote
2723.
.—
Various methods, such as the pitot-static tube and the
cone, ha~e been used for determining the ambient or
free-stream static pressure in airspeed-measurement
systems. Technical hTote2592 considem the problems of
determining the free-stream static pressure from the
pressures on bodies of re-wdution, By a simple Repli-
cation of slender-body theory, points are located on n
body tihere only small preesure chmges occur with in-
cidence, These points may be then considered as the
proper locations for static-pressure orifices. Experi-
mental .data obtained during a detxiled pressure-dis-
tribution investigation of a parabolic body of re~olu-
tion at a Mach number of 1.59 and a Reynolds number
of 3,6 x 106are then analyzed. The trends predicted are
substantiated ancl slight empirical modifications to the
theoretical locat.ionsare indicated.
As part of n continuing systematic investigation to
study means of improving the accuracy of airspeed
measurement systems, six shielded totul-prwsure tubes
were tested at high angles of attack in a wind tunnel
(Technical Note 9530). The tubes ~’ere tested at sev-
eral bIach numbers ranging from 0.26 to 0.95; and the
effects of inclination of the air stream on the measured
pressures -weredetermined for an angle of nttuck range
of – W: to 65°. Results of the tests indicnted that
curved venturi entries were superior to the conical entry
of the standard IIiel design; thtit the critical angle of
a shielded tube could be extended to higher position
angles of attack by means of a slant profile; no aclvm~-
tage TEKSto be gained by varying the probe position
from the positiori used in the shu]darclKlel design; and _
@at the effect of comp~=ibility on the sensitivity of
the tubes to inclination was appreciable.
Two procedures of airspeed calibration that are suit-
able for use in maneuvers at high altitudes and high
airspe~dsare the accelerometer and radar methods. A
comparison of the two methods vms mncleby a calil.nw-
tion of the pitot-static airspeed installntion on a jet
fighter .ai~pl~ne(Technical Note 2570). The resu1tsof
the tesh. mdlcated that, for vertical plane maneuvers,
the accelerometer method may be used ns an nlternnte
to the radar method. Although, the accelerometer
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method requiresairphtne instrumenttitionof fairly high
precision, this equipment may be more generally avail-
able than the radar equipment.
A stroboscopic schlieren sysm.mwhich automatically
synchronizes itself with repetiti~e aerodynamic phe-
nomena of inconstant frequency hm been dere~oped and
installed in the &nes 1- by 3+&f cot high-speed wind
tunnel. This device, discuessd in Technical Arote 2509,
makes p=cible the visuaI observation of unsteady air
flow about aerodpamic bodies. An additional feature
of the instrument pro-rides simulation of cent inuous
S1OWmotion of particular flow features at arbitrarily
chosen rates.
An experimental investigation has been conducted in
the Ames 10- by l&inch supersonic wind tunnel to de-
termine the feasibility of using an X-ray densitometer
to measure air densities in d.kturbed flow fields at high
supersonic speeds. It was concluded from measure-
ments in conical flow fields that density can be deter-
mined with sufficient accuracy at the low densities en-
countered to establish the instrument as a ~=eful re-
search tooL
.ti instrument has been developed at the Ames Lab-
oratory that provides an accurate measurementof wind-
tunnel JIach number for purpose9 of tunnel operation
and data interpretation. The instrument provides con-
tinuous and automatic indications of the quantities
determining 31ach number, thus permitting consider-
ably more rapid and accurate turu.d operation than
heretofore possible.
STABILITY AND CON’’IIROL
Static Stability Invest”~ations
lknv-speed testsof typical high-speed airplane modeIs
indicate that with regard to static longitudinrd sta-
bility, a high-wing model with the horizontal tail Io-
cated below the wing chord plane extended results in
acceptable longitudinal stability characteristics. Other
tests have show% however? that for a high-wing model
a strong sidewash is produced at the plane of symmetry
because of wing-fuselage interference, which reduces
the contribution of a conventionally mounted vertictd
tail to the directional stability. In an attempt to obtain
both longitudinal and directional stability o-ier a large
angle-of-attack range, tests -weremade on a cod@.u-a-
tion having twin ~ertical fins mounted on a high 45°
s-iveptbackviing. The results of t@ in-redigation, re-
ported in Technical Note %34, show that the model was
directionally stable throughout the angle-of-attack
range, whereas a comparable model with a single flu
on the fuselage became directionally unstable at mod-
erate angles of attack. In general, the static longi-
tudinal stability characteristics viere not affected by
the twin fins.
Studies of wing induced dovin~ash, an important
consideration in the design of aircraft with tandem
surfucesj have been studied experimentally and analyt-
ically. At the ~mes Laboratory, a theoretical in-resti-
gation of the downwash behind low-aspect-ratio plane
wings disclosed that siagnificnutchanges @ the down-
~a~h fie]d am attributable to large deformation of the
trailing ~ortex sheet. This investigation has been ex-
tended to include the missile case -wherecruciform viing
arrangements are utilized. It has been found that the
behavior of the ~ortex sheets behind banked cruciform
wings is much more complex and that the dovinviash
field is correspondingly more complicated than that
behind plane wings. The rwdts of the tlrst phase of
this theoretical analysis along with some experimental
data hare been published in Technical Note 2605.
An experiments’I technique for obtaining a physical
picture of the flow behind lifting surfaces has been
de-ieloped wherein the action of a large number of tufts
of uniform length attach~d to a wire grid mounted aft
of the wing are photoagpphed from a station do&-
stream of the grid. This’procedure yields, with a niini-
ruutn of labor, an approximate -rector plot of the flow
field in a plane normal to the airstream. The results
of an investigation in the Langley stabiIity tunnel, uti-
lizing the tuft grid technique to determine the down-
wash characteristics of ~ rectangular and sewraI t.ri-
an=dar wings, me reported in Technical ~Tote5W4.
Studies of Damping Derivatives
The advent of high-speed airplanw of high density
has focused attention on certain phases of the dynamic
stabiIity problem which were previously unimportant
and heretofore neglected, The effect of periodicity
of the airplane motion on the effective vnl:..-:.+ various
sb~biIityderivatives is one of these fzckm. A program
has been Undellaken in the Langley stabifity tunnel to
determine the effects of such ~a’riabh?sas frequency and
amplitude of motion on the contribution of various air-
plane components to the stabili~ derivatives. In
Technical Note 2657 that phase of the investigation
which considers frequency effects on the directional
damping and stability of a model undergoing a freely
damped yawing motion is corered. me effects of ver-
tical tail aspect ratio and of compmssiiility m. pre-
dicted by theory are discussed in relation to experi-
mental stability characteristics obtained by the free
o.willation and by the cur-red flow procedures. The”re-
sults indicate that, for the low range of frequencies in-
vestigated, the vertical tail contribution is relatively
independent of oscillation frequency and can be pre-
dicted reasonably well by approximate finite aspect
ratio unsteady lift theories.
.- part of a general program to investigate the ef-
fects of changes in various components of the airplane
.—.—.
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On the low-speed stability clmracterktics, an experi-
mentalstudy reported in Technical Note 2587 was made
to determine the influence of the wing and fuselage on
the ~ertical tail contribution to the rolling derivatives
of a midwing airplane model with 45° sweptback lift-
ing surfuces. The resultsof the investigation show that
the vertical tail contribution to the rolling derivatives
can be calculated with good accuracy throughout the
nng]e-of-attack range by available analytical proce-
dures, provided corrections are made for the effects of
fuselage and -wingsidevrashat the tail caused by rolling
velocity.
The problem of calculating the stnbility parameters
of an airplone from flight data has been studied at the
Ames Laboratory using several common methods for
curve fitting. The application of such methods is con-
sidered in Technical Note 2622.
The development of the linearized supersonic flow
theory has imabled the evaluation of stability cleriva-
tives for a variety of wing configurations at supersonic
ipeeds. Fairly complete information is now available
for the theoretical stability derivatives of rectangular,
triangular, and some wveptback wings. This theory is
used in Technical Note 2699 to evaluate derivatives for
swept wings for which the wing leading edge and trail-
ing edge are supersonic. Design chart s.arepreeented
which permit estimation of the pitching-moment coef-
ficient clueto angle of attack, and the pitching-moment
nnd lift coefficients due to steady pitching velocity for
given values of aspect ratio, taper ratio, 31ach number
ctndlending-edge sweepback.
Another theoretimdmethod of determining the super-
sonic pitching-moment derivatives for delta-wing-body
combinations has been developed at the Langley Lab-
oratory. Technical Note 2553 presents solutions for a
low-aspect-ratio delta wing and slender body comL)ina-
tion and approximate solutions for high-aspect-ratio
cleltawings cmclslender body combinations.
Research on Controls
The useof wing planforms incorporating large sweep
angles and thin airfoil sections for the purpose of de-
laying the compressibility effects has resulted in wings
having values of maximum lift considerably less than
those of conventional unswept wings. This has imposed
rather severe hnitations on the landing speeds of such
aircraft. To add to our knowledge of the character-
istics of high-lift devices on such wings, an explora-
tory test program w& conducted under N~CA sponsor-
ship in the 9-foot wind tunnel of the Georgia Institute
of Technology. Two low-drag, tapered wings swept-
back 45° and 60° equippecl with full-spnn split and
slotted flaps and three specicd trailing-edge flaps were
investigated, Emphasis was placed on attempts to ob-
tain higher maximum lift coelicients, but the results
v reported in Technical Note 2468 show no appreciable
gain in CL ~ax for either the split flup or the special
flap on the 60° swept wing ctndonly n small increment
in CL~~xon the’45° swept wing. !l’he slotted fhp pro-
duced the largest lift increments through the m~le-of-
attack range.
The nse of wing sweep has nlso coml)licuted the prob-
lem of determining the speed at which conventional
aileron controls bcome ineffective m n result o f wing
twisting wsocirdcd viith tile control deflection. (Tl~is
speed is considered the. aileron “reversal speed)>.)
Under NACA sponsorship, tests hnve been conducted
in the University of Washhgton 8- by 12-foot wind
tunnel to determine esperimenhdly the effect of wing
sweep tmdelasticity on aileron reversal speeds, Rolling
moments due to aileron deflection, clamping clerivcdiwe
in roll, and free ~olIing angulnr velocities due to nileron
deflection were obtnined on the elastic wings with 45°
of sweepbnck ancl zero degrees of sweepback. The ~v-
snlts showed that, when designed for equal stress, the
swept wings generally had higher reversal speeds thau
did the straight wings. It nws also shown thnt inbonrd
ailerons on n swept wing were more effective at high
speeds than were control surf~ces lomted nt the tips.
This work is reported in Technical Note 9563.
Studies have been conti~~uedto evaluntevarious n~eth:-,—-
ods of reducing ~ontrol hinge moments. The effects of
various aerodynamic balance shapes on tl~elow-speed
control characteristics of a series.of unswept and svvept-
back wings have been studied in the 9-foot wind tunnel
of the Georgia Institute of Technology under NACA
sponsorship. Lift- and hinge-moment cllarncteristics
vrere obtained for four unswept semispfin control sur-
faces and lift, drag, hinge-moment and pitching-nm-
ment characteristics were obtainecl for two semispnn
sweptbuck control surfaces. In Technical Note 2495,
measured vnlues of the various parameters are conl-
pared with those obtained by application of lifting sur-
face and lifting line theoxies.
A method of predicting the characteristics of tri-
angular tip-control surfaces at supersonic speeds for
which=the Mach, lines lie behind the trailing edges hns
been developed using linearized theory. The results
of this study are presented“inTechnical Note 9715 in the
form of equations and charts for the evaluation of lift.
pitching-moment, nnd hinge-moment pm.nmeters for
the basic conf$g.n-ationsand tabulated calculations for
configmwtions having unequally swept wing find flnp
trailing edges.
Investigation of FIying Qualities
One tif the methods being utilized to reduce the large _
control forces which are becoming more prevalen~ with
high-speed aircraft is through the use of a booster
power-control system incorporating a mechanical de-
vice to provide the pilot with artificial stick force
(feel). A flight inrestigtion of this type of system
.-
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~~t~]ed ~ a ~mber. airplana ~S been made at the
Langley Laboratory to determine the dtxign features
that should b~ incorporated in feel devices in order
to obtain satisfactory handling qualities. The feed de-
vice consisted of a centering spring which restrained
the control stick through a linkage that changed m a
function of dynamic pressure. ProvK1ons were made
for trimming and for nmmml adjustment of the force
~radient. The system was designed to approximate the
control-force characteristics that would result with a
conrentiond elemtor control with linear hinge-moment
characteristics. The test results reported in Technical
A70te.2496indicate that the overall performance of the
feel device was satisfactory. The original control sys-
tem of the test airplane eshiblted certain undesirable
stick-force chamcteristic9 resulting from nonline%r
hinge-moment variations. These characteristics were
improved or corrected by the feel device; The device
made possible .smoot.her.landings -with Ices pilot effort
and improved the airplane’s stick-for& characteristics
in rnaneuvem.
fi’umerous devices have been described in Iiteratmw
over a number of years for providing a stall warning
for aircraft. This literature is scattered and some is
generally una~~ilable. Thus, a summary of these data
was prepared. In the summary, published as Technical
kYote2676, the principles involved in the operation of
several types of stall-warning devices are describ~ and
the conditions under which operating difficulty may be
experienced are pointed out.
The present trend toward the use of Iight aircraft
in farming and ranching activities and the indication
that nearness to centers of population is important to
tlie success of airport operation, make it increasingly
desirable that the personal-owner-type airplane be able
to take off and land in short clistancesusing poorly pre-
pmed airfield surfaces. Technical Note 2404 reports
cm the results of an XACA sponsored investigation at
the Texas A and 31 Rese&h Foundation, aimed at im-
proving take-otl performance through the use of flaps.
The optimum lift coefficient.for takeoff for airplanes
having loadings repre.-tative of persomd aircraft and
flying from field surfaces encountered in personal air-
craft operatio~ are analyzed. Power loading, span
loading, ~spect ratio, and drag coefficient were varied
sufficiently to determine the etiect of, these variables on
take-off performance. Existing high-lift and control
device data were studied and compared in order to de-
tertine whi.i.,~bti~~~~ of su~ devices appear to
offer the most sruta~e arrangement for aircraft of a
private-owner type. . The results indicate that consid-
erable improvement in take-off perform~ce of light
nirplanes is possible by the use of suitable high-lift
ffti.ps.
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Automatic Gmtrd and Stabilization
‘l%e probler.u of desigribg control systems that are
self regulating to the extent that desired maximum
values of airphme normal acceleration cannot be ex-
ceeded by piiots has received special attention. In
Technical Note 2574, possible met-hodsof operatiori of
acceleration restricto~ are.discussed, and a theoretical
arudysisis made of some ai~ple devices. The accelera-
tion restrictors analyzed work on the print.iple of stop-
ping the upward motion of the elevator when the signal
from the acceleration sensing device reaches a certain
value. Calculations viere made for a representative
&mhterairplane and a representative transport airplane
orer a range of center-of-gravity positions for sea level
and altitude operation.
b investigation to determine how well the longitu-
dinal dynamic stability of m autopilot-nirc.raft corn-
biuation can be predicted from the separately measured
chtiracteristics of the autopilot and of the aircraft is
reported in Tedmical ATote257S. The dynamic longi-
tudinal stability of the airplane -withautopilot was pre-
dicted by combining the transfer functions of the auto-
pilot as obtained from .gound tests with those of the
airplane measured in flight to obtain the open and cIosed
Ioop frequency responss and transient- respoisee for
the combination. Tke predicted responses were then
compared with measured tlight frequency and transient
responses for three airspeeds and various autopilot set-
tkgs of displacement and rate of displacement feed-
back The analysis procedures were based upon Iinear
-methods. Flight test data were in good agreement with
linearized am+sis -i&n system elements were oper-
ated within their bear ranges.
For various reassm~,automatic guidance systems of
aircraft often contain elements that hwve nonlinear re-
sponse characteristics during certain phases of their
opemtion, Depending upon the degree of th&e tion-
linearities, the system maybe amenable to a Linearanal-
ysis or it may be necessary to consider the system as
nodinerm. In Technical Sote 2707, the nonlinear re-
sponse characteristics of an electrohydraulic servo sys-”
tern are considered. These characteristics were suc-
cessfully simulated and studied through the use of an”
ekctronic t-malogcomputer. In this study, it was foimd
necessary to take into account the nmdinear arnp1ii3er
characteristics and al% the accumndativaeffect of servo
system time Isa- to simulate satisfactorily the servo
system.
A great deal of interest has m“cen~lybeen shown in
automatic stabilization devices as a means of improving
the damping of the lateia~ oscillation of aircraft de-
signed for transonic and supersonic flight. The results
of a theoretical study of the effect of anxiliary damping
devices on the laterid stability and controllability of
..—---
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a high-speed aircrtift are reported in Technical Note
2565. The systems investigated included stabilitition
devices which deflect the rudder or an a~iliary sur-
face proportional to the yawing velocity or rolling
acceleration and one which deflects both aileron and
rudder proportional to the.rolling velocity. An ideal-
imd control system without phase lag was assumed,
The results iudicate that each of the rmsmed stabili-
zation systems is capable of improving the damping of
the lateral oscillations of the assumed airwaft. HoTY-
ever, the systemwhich deflectedthe rudder proportional
to yawing velocity necessitated increased pedal forces
in steady turns and the systems which deflected the
rudder or rudder and ailerons proportional to rolling
velocity required unnatural rudder deflections to main-
tain zero sideslip subsequent to applied rolling mo-
ments. The system which deflected the rudder pro.
portionaI to rolling acceleration introduced adverse yaw
subsequent to applied yawing or rolling moment;.
A graphical method of determining the amplitude
ratio and phase angle of transfer functions from. the
standpoint of facilitating the analysis of complicated
dynamic systems is presented .in Technical Note 2522.
‘l%is method does not require the factoring of polyuonli-
als and can be adapted to the usc of templates. An
example is given in which the frequency response of an
automatically controlled aircraft is obtained.
INTERNAL FLOW
Air Induction Systems
In the selection of an air induction system for jet-
propelled aircraft, it is necessary to know the optimum
compromise between external drag, ma%.flow per unit
inlet area, and pressure recmery. Exact “knowledge of
the complex inter-relation of these facto~~ is par-
ticularly essentialbecause the air-inducticm system may
be a large potential source of drag in modern aircraft
designs. To facilitate the selection of. optimum ar-
rangements, a study reported in Technical Note 2697
was made to outline a method for the evaluation of
various air-induction systems when combined with ar-
bitrary jet engines, Charts based on the air handling
qualities of induction systems and the component char-
acteristics of engines are presented to permit rapid
evaluation of air-induction systems over a ranb~ of
flight speeds up to a hlach number of 3.0,
The correct consideration of drag and thrust forces
acting on a turbojet engine installation is a problem of
major importance in the design and performance esti-
mation of new aircraft. Although a basically ein~ple
problem, fundamental analysis of the forces may be-
came okcured by the use of conventional definitions for
these forces. A study of the forces acting on a turbojet
engine installation (inlet, engine, exit) has been made
and the resultspresented at the annual summermeeting
of the~stitute of the Aeronautical Sciences ancl pub-=
Iished m ‘fAeronautical Engh-ieeriug Review:’ October
1951. In this paper, conventional definitions have been
related to the fundamental force concepts involved fur
both ~sonic. nn~.supersonic applications through n
summary of existing analyses
DilTusers and Ducts
A preliminary anaIytical and e.xperinlentnlstudy of
the instability of flow from two ducts cliwharging into
a coniuoh duct has been conducted at Harvard IJni-
versity and the results reported in Technicrd h~ote2417.
Analyses were made by assuming potential flow con- .
ditions and turbulent mixing. Qualitative consideru-
tions indicated that self-excited forces may arise t,oac-
countlcr observed instabilities The nature of the flow
(stable, oscillatory, asymmetric, etm) and variations of
the type of flow with duct configuration were studied
experimentally using a two-dimensional water table.
A experimental investigation hns been conducted at
the lXn~gley Laboratory to determine the performance
of a $l~”cascaclediffusing vane for five inlet boundnry-
Iayer-thickness conditions. Tests were made at Ifach
numbers up to 0.41 and at Reynolcls numberq based on
the cascade airfoil chord, of 830,000 to 950,000. ‘f!le
reeulti.reported in Technical Note 2038 ixuiikated.that.
for a vaned bend a limited amount of diffusion can be
obtained without appreciable ener=gylosses.. The vaned
bend has the advantage of being much shorter than the
USUSIdiffuser-bend comb~nations.
An analytical study of two-dimensions] non-viscous
and viscous compressible flow through a system of equi-
distant bladee has been conducted at the Polytechnic
Institute of Brooklyn under the sponsorship of the
NACA, and the results reported in Technical Note 2’718.
Non-v_@cousflow through blade systems of equidistant
spacin”g and of identical shape is considered. A nu-
merical example is given for a system of symmetric
blades which produce a 90° deflection of a uniform flow.
Viscorii flow through a grid system is treatd by the
introduction of n velocity, velocity gradient, pressure,
and force field ~ uniformity across the blades.
,- ROTARY WING AIRCRAFI’
Some effects of varying the damping in pitch and
roll on the flying qualities of a small single-rotor heli-.
copter are~eported in Technical Note 2459, F~ight.-@t
measurements and pilots’ opinions of the longitudinal
flying qualities .ynd lateral control characteristics of
a small single-rotor helicopter me prwmted. In these
teststhe damping of the helicopter in pitch and roll was
varied by mwms of a rah+sensitive automatic-control
devim”from the amount present in the helicopter with
the device inoperative to nearly three timesthat amount.
Longitudinal stability and control characteris~iu which
were unsatisfactory with the device inoperative were
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‘hnproved by increasing the damping of the helicopter,
and were judged to be satisfactory when the damping
was approximately doubled by the device: The low
rate of roll associated with the largest amount of damp-
ing tested was adequate for normal flying.
Since the abiIity to operate under instrument flight
conditions vrill materially extend the usefulness of the
helicopter, the Langley Laboratory has undertaken a
flight investigation to determine what flying qualities
and -what.flight instruments are neceeeary for satisfac-
tory all-weather operation. some initial results of this
program are reported in Technical &’ote 2721, wherein
it was concluded that, although existing longitudinal-
flying-qualiti~ requirements for helicopters are ade-
quate for instrument flight at speeds near cruising, both
the flying qualitiee and pilot’s instruments will require
improvement before satisfactory instrument fEght is
possible from hovering to maximum speed.
One approach to the problem of providing more suit-
able instruments for helicopter blind flying is to com-
bine on a single indicator information that is usualIy
obtained from several different. instruments. A com-
mercially avaiIable flight indicator which combines
heading, altitude, bank angle, and” pitch information
was modified for helicopter use and flight-tested under
siundated instrument. conditions. The resuk, pre-
sented in Technical .Note2761?indicate that use of the
combined-signal indicator for helicopter blind flying
enabled the pilot to maintain a more accurate flight path
and required lees concentration than use of conven-
tional instruments alone.
Mthough standard rotor theory has proven adequate
for predicting the performance of present day helicop-
ters, certain of the asunptions used in the development
of the standard theory limit the usefulness of the theory
in tie study of the characteristic of high performance
helicopters. The development of theories adequate for
high speed helicopters are presented in Technical Note
2656 prepared by the Georgia Institute of Technoloegy
under NACA sponsorship, and in Technical Note 2665
by the Langley Laboratory. Neither theory is limited
to the flight conditions wherein the rotor-blade-section
inflow ang~esare small and wherein there is little or no
reversed flow over the rotor disc as in the case of the
standard theory. .$lthough both theories are in agree-
ment with existing experimental data and standrmd
theory on tlapping rotors at low tip speed ratios, the
theory developed by Langley appears to be more ap-
plicable to the study of flapping rotors m.d the Georgia
Tech theory more applicable to the study of rigid rotors
because of the system of axes chosen.
31ethods are available for wtimating the mean value
of induced velocity through a helicopter rotor in hov-
ering and steady autorotation, hro theory is available,
however, for treating the flow during the transition
from hovering to autorotation and the development of a
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rigo~ous theory wouId be extremely difficult becauee of
the unsteady flows which predominate in this regime
of flight. Technical A’ote 1907 assumed an exponential
variation of induced velocity during the transition;
however, there was at the time of publication of this
report insufficient experimental data to confirm the as-
sumption. Princeton University, under NACA spon-
sorship, undertook an investigation of the tramqition
from hovering to steadyl vertical autorotat.ion of sev-
eral rotor models with the object of deter&ing the
vafidity of the previously mssumedexponential ~aria-
tion of induced velocity. The results of this investi-
gation presented in Technical Note 9648 indicate that
the effective induced veIocity during transition often
differs greatly from the previously assumed wmiat.icm
Recent flight data on the autorotationa~ characteris-,
tics of a helicopter were in eerious disagreement with
existing wind tunnel redts and Glauert’s empirical in-
duced velocity relations. In view of this, the Georgia
Iistitute of Technology, under NACA sponsorship, un-
dertook a whd-tunneI study of the induced velocity,
thrust and rate of descent of ewrerd helicopter rotor
models. The objects of the program included an evacu-
ation of the validity of Ghmert’s empirical relations,
a determination of the sources of error in previous
wind-tunneI studies of the induced velocity through
autorotating rotors, an indication of the effects of blade
taper and twist on vertical descent characteristics, and -
flow visualization with smoke and tuftA The resndtsof
the investigation, presented in TechnicaI Note 2474,
indicate considerably lower mean induced wdocitiea in
hovering and in small rates of deecent.,and consider-
ably higher mean induced velocities at high ratee Of
descent than would be predicted by GIauert. The wind
tunneI results are in fair agreement with tlight ex-
perience. The etiects of both blade twist and taper are
tdao discuswd.
Statistical information concerning the fight loads
and asociated operating conditions of a helicopter en-
gaged in air-mail operations has been obtained. An
analysis of the norn-udaccelerations and operating con-
ditions encountered in 253 hours of flying time is pre-
sented in Technical A’ote 2714. The resdts indicate
that for this type of operation the loads deveIoped in
routine takeoff and landing-dessent maneuvers are
often greater than the maximum loads encountered en
route.
Existing theoret.iad methods of calculating the load-
ing and bending moments on helicopter rotor bIades are
known to be in error because of certain eimpIi&ng as-
sumptions made in the development of the theory. The
Massachusetts Institute of Technolo=q, under NACA
sponsorship, has developed a wind-tunnel technique for
determining bIade bending moments and has ewduated
the accuracy of existing methods of bIade bending mo-
ment calculations for a flapping rotor. Mao, existing
.—
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theory for application to fixed-at-root blades has been
modified. The results of the fiv&&igatiog &e :epolted
in ‘I%chnical NTote2626 and show that for both the
fixed- and hinged-at-root blades the experimental data
are in fair agreement with theory; however, the many
discrepancies between theory and experiment me
pointed out and, where possible, explained.
AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS
A study of the effects of wing sweep in varying the
forces on propeller blades as they rotate through 300°
]Ms been cornp’letedand arranged in tt form to demon-
strate these effects readily. This study, together with
the method of predicting the independent effects of a
wing-fuselage and nacelle, hos been experimentally
verified by powered model wini-tunnel t&ts reported
in Technical h~ote2795. The_sxperiment.al study of
downwaeh included 40° s-wept.jvings of aspect ratio 7
and 10 with nacelles mounted oythe -winganclon struts
extending from the wing, at.various wing span stations.
All these data make available to the designer a means
of obtaining analytically a good estimate of once-per-
revolution propeller exciting forces, and for a repre-
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Sentatim group of desibm, a detailed description of the
flow field in the ]iro&lIer plane,
.
SEAPLANES
The NACA has conducted several investigations tit
the La_ngley Laboratory to provide basic and clcsign
data for water based nirplane configurations as well as
for seaplnne components. Also, the NACA has spon-
sored an investigation of the hydrodynamic characteris-
tics of a series of hull models suitable for small flying
boats and amphibians at the Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology: In this investigation, reported in Technicnl
Note 2503, the hydrodynamic resistanceand main spray
charnckistics were determined for a group of hulls
consisting of a basic hull having simple lines, and of
variations in this design in which the beam, sternpost
angle, anclafterbody length were alterecl. Three of the
most promising hulls were tested for landing and por-
poising characteristics, The redts showed that it is
possible to design a hull with simple lines suitable for
small flying boats or arrmhibians. The results alsa indi-
.=
cated that refining the hull lines would improve
hydrodynamic characteristics only slightly at the
pense of more complicated construction features.
the
ex-
..
—POWER PLMNTS
Propulsion research &der way at the NACA is aimed
to-wards meeting the needs of the accelerated defense
. program which calIs for production by industry of air-
craft engines at a conAantly accelerating rate during
the next few years. This research has been planned
in the light of the needs for (a), reduction in the time
to place into service uss those engines currently in the
initial sea-lerel qualification t~ct stage at manufactur-
ers’ plants; (b), rapid research and deve~opment on
udvanced engines incorporating new basic r~-earth
ideas.
The X.AC..- has not only the responsibility of pro-
viding the fundamental ressarch ideas and information
leading to future advances in engine performance and
operation, but aLwhas, by virtue of its unique facilities
and at the request of the military services been ineeru-
rnental in determining that these fundamental research
contributions have been satisfactorily applied to spe-
citlc engines under contract production for military use.
The gas turbine engine is a complicated and delicate
piece of machinery and is sensitive to the environment
in which it is operated. ‘il’hen it is being operated in
the upper atmospheres (40,000, 50,000 and 60,000 feet),
where the temperatures can go as low- as —100° F., it
performs differently than it does in a sea-level test
stand.
The NACA Lewis Laboratory is.uniquely equipped
with facilities where full-scale prototype and produc-
tion enaties may be operated and their performance
amdoperational characteristics explored under the con-
ditions experienced in actual high altitude and super-
sonic flight. The operation of actual prototype gas
turbine engines in aItitude facilities not only provides
evahlation and further development of the application
of fundamentid researchcontributions to actual engines,
but also serves to discover and ache many difficulties
of operation that -werenot previously known or antici-
pated. Propulsion research conducted by the NACA
hns contributed greatly to the technical excellence of
our country’s current engines and reduced the need for
extremeIy costly, hazardous, Wd time-consuming en-
gine research and development by means of flight
testing.
AIRCRAI?17 FUELS RESEARCH
During 195? aircraft fuel research was directed
toward refinement of currenb jet-fuel specifications.
The major NACA contribution to this research was the
investigateion of carbon deposition in typical turbojet
FOR” AIRCRAFT
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engihes; howe~er, some attention was given to the phys-
ical properties of fueIs that me pertinent to the prob-
-
lem of fuel handlin~ in the aircraft environment.
The program on future fueIs W= continued and con- ._ ~
sidertile progress ‘h~ been made in studies of pure
hydrocarbons of interest as fuel components. The hy- --”
drocarbo~” studied promise more ener~ rdeaee per
unit volume and have deeirable tkwomabiIity chmm-
teristics such as high flame speed, wide stability limits,
and.low ignition energies.
Synthesis and AM@&
The synthesis and the purification of 40 high-density
hydrocarbons were reportecl during the past year.
These compounds are dicyc.lic types and because of the
high density provide more energy per unit -rolumethan
.-
marketed fuels. This high energy content makes t.ke
fiels attractive for high-speed volume-limited aircraft. -
In order to provide a complete evaluation of the nature
of these fuel~ many of the physical properties have
been determined. (Technical Notes 2430 and 2557.)
An investigation was also conducted on a se~es of :-
cyclopropylalkenes in order to determine the effect of
molecular structure on physical and chemical properties
of pure hydrocarbons. Ten compounds in this series ‘-–-
were prepm-ed, and rnelting points, boiling points, re-
fracth indi~ densities, and heats of combustion
were determined.
& part of the general research program on pure ‘-
hydrocarbons, efforts hare been made.to correlate phys- —
icd properties with mohmdar structure. The trends
established by these corrdat.ions are quite useful in
pkmning future synthesis projects since the datz clearl-
y inticate which ckwes of hydrocarbons show the
greatest promise as potential jet fuels. Correlations of
properties with molecular structure for three series of
hydrocarbons vieie completed during the year and are
reported in Technical Note 2419.
In the field of analytical chemistry, a method lMS
been developed for the determination of methyl (CHa),
met.hylene (CHa), and aromatic CH groups by near-
infrared absorption spectroscopy. This method is ap-
plicable to hydrocarbons of high molecular might and
may be applied to commercial products such as lu-
bricating oils, paratlln wax, and polystyrene.
FueIs Performance Evacuation
31any of the pure hydrocarbons ‘synthesized for re-
search instigations are made in sufficient quantity to
permit,evacuation of combustion properties. In labora-
29
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tory apparatus, measurwnenta were made of flame
speeds, flammability limits, iagnitionenergies, and igni-
tion temperat~mes. The most recent study of this type
was an extension of flame-speed measurements to in-
clude 17 additional compounds. At this -writinglflame
speeds have been determined for 54 pure hydrocarbons.
The results of the most recent investigations indicate
that cyclic. compounds have greater flame speeds than
comparable straight-chain hydrocarbons.
Ii regard to the ayp]i~atio~ of current fuels to nir-
craft, one project INS been completed which is essentia-
lly a fuel-handling problem arising from the behavior
of, dissolved w~ter in conventional aircraft fuel sys-
tems. The sidubi]ity of water in hydrocarbon fuels is
of i]lterestin that most fueIs are substantially saturated
with wwterat some stage during processing and storage.
This water can become troublesome in applications
where fuel is subjected to low temperature and the
+rater freezes Ice crysfals thus formed block the fil-
ters in the aircraft fuel system.
A litw!ature survey was made to compile data on the
volubility of water in pure hydrocarbons and in hydro-
carbon mixtures. An attempt was made to correlate
these data in such a way that a reasonably accurate
prediction could be made of the solubility of water iu
tiny hydrocarbon fuel at any temperature. An equa-
tion was developed to permit this prediction. -
A problem encountered in the operation of turbojet
eugincs with curren~ wide-boiling-range hydrocarbon
fuels is combustion-chamber carbon deposition. The
formation of carbon on fuel injectom causes alterations
iN fuel-spray pattern with possible effects on com-
bustor performance; similar effects on performance can
result from the deposition of carbou on primary air-
entry ports. Altitude startinginay be impaired by the
deposition of carbon on spark-plug electrodes. Fi-
mdly, the deposition of carbon on the high-temperature
mess of combustor liners promotes liner cracking and
warping from excessive temperature grdents and
variations in thermal expansion rates,
Carbon deposition is dependent upon two fncturs;
combustor design and choice of fuel. ‘if%ile carbou
deposition may be reduced considerably in future com-
lmstor designs, the rnoditicat.ionnecessary may result in
a deterioration of other performance characteristics.
With respect to the fuel properties, however, changes
which alleviate the carbon-depcsit ion problem also
promote, in general, increased over-all performance.
Therefore, if limits in fuel characteristics can be se-
lected -whichwill adequately control carbon deposition
without an escessive compromise in fuel availability,
the inclusion of such limits in turbojet-engine-fuel
specifications would be desirable.
Additional studies of carbon deposition have been
conducted in which the effects of fuel properties on
combustion chamber deposits were evaluated in single
tubular fuel-atomizing and fuel-vaporizing comlmstors.
The effects of sulfur, gum, and olefln content were also
investigated.
Etlect _of Fuel Density and Heating Values on Ram.
Jet Missiles
The analytical investigation of the effects of fuel
density and heating value on the cruise range of a ram-
jet airphme has been reported. In order to isolatb f uel-
property effects as much as possible, the optimum con~-
pronis~- between weight and efficiency was approxi-
mated for various wing, engin~ and fuselage combina-
tions. Fuel-property effects are presented for the opti-
mum designs thus obtained. The results of the study
indicate which fuels would be most tidvantagcous for
a specific mission.
COMBUSTION RESEARCH “-
The primary objective of combustion research is to
determine how to obtain optimum combustion of fuel
and air in the space nllotted in the engine. In order to
achieve this objective, it is necessary to first understand
the fundamental mechanism of combustion and second
to unde~%tandthe transitions that must be made for the
application of these fundamenta~ mechanisms to the ,
actual engine. This approach necessarily involves re-
search in simplified laboratory apparatus and in full-
sde engine combustion chambers and the information
so obtained proTides the design criteria upon whicll
development of future engines may be based,
FundanlentaIs of Combustion
One of the important processes in a jet-engine com-
bustor is the propagation of flame into the unburned
fuel-air mixture. A better understanding of the phys-
ical anclchemical nature of this process may be gained
by a study of laminar flame speeds. An analysis of
available data indicated that the burning velocity of a
fuel-air mixture is related to the equilibrium flamo
temperature and the relative diffusion concentration of
atoms ancl free radicals ahead of the flame. Specific
rate conshmts calculated from the Tanford and Pease
equation by use of the cakmlated atom nnd free-radical
concentrations were nearly the same for all hydro-
carbons studied. The results indicate thak the maxi-
mum mamevelocities of” lljclrocarhm-air inixtures are
consistent with an active-particle mechanism of flame
propfi~ation. These results have been used to calcuh~te
equilibrium flame temperatures and equilibrium free
radicnl concentrations for pwltane, ethylene, and pro-
pyne over the total fiammability range in air.
Experimental studies of flmne speed have been ex-
tended to imclude an evaluation of the effect of initial
temperature on flamespeed. Data for metlmne-air,pro-
pane-air, and ethylene-air flames over the temperatllrc
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range from room temperature to 344° C were published
in Technical NTote!4324.
The process of quenching is important to the be-
lmvior of flames becawe this process may control flame
stabilization, presmre limits of flammability, and the
efficiency of combustion in the re~on of cold surfaces.
An approximate equation has been derived for quench-
ing diskm.ce based on the effect of the destruction of
atoms and free ‘radicals by a surftice, on the chemical
reaction, and on flame propagation
For eeveral years, much of the flame propagation re-
search has been conducted in a tube appm-at~q,in which
it has been found impossible to measure fIame speeds
in excess of 70 centimeters per second. This difficulty
was attributed to turbulence in the unburned mixture
dead of the flame; consequently, it was felt t-hatreduc-
tion in the size of the tube would eliminate the prob-
lem and permit measurements of certain high flame
speed materials. Orientation tests -were made in the
rebuilt apparztus with acetylene-air mixtures. The
results indicated the maximum fundamental ffamespeed
of these mixtures to be about 141 centimeters per sec-
ond, a value in good agreement with Bunssn burner
resuIts. .
Data for gaseous hydrocarbon fuels hare aIready
shown the marked etlect of the percentage of o-~gen
in oxygen-nitrogen mixtures on minimum ignition
ener~, blow-oti and flash-bacli limit., ~uenchin~ dis-
tance, and flame speed. Data of this type should gi-re
clues as to the iruporhmce of reaction kinetics in flame
propagation and should yield further information on
what the over-all mechanism of flame propagation
might be. Furthermore, such data for liquid fueIs
wouId be of special interest because of their value in
the interpretation of the combustion process in aircraft
engines. AI investigation is under way in which some
of the combustion properties of isooctane-o~gen-
nitrogen mixtures are being studied. The experimental
values of maximum &me speed have been compared
with the values predicted by theories of flame propa-
gation based on either a. thermal or a diffusion mech-
anism. The results of this instigation are preeented
in Technical Xote 2680.
These studies hare been extended to determine the
change in the pressure limits of flame propagation with
tube diameter for various isooct.ane-os-ygen-nitrogen
mixtures. The etiectsof oxygen concentration upon the
pressure limits and concentration limits of flame pro-
pagation were aIso investigated.
It has been suggested that low-pressure limits of in-
flammability may be governed by quenching effects.
Work was undertaken to obtain suitable data -with
-which to investigate this possibility and for later use
in gaining a better understanding of the process by
which flame propagation is limited by tube diameter.
In addition, it was &sired to learn more about the rela-
tion bf the critical diameter for fftune propagation .to
other combustion properties, particularly rate of flame “-
propagation and minimum ignition energy.
Research WM undertaken to detefi ~he[her
smoke aclded to a combustible mixture from an out&de - ““~
source could be burned in the react-ionzone of a flame.
The question of whether smoke -wiI1burn completely in
the reaction zone of a flame has an important bearing
-
on combustion-chamber research aimed at preventing
smokkg. Varying amounts of smoke, both in the form
of concentrated fiIaments and dilute homogeneous mix-
tures with the combuatible, were burned in diffusion ‘“
flames of ethylene and in Bunsen flames of ethylene-air
mixtures. Stable flames of both types were found U- .
pnble of lmrning large amounts of carbon smoke if the
smoke vrasEnely divided.
Combustion-(hrnber Research
The design of high-output combustors for jet-pro-
peIIed aircraft requires an accurate knowledge of liquid
vaporization rates. In jet engin~ the fuel is frequently
injected as Liquid droplets at a point upstream of the
combueeion zone, and the concentration of vaporized
fuel in the fuel-air stream entering this zone is deter-
mined by the rate of evaporation of the drople& In
order to determine this evaporation ‘rate, a study -was
made of droplets vaporizing uncler conditions similar
to those encountered in aircraft combustion systems
(Technical Note 236S). --
As a part of the research concerned with ignition
and combustion of fuel-air mixtures, the parameters
which may intluence the energy required for a spark to
ignite homogeneous fue~-air mistnres are being invwti-
gated. Research has been conducted to determine the
effect of the electrode parameters of spacing, configura-
tion, and nu-derial cm the energy required for ignition
of a ffoviing propane-air mixture. The data have be~
used to indicate the ener~ distribution along the spark
length and to confirm previous observations concerning
the effect.of spark clurat.ionon ignition energy require-
ments.
A photographic pyrometer has been designed to de-
termine the apparent surface temperatures in a ram-jet
combudion chamber, where the immediate range of in-
terest is 2,000° to 3200° F., where it is necessary to
record several temperatures instantaneously, md where
thermoelectric pyromet~ is impractical or impossible.
The photographic pyrometer indicates apparent surface —
temperatures by photographing hot surfaces and cor-
relating the variable density of the photoemaphic nega-
tive with the apparent surface temperature.
LUBRICATION AND WEAR
Fundamentals of Friction and Wear
Experiment aI studies by numerous inrestigt~tolshave
established the concept that the effectiveness of extreme-
.
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pwsure lubricant additives is dependent upon a chem-
ical reaction between the additives and the lubricated
surfaces to produce a surface film having the desired
lubricating properties. Previous investigations have
established the minimum film thickness of sulficle on
copper. To provide similar information for sulflde on
steel, an investigation was conducted to study chem-
ically the formation of sulfide films on steel and to es-
tablish the minimum film thickness necessary (Tech-
nical Note 2460). The calculated rate of film f ormation
on steel in a solution of 0.5 percent free sulfur in cetane
was approximately 1.8 x 10BAngstrom units per second
in the temperature range from 1,000to 1,100° F. Static
friction data indicnted that dry film thicknessesof 5000
Angstrom units or greater -werenecessary to prevent
surface welding completely. Welding was appreciably
recluced,however, with film thicknesses as low as 3400
Angstrom units,
The extreme corrosive nature of most liquid metals
proposed for use at elevated temperatures in aircraft
powerplants introduces many critical design problems;
for example, obtaining satisfactory materials for slid-
ing surfacas, such as pump bearings. Accordingly, an
investigation was conducted to determine the friction
and surface damage characteristics in air of several
materials that are resistant to corrosion by liquid met-
als. The materiaIs tested included steel, stainless steal,
3fone1, nickel, Inconel, Nichrome, zirconium, and tung-
sten carbide. Appreciable surface damage was ‘evi~ent
for all materials tested except tungsten carbide.
One of the principle sourcw of faihme in rolling-
contact bearings of aircraft turbine engines has been
the cages. Thee failures are generally lubrication fail-
ures and occur in the cage heating surfaces. One
means of reducing the severity of this problem is to
make the cages of materials which have inherent “anti-
-weld” characteristics under marginal conditions of lu-
brication. Accordingly, the wear and sliding friction
properties of a number of nickel alloys for use below
600° F. operating against hardening S. ~21)0 steel
were studied (Technical hTote‘2758). On the basis of
these testsNi-Resist S, mo.clified.”H” ?donel, and Invar
were the best materials studied, although they did not
perform as well as the nodular iron studied previously.
This investigation -wascontinued with the objective
of studying a number of materials for use above 600° F.
(Technical Note 2759). This included cast bery~um,
nickel, heat-treated beryllium-nickel, cast Inconel, Ni-
monic 80, Inconel X, Refractalloy 26, and Discaloy.
The cast Inconel performed vqy well in these experi-
rnenteand compares favorabIy -withnoduhr iron. Ni-
monic 80 also showed promise as a cage material,
Bearing Research
In an effort to provide a practical meansof estimating
rolling contact bearing temper@re changes, due to a
change in such operating variables as oil flow, oil inlet
temperature, oil jet diameter, and DN values, a general-
ized equation has been derived, based on a series of pre-
vious i.nmstigations (Te61micalNote 2420). It appems
poseible to predict inner-race or outer-race beming tenl-
peratures from a single curve regardless of whether
speed, load, oil flow, oil inlet temperature, oi~ inlet vis-
cosity as affected by oil inlet temperature, oil jet ili-
ameter,–or any combination of the& parameters is
varied.
In order to determine whether the relationships der-
ived in Technical Note 2420 would apply to a bearing
operating in an actual engine, an investigation was con-
ducted+b compare the operating c.haract.eristiceof tt
laboratory test bearing and an aircraft jet engine roller
beari~ The @ationships appenr to be valid even
though the test engine bearing conditions were suffi-
ciently different from the laboratory testbearing condi-
tions that a number of temperature reversals were
noted.
The influence of oil viscosity on the effectiveness of
cooling and lubricating high-speed rolling-contact
?xxmingais of significance in turbojet and turbo-prop
engine desigp. Not only must the bearing be Iubricatecl,
but a.large portion of the bearing heat mustbe removed
by the lubricant. An investigation -wasconducted to
study the effects of oil viscosity on the operating char-
acteristic of high speed roller bearings (Technical
Note 2636). In particular, the effects of oil viscosity,
oil flow, and oil inlet temperature on the beari~mtmn-
pmmture ancl power rejected to the oil were obtained.
In the viscosity range investigated, the bearing temper-
atures increased with incwasing oil viscosity nt u con-
stant DN load and oil flow.
CornaII University, under the sponsorship of the.
NAC!A, has been conducting an investigation of the
ellect of misalinement on plain l.wwings for the pas~3
years: Recently, information has become available on a
program having the objective of studying the effect of
misdining couples upon oil film pressure distribution
in a journal bearing (Technical Note 2507). The most,
important effect uoted was the relatively small displace-
ment of the load from the center of tile bearing (16 per-
cent of the bearing length) to produce a large disturb-
ance in the oil film pressure.
COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE RESEARCII
Compressor Research
Resetih on the compressor component of the turbo-
jet engine is being directed toward the development
of compact, light, eilicientmachines having high pres-
sure ratios per unit length and high air flows. This
r~arch consiste of theoretical study of basic phe-
nomena and the e.yperiment.alevaluation of compressors
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for the de-relopment and evaluation of design pro-
cedures for industry.
Studiee of the basic e.ffe& of viscosity have been
made to increase the understanding of the important
but heretofore negkcted three-dimeneiongl effects in
turbomachinery. The development of the huninar
boundary layer over a flat plate in a flow having con-
centric circuhm stremrdineswas analyzed and both ths
boundary-layer thickness and the flow deflection at the
plate surface viere found to increase as the.JIach num-
ber of the main flow increased (Technical Note 2658).
A theoretical study of tvio-dirnensionrdshear flow in a
90° elbow was made and solutions were obtained for
two types of ~elocity distribution induced a.ttha elbow
inlet (Tee.hniml Note 2786).
A mathematical technique has been developed ahd
extensively checked for designing blades of atial- or
‘mixed-flow turbomachines. A flow solution vise first
obtained on a surface roughly parallel to and midway
between two blades and then extended toward the blade
surfaces by power series expansions using values of the
unknown derimtivea from a solution obtained on a
complementary surface (Technical Note 2604). The
technique was expanded to a surface of revolution by
two methods, both of which assumed the flow cofied
to the surface. Relaxation techniques were used in
Technical Note 2455 to obtain a solution whiIe a cyclic
seriee expansion method was ussd in Technical Note
2702. It was found that discrepancies obtained in the
blade shape could be eliminated by adjusting the initial
assumptions and repeating the calculations. The tech-
nique was further extended to supersonic-flows by eet-
ting up the equations in characteristic variables (Tech-
nical Sote 2492). Computational studies on the paral-
lel, midchannel surface were made in Technical &Totes
2750 and 2749. The former employed a matrix method
and was done on IBII and UNIVAC. The latter em-
ployed a relaxation technique and was the more time-
consuming. A method which accounts for the three-
dimensionality of the supersonic flow field in a turbo-
machine based upon a mathematical theory for the type
of equation involved is presented in Technical Note
2705. It requires the ~ehcity to be prescribed on a
suitable surface and uses numerical methods to obtain
u schtion.
To obtain an independent measure of the accuracy
of approximate compressible flow sohntiom=,four neces-
sary conditions for steady, irrotat.ional, compressible
flow ~ere obtained. & application to typical com-
pressor cascades indicated that an approximation based
on the linear pressure-volume rdation is co~~iderably
more accurate than the incompreesible or Prandtl-
Glauert approximations (TechnicaI Note 2501).
Studies have been conducted in tvio-dimensional,
static cascades to facilitate the development of efficient
.T2483—54.4
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flow pmsage9 in t.urbomachines. The effect of 31aeh
number on the aerodynamic parameter of a typical
compressor blade was investigated and a correlation
betvieen theory and data from solid wall cascades -was
found by using the contraction coefficient. Various
compressibility correction methods were compared with
experimental rewdts and a method which most nearly
appgmimated the coeiilcient of lift was presented
(’17echnicaI Note 9649). General flow channel design
techniques have been developed using rdaxation metho-
ds (Technical Note 9593) and Green’s func.t.ion(Tech-
nicaI Nob 2595). The application of these techniques
to the design and experimental investigation of a ?OO
impulse cascade of compre~r or tnrbme bIades hms
shown that bIades can be designed for prescribed bIade
surface veloci~ ne@gibIe boundary-Iayer separation,
and good ef6ciency (Technictd Note 2652).
The research on multistage compressors has consisted
of investigations into surge Iimitatione, stage matching,
ofi-design performance and viscous effeck. A review
and surrey of the centrifugal and atial-flow compressor
research work done by the ATACA in “experimentally
determining the nature of flow during surge
and the general explanations of the surge phenomena
that have reeuRed from this work have been presented.’
A discussion of the multistage axial-flow compressor
showed severaIpossibIemeans of sarying the surge Iimit
and avoiding surge problems by improving the com-
pressor efficiency at part speed.*
The design of a 10-stage atird-tlow compressor em-
ploying a symmetrical diagram, conssant total enthalpy
at all radii, and a stage pressure ratio of 1.2 was carried
out. An anal@is of the eflkcts of the prnncipal design
rariables -wasmade in order to estimate the upper limit
of stage pressure ratio for subsonic blad~ sections.
The study indicated that the assumption of 85 percent
adiabatic efficiency, 1.30 averam~stage pressure ratio,
and an equivalent weight flow of 26 pounds per second
per square foot of frontal area is reasonabla and ob-
tainable using practical design limitations (Technic-al
Note 2589).
As part of the general program to de-relop efficiefit
high-pressure-ratio compressors, the Langley Cascade
Aerodynamics Section has evolved a method for the
preliminary dessgn calculation of high-pressure-ratio
multiple-stage axial-flow compressors using the solid-
body inducer-type design (Technical Note 2598). Com-
pressors of this t~pe hare an inducer first stage which
sets up a prescribed total-texnpemture c?istribution so
that the inlet axial relocity to the second stage is radi-
ally constant. The remaining stages have railidIy con-
stant power input, average tan=~tia.l veloci~ propor-
tional to the radius, and radially constant. rotor inlet.
*MeeBuhock find FIn?er wmr in “Other TMmlral Papers by Staff
blernbe~- page 59.
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axial velocities equtil to the inlet axial velocity of the
compressor. A chart which facilitates preliminary de-
sign calculations for any solid-body inducer-type de-
sign is presented.
Research on the impelle~aand diffusers of centrifugal
compressors has been carried forward with theoretical
analyses and with experirnentul units for establishing
the merits of the theoretical results. Analytical studies
of impellers were completed i~ which flow variations
from hub to shroud and from blade to blade mere in-
vestigated. In the hub-to-shroud studies, methods of
analyzing impellers of arbitraiy design were developed
and the effects of inducer vane curvature on the .fl~win
a typical centrifugal impeller were evaluated (Tech-
nical Note 2464). Similarly a method of analysis n-as
developed for the flow from blade. to blade in turbo-
machines having an arbitrary blade shape. The effect
of varying flow rates and blade spacings was studied
in an impeller having an arbitrary hub-shroud contour
(Technical Note 2654).
An nnalysis method and a design procedure. were de-
veloped for the flow in mnelees diffusers having ar-
bitrary profilw in the axial-raclial plane. From numer-
ical examples, it. was concluded that friction losses in
most vaneleas diffusers are significant and result from
the unusually large ratios of wetted surface to flow area
and that vaneless diffuser eficiency can be improved by
inc.reaaing flow rates for a given impeller tip raclius
(Technical Note 2610).
A one-dimensional flow anitlysie of a radial Met-type
impeller was conducted to provide an insight into the
channel flow characteristics under the influence of a
potential force field. It -was found Mat the phenom-
enon is generally similar to tM” in a itationtiry con-
vergcat-divergent nozzle. Analysis of data from a 14-
inch-dj ameter impeller of this type showed that the flow
behavior -was generally similnr to that in a rotating
radial channel whose inlet area varied with the operat-
ing point (Technical Note 2691).
Tlw-flow in a rotating impeller channel has beeu ex-
perimentally studied in a 48-inch radial Met impeller
that was instrumented to give the internal distribution
of temperature and pressure. The impeller was comp-
letely invatigated both as origi~ally designed and
with modified blade shapes. A region of high 10SSwas
found to generally exist aloug tl~etrailing face from a
combintition of low-energy air shifting townrclthe trail-
ing face and lows produced by decelerations along the
trailing ftice. The investigtition of the modified in~-
peller showed that tile internal efficiency can be im-
proved by designing for proper velocity distributions
(Technical Notw” $X564and 2706).
Turbine Research .-
The turbine component of a turbojet engine must be
small, light, and e.flicientand as an engine component
it must match the perfornmlwe (If tile compressor. ‘1’lw
severe aerodynamic demands must be btihtncedagainst
the limitations of material stress at elev~ted tempera-
tures. Turbine reseamh.is being directed toward in~-
proved general @rformance ancl the development of
nlermsby which tl~eoptimum design can be selected fur
any specific application,
Since it is esse.utialthat turbine components conform
to the e~lginespecification of small size and weight, an
exploratory velocity diagram amdysis was made to es-
tablish the aeroclp~amic specifications of n single-st~ge
turbine which would most effectively provide these
characteristics. The results indicated that supersonic
velocities in both the rotor and statcwwould be present
and that the requirements wouId be met by an impulse
diagram at the mean radius (Technical Note 2789).
A co.mpr-ible-flow plotting device which cnn be
used to obtain solutions of two-dimensional con]pms--
sible flows through well-defined passages has been de- __
veloped in the Langley Cascade Aerodynamics Section.
This method, presented in Technical Note 2681, mnkes
use of plastic cams which automatically set the length-
width riitio of rectangles formed by stream lines cmd. . . _.
.equipotentia] lines, which nre represented by spring-
steel wires. Pressure distributions around four cas-
cades of turbine blades and along the surface of a
choked nozzle determined by this method are shown to
compare well with experimental results, The useof this
device “diminates the need for difficult and time-con-
suming mathematical calculations of two-dimensions]
turbine-blade pressure distributions.
Turbine Cooling
Turbine-cooling research continues to be directed to-
ward ti~o major””objectives; reduction of the critictil
materials content of the. turbine engine necessary to
withstand elevated temperatures by adequately cooling
highly stressed members such as the turbine disks and
blades, and development of means whereby gns turbines
may be operated at higher gas temperatures to achieve
large gains in engine performance.
Experimental investigations designed to achieve the
first objective have been extended to full-scale applica-
tions of air cooling to a centrifugal-type turbojet en-
@e, redesigned -withturbine disks and Madea of non-
strategic; inaterials, These applications htive been
checked under endurance and cyclic operati& condi -
tiom
The second objective has been advanced by an inst-
igation .of the alterations an existing turbojet would
require-to permit operation at 2,000° F. gas ‘tempera-
ture an’d-by continuing the investigations of transpira-
tion and liquid cooling.
A great deal of effort has beemdirected toward ob- _..
taining fundamental heat-transfer data u~on which
present designs are based. .< smmnnry of the turbilw-
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cooling heat-transfer investigations is giwn in a paper
which was presented at a general discussion of heat
trmsfer in IAndoI~ iu September 1951.*
The influence of light refraction on tha applicability
of the Zehnder-Mach optical interferometer to two-
dimensional, cookd boundary layer was studied. A
method is pressnted for estimating the refraction ef-
fects on a cooled boundary layer similar to that en-
countered in ffow over cooled turbine blades (Technical
Note 2-M21.
Extensive research has been conducted to develop
methods for calculating local gas-to-blade heat-transfer
rates in the laminar flow regions arcmnd the blade lead-
ing edge and aIong the surfaces so that local blade
temperaturesmay be calculated. Transpiration cooling
required modilictitions of the methods to account for
the effects of flow through the permeable malls on the
heat transfer. Analyses were made which simultane-
cmsly accounted for the effects of flow thro@l &e po-
rous waU,large pressuregradients around the blade, and
Iarge temperature differences between the gas stream
and blade. .1s a result the values of local heat-transfer
rates sutliciently accurate for engineering applications
can now be determined for permeable cylinders of arbi-
trary cross section with the aid of dimensionless charts
which greatly decrease computation time (Te&uical
Notes 2479 and 2733).
Au understanding of the characteristics of free-con-
mction flows with heat tram~feris important to aero-
nautics in the design, for example, of gas-turbine rotor
blades cookd by the centrifugal-force-induced free con-
vection flow of coolant in the blade passages. As a
simpIification of the many fme-convection flow prob-
~erm, a general analysis of the free-conrectiou flow
about a flat plate parallel to the directiou of the gen-
erating body force has been made. Velocity and tem-
perature distributions have been computed therefrom
for large Grashof numbers and for Prandtl numbers
corresponding to those of liquid metaIs, gases, liquids,
and very viscous fluids. It is shown thab velocities and
Xussdt numbers of the same order of ma=~itude as
those associated with forced convection flows can be
obtained under free-conmction conditions. A flow and
a hewt-transferparameter have been derived from which
the important physical quantities can be computed.
The analysis has been published as Technical Note 2635.
.In experimental investigation of forced-convection
heat transfer and associated pressure drops was con-
ducted with air flowing through electrically heated In-
conel tubes having various degrees of square-thread
type roughness. Duta were obtained for roughness
ratios (thread height/tube radius) of O (mmoth tube),
0.016, 0.025, and 0.037 for average stream Reynolds
numbers up to 350,000, average surface temperatures
lgeeEllwbroekmwr h “OtherTec~nXcalPapersbySM 31ember&*’
pRge&o.
up to 1,950° Ry and hea~ flux densities up to 115,000 . ---
B. t. u. per hour per square foot. The results showed ~.. . .
that both heat-tragsfer and friction coefficients increase
with increase in surface roughnew. For a given rough-
ness, both heat transfer and friction were also afEected
by the ratio of tube-wall temperature to air tempera-
ture. As previoudy found for smooth tubes, the effect
of surface-to-air temperature ratio couhl be ehminated
from the heat-transfer dtita by a modification of the -
conrentiomd Nusselt correlation parameters -wherein
the mass relocity in the Reynolds number was replaced
by the product of air density evaluated at the.flm tem-
perature and the a-wage stream velocity; iy addition,
the physical properties of air were evaluated at the film
temperature. It was further found that the heat-trans-
fer data for all the rough tubes, as well as the smooth
tube, felI on a single line when the av?rage stream ve-
locity in the Reynolds number vias replaced by the so-
cal.led friction velocity.
work with air flowing in smooth tubes was extended
to include measurement of averuge heat-traqqferiand -
friction coe5cieuts with short tub- (lepgthdiameter
ratio, 15). It was found thut the experiment@ dat%
could be correlated by the same methods used for the
longer tubes (lenagth-diamete!.ratio .rW@, w. jo “120)
previously in-rest-igateiL
ENGIN3 PERFORMANCE AND OPEFLiTION
performance and Operating Ch~~a@=@~ ~
me effect of compressor-out-let air’ ble@ for cooling
purposes on turbojet-engine perfo.rmarice was calculated
by the use of an analysis base .on experimentally deter-
mined component characteti,tics af .,~.”&ritrifugal-floti -” ““””
turbojet engine with ~ constant-arey. jet nozzle. ~
range of engine speeds from 90-”U 100 percent rated
engine speed and air-bleed rates up- to, 10”percent .of
compre=r air flow were considered at a flight Mach
number of 0.52 and an altitude of 24,000 feet. This
investigation was reported in Technical Note .2713.
Engine Controls
Three methods of a.nalysisin order to make possible
a choice of a suitable method of determining engine
dynamic characteristics are presented in TechnicaI Note
2634. The limitations of each method of analysis are
discussed with respect to the accuracy of results, ease
of obtaining and processing data, and economical use
of engine and test facilities.
Propulsion-System Analysis
An analyt.ica.l study was undertaken to derelop a
stiplified design method for determining the optimum
turbine and exhaust nozzle design for use with a selected
compressor design in a turbo-propeller enggne. After
the components are matche~ the o-rer-aIIperformance
of the engine for a rtinge of opemting conditions may
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be predicted from the component characteristics by
means of the equilibrium equationsused formatcliing
the engine. The development of the method is followed
by tin example in whiclI performance maps of a turlnne-
propeller engine are calculated for three values of ram-
prewure ratio and for a ran~. of ratios of exhaysh
nozzle to turbine-itiet uren. This investigation is re-
ported in Technical INote MO. _.
The theoretical analysis of thrust augmentation of
turbine-propeller engines has been completed and the
results presented in Technical N?ckes 2672 and 267%
The effect of compressor-inlet water injection on the
performance of an axial-flow compressor operating as
a component of a gas-turbine engine is presented in
Technical Note 2673. The augmented performance of
tile turbine-propeller engine is presented in Technical
Note 2672. Augmentation methods considered are
compressor-inlet water injection, tail-p@e burning, and
their combination. Flight conditions covered vary
from take-off to transonic fight at high altitudss.
The thermal lig inherent in therrrmouples and re-
sistance thermometers introduces a significant error
when rapidly fluctuating temperatures are being measu-
red. Basic eleckr~cal networks have been worked out
which compensate for this as encountered in combus-
tion resear& and the control of jet power plants (Techn-
ical Note 2703),
Engine Accessories
The analysis of the use of an afterburner heat ex-
changer (~echnical Note 2456) on a turbojet engine
co~pletes the analytical evaluation of different mith-
ods of power extraction from a turbojet engine. ln
the analytical investigation of tile performance of af-
terburner heat exchangers, three main phases are con-
sidered: (1) the method of analysis and the clevelop-
ruent of generalized working charts expressing tbe
performance of unfinned heat excha~gers; (2) cal-
culation of engine performance with heat exchanger
in operation; and (8) comparison of the performance
of unfinned and longitudinally finned heat exchangers.
ENGINE MATERIALS RESEARCH
High Temperature Materials
Increased interest in the ceramic-metal materials
called ceramals for use as turbine blade mat?rials .at
high t.mnpera$ureshas resulted in the evaluation of the
elevated temperature properti& of a large number of
combinations. However, there has in the past been in-
sutlicienteffort directed toward understanding the rea-
sons why a mixtum of a metal and a ceramic combine
most of the gyod points of the tvro cornponenta with
only a few of the undesirable characteristics. The
Iogicd procedure for arriving at such an undeg%anding
consists of studying the process by which ceramals are
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made, beginning with the raw materials and ending
with a study of the effect of ftibrictiticm veriables on .,..
strengtl~
Such._studicxwere undertaken, using the simple ma-
terial cl~romium-carbide to determine the interrela-
“ti&ship between grain size, grain growth, and den-
sity (Technical hTote2491). It appears ‘that in the
early sti”gesof sintering, the grain .cliameterD and the
sinteri~ time t are interdependent, accordhg to the
expression D’=lKt where K is a rate constant nnd ? is
associated with the. location, size, and shape of tho
voids ii the body. However, in the last stage of sinter-
ing, the grain growth continues indepen&tly of the
density.
Con@uing this line of investigation, it is of in-
terest to correlate the structural changes observed dur-
ing the sintering proceea with the strength and hnrd-
nes. of ‘&e end product (TedmicaI Note 2781). As one
would expect, the room temperature strength and hard-
ne= of a simple material such as chromium-carbide am
influenced by grain size and the number, sizq location,
and shape of the voids within the sample, However,
the extent to which the sintering has progressed and the
sintering conditions which will yield the optimum
“rciom &peraiure silength can be determined from
hardn&&+imeasurements. Additional information has
been ob”&ned which indicates that a hwge grain size is.
detrimental to room temperature strength, although
this effect may disappear at elevated temperatures.
13valuations of a number of ceramals indicated that
titaniurn:carbide is a very promising base material.
In the ~iginal stuclie%the titanium-carbide had been
mixed tiith cobalt. In view of the relative scarcity of
cobalt an investigation was undertaken to determine
whether 1sss-strategic materials, such as nickel or iron,
would be su.ltable as binder materials. Of the two
mat,erials studied, nickel-bonded cermets had better
oxidation and thermal shock resistance--- Over the
temperature ra’nge of 1,600° to 2,400° F., the optimum
iron-bonded ceramal and the optimum nickel-bonded
ceramal were not as strong as the cobalt-~ndcd ma-
terial referred to previously, the maximum difference
being on the order of 60 percent.
As a result of the need for improved alloys fur high
temperature use, a great number of commercial alloys
have been developed in recent yeare. blest of these
alloys xrontain at least five or six alloying elements.
V%h alloys of this complexity, it is extremely difficult
to estaljlish the optimum composition range merely on
an experimental basis without using a correlation be-
tween shucture and strength properties M a guiding
principle. In orcler to make use of this correlation,
some k-nowledge-of the phase diagrams concerned. is-----
necessary. A program was established nt the Univer-
sity of~otre Dafiie”under-NACA- sponsor~bi”piitli” tlm ‘- “-
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objective of establishing at&& the phase relatiom’hips
of @ems having two or three alloying components
and then continuing by adding one new element at a
time. Accorclingly, a survey was made of the chromi-
um-cobalt-nickel phase diagram at 5!,200°F. by means -
of X-ray diffraction and microscopic studies on 110
vacuum-melted alloys (Technical A“ote 260i2). The
project was continued with the objective of determining
an isothermal survey of the phase diagram for the
chromium-cobalt-nickel-iron system at 2,200° F. The
iron content -wasvaried up 30 percent to. include the
rmge of the co~erci~ &omim-cobalt-nickel SUOyS.
In addition, some ettort was placed on the cobalt-chro-
mium-iron system (Technical Note 2603). Finally, a
survey was mxde of the chromium-cobalt-nickel-molyb-
denum system at 2,200° F. The componenb cobalt-
nickel-molybdenum, chmtiuabalt-mo1ybdm~m2
and chromium-nickel-molybdenum systems viere also
studied. The surrey of these systems vias confined to
the determination of the boundaries-of the alplfa solid
solulions ancl of the phases etisthg with alpha at
0#00 F. (Tec~ic.al ~’ote 9683) .
Current gas turbine blade alloys should not by any
means be considered fully de-reloped. This is particu-
larly true of the cast alloys wherein-the time-to-failure
of the first specimen in the sample and the lassspecimen
in a sample may vary by a factor of as much as 300
percent. Significant irnprove~ent maybe obtained by
increasing the uniformity of the material and thus re-
ducing the spread between first and last failuies. One
way of doing this is through proper heat treatment
which, in turn, affects the microstructure within the
alloy and thus atfects the alloy strength. A study of
the effect of six heat treatments on Haynes Stellite
alloy X70.91, in the form of small turbine blades was
undertaken (Technical h’ote 2513). A marked im-
provement in the blade life could be associated with
lamellar microstructure produced by a heat treatment
at 2,250” F. for one hour, follomed by a slow cooling
to 1#00° F. The conditions of test viere 1,500” F. at
20,000p.s. i. at the midspan of the blade
Under the s&msorship of the NACA, the Unive=ity
of Michigan has been conducting an instigation of
the fundamental fuctors influencing the strength of
high temperature alloys. A previous investigation had
led to the redefinition of “cold working” as viorking at
any temperature for which no appreciable internal
stress relaxation occurs during the viorking operation
or during the cooling period after such working. One
unanswered question which immediately presented it-
self was how the response to cold working might ~ary
with chemical composition. This was studied by deter-
mining the effect of .smalladditions of tungsten, molyb-
denum, and columbium on creep properties after cold
working and on internal stress relaxation characteris-
tics of the austenitic alloy N-155 (Technical Note 2586).
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It was concluded that t.haeffects of cold working on
creep resistance were the same for all the alloys studied
for temperatures up to 1,600° F.
one of the problems involved” in the use of the cur-
rent Made alloys is the occurrence of abnormally large
or CCelephmt”grains which when segregated in such
sections of the blade as the leading or trailing edge,
may causs premature failure. As a part of the Uni~er-
sity of Michigsn program, a study was undertaken
to induce abnormal grain growth under controlled con-
ditions in the laboratory in order to study the funda-
mental ea,uses(Technical Note 2678). It appears that
grain growth can be induced by temperature cycLing
alone. Studies of the critical deformation for abnor-
mal grain growth on subsequent solution treatment in-
dicated that the critical deformation by rolling lies be-
tween zero and two per cent. This was independent of
the temperature at which the deformation was carried
out. Repeated critical deformations between reheats
to 2,150UF. resulted in much larger grains after solu-
tion treating at 2,300° F. than a single deformation.
For the past se~eral years the National “Bureau of
Standards, under SAGA sponsorship, has been conduct-
ing an investigation of the mechanisms of adheren$e
of ceramic coatings to metale. Several previous inves-
tigations have established that hydrogen is a major
cause of coating defects when a porcelain enamel is ap-
plied to z steeIba= In an effort to determine tlm rela-
tive importance of the various sources of hydrogen, a
study was made utiIizing additions of deuterium in the
form of heavy water in each of five different processes
that. are related to enameling operations. The gases
which mere given off when the rmdting coating speci-
men vias fired were coIlected and analyzed with a ma~
spectrometer (Technics.I Note 9617). The major
source of hydrogen was the dissdwd -waterpresent in
the enamel frit that was incorporated into the coating.
This water apparently reacts with steel at elevated tem-
Wrdures, releasing atomic hydrogen, some of vvhic~ is
dissolved by the steel. During fast cooling, the steel
becomes super-saturated with respect to hydrogen and,
in time, mokcular hydrogen forms in small ilsmwesun-
til sufficientpressure has accumulated to cause the coat-
ing to faiI. Other sources of water, such as the acid
pickIe, mi~ing water, chemically combined water in the
clay, and the f rit quen~~ water were all minor
sourcw of hydrogen.
Continuing the instigation of adherence, the Bu-
reau of Standarcls has conducted an investigation to
determine ‘the role of cobalt oxide in promoting ad-
herence of porcehtin enamels to irori (Technical Note
2695). .k radioactive isotype of cobalt (COm) was used
ai the means for tracing the migration of cobzlt during
the firing of the ~mel on the iron. It appears that
-when a cobalt-bearing porcelain enamel is applied to
an enameling iron and fired, a cobalt-bearing phase is
—
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formedattheenamel-metali nterface. Thearnountof
the deposit formed will vary directly with the severity
of the firing treatment and appeam to be metallic rather
than a silicate or oxide.
ROCKET RESEARCH
Research investigations on rocket eugines duririg the
past yew have included studies of combustion, iatitiont
and cooling.”
Pulsating propelhmt flow is a problem in rocket motor
operation requiring special rese~rchinstrumentaticmfor
proper study. An electromagnetic flowmeter, as a
means of measuring instantaneous flow rates of liquid
propellants, has been designed and tested on a rocket
engine. This instrument may be used with a number of
fluids of widely variable properties and will measure
rapid variations in flow rates not. detected by previous
instrumentation. The electromagnetic flovvmeteris cap-
tibleof remote opemtion and vrill responcl to positively
or negatively directed flow.
In an effort to reduce the total inetrumentution re-
quired for rocket research, a -ivell-protectedcentral con-
trol room with connections to outlying test cells has
been developed. Menns of recorfing accurately a num-
ber of tempe.mtures and temperature clifferences ns
measured by thermocouples located in the various test
cells had to be provided. This required that, within n
few minutes, the central instruments be disconnected
from one test installat.ionand connected to another and
that the ranges of the instruments be i-alteredto suit the
needs of the new installation. T& has been made pos-
sible, in part, by the development of a special, multi-
stage, self-balancing potentiometer that may be quickly
tidjusted to measure and record the expected tempera-
ture mnges and temperature differences. The outstand-
ing characteristics of the instrument are the techniques
of reference-junction compenmtion and of sinmltal~e-
ous span alteration that permit the rapid selection of
alq one of a large number of ranges.
The heat transfer and frictional pressure drop of
nitric acid flowing in tubes is irnporhmt in the powible
use. with regeneratively-cocled rocket engines. As a
result of the special corrosive and decomposition prop-
erties of nitric acid% a special design study of appara-
tus suitable for determining these heat transfer find
frictional pressure drop properties of nitric acid-flow
through heated tubes was contracted for aud made by
Purdue University,
Adequate cooling of a liquid-propellant rocket engine
is one of the importnnt. challenging problems to be
solved if higher-energy propellants or higher com-
bustion pressures are to be used to obtain superior per-
f ormance from rocket engines;’- Internal-filrn cooling,
wherein a coolant Elm is formed between the hot gases
and the duct wall to maintnin the wdl at low tempera-
ture, may be used in such cases---
A genera] investigation of internnl-liquid-fihn cool-
i~~ is l.)fing conducted by the NACA to obtain a cor-
relation ..of experimenhd clata that will tdIow predic-
tions of fihn-codant requirements for specific coolimg
problems. One phase of the fundamental investigti-
tion was conducted in small dinmeter straight tubes
having. smooth inner surfwws with hot-air flows tit
tempefiturss to 2jO000l?. to determine the cooling effec-
tiveness of miter fins on the inner surftices. Cor-
relation -wasobtained for heat transfer between flowing
hot air nnd liquid films o-rer a range of tiir flow and
teml]ef~~urefor constant coolant flows. Hent-tmnafer
correlations obtained were dependent upon coolant flow.
The generalization of all the film-cooling dtita ob-
tained ~rith smooth-surface tubes is intended to facili-
tate”the estimation over a wide range of conditicms
of the flow of coolant required to film cool n tube for u
desired distance wheti the-teulperature ancl flow of the
hot gas are known.
PHYSICS OF SOLIDS
The development of a suitable shielding mnterial will
have a considerable effect upon the successor failure of
a nuclear powered airplane. To find the most efficient
shield for o given source of radiation, many conhimi-
tious of finterinls must be considered. Btiaus6 of the
difficultiesof calculation, direct measurementseemsthe
proper procedure. However, to try nll of the possibil-
ities would require a large volume of ex~)eri~]lel~ti~tio]].
In order to avoid the need for ehdxmnte computation. “-
and for lnrge-senle experimentation, enrlier work at the
NACA-Iii~dproposed a method for predicting the elk-
tivenesa of cornposite shielc]s on the basis of actual
measurements made on a relatively small number of
homogeneous shields. The basic idea prewnted was to
treat the shield as being composed of n number of
layers or elements, upon each of which the required
measurementsof shielding effectivenesshad been mnde.
Recent work directed towmil simplifying this method
has resulted in the determination of approximate solu-
tions of the tmnsport equation for two Specinl condi-
tions: fist, that in which multiple elastic scattering
dominates, and second, thnt in which the role of multi-
ple scattering with chnnge in direction is anmll com-
pgre~ with other effects (Technical Note 2647). The
resultsobtained serve three purposes: (1) They clemon-
strate the importance of taking into account the direc-
tion of motion of the particl~; (2) they provide n
means for calcultiting the effect of nny element which is __
not too~l]ick” ani in which inultiple elnstic scattering
is not too important an effec~ from the results of
measurementson an infinitesimal element of the sume
material; and (3) they suggest mway of simplifying the
computations neceswwy in the applicnt.ioriof the semi-
empirim] method.
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Previous studies at Ohio State University had indi-
cated the desirability of utiIiiing the helium isotope
(He’) and the tritium (H’) nuclei as bombarding par-
ticles in a cyclotron. Because of the extreme rarity of
these elements and rt-tclionctiventiture of H?, a new
method of introducing and circulati~w them was re-
quired. Such n system -was developed by the Ohio
State University under NAGA sponsorship (Technical
Note 2573). Although no actual bombardments in the
cyclotron were made during the course of this project,
it is believed that.with a sufliciently increased pumping
speed the circulating system -wouldprovide satisfactory
operation.
A poesibIe method for measuring the current of an
ion beam in an accelerator would be to measure the
~ibsolutethick tnrget .yield for a known rwwtion caused
by the ions and, from this, to calculate the average cur-
rent- Such a method has been de~eloped by the Ohio
State Univemity under NACA sponsorship {Technical
Note XE27). It appears that the average beam current
in a cyclotron can be talc.ulnted from the number of
disintegrations per second observed, the half life of the
rdoactive substance formed, and the reaction cross-
section.
In au attempt to devise a con~enient method for ex-
aminimg the distribution of particks in a cyclotron
betim, the Ohio Sttite University, under ATACA spon-
sorship, developed m rdioauto~aphic method utiliz-
ing activated metal foil (Technical Note 2650). The
method has been contlrmed by direct comparison of
density values and count rates and has WISObeen verified
for higher energv components of the ~-rays emitted
from the foils.
An experimental investigation ww made of the
forced-confection heatArmsfer characteristics of a eu-
tectic: mixt ure of lead and bismuth. Data were ob-
tained for lead-bismuth eutectic flowing in a circular
tube with heat addition, and for lead-bismuth eutectic-
ffowing in an m-ndus with bent extraction from the
inner surface. Datz were obtained both with the pure
eutectic and -with about 0.04 percent by weight of
magnesium added to the lead-biemnth eutectic to pro-
. ..
mofe wetting of the heat-transfer surfaces. The inves-
—
tigation co~ered m over-ail range of Pedet numbers
(ReynoMs lumber multiplied by Prandtl number) “““ -
from 250 to 3000. Met-isuredvalues of Nmselt rium- _
ber were considerably lovier than vahms predicted by
equations generally used for liquid-metal heat trans-
fer. The addition of magnesium to promote surface ‘lU
wetting resulted in no change in the heal-transfer
characteristics of the lead-bismuth eutectic.
An experimental investigation is being made of the
forcei-cormction heat-transfer characteristics of mol-
ten h’aOH. The clntaobtained to date fall on the con-
ventiom-dcorrela.tion line for fluids vrit.hPrandtl nmn-
bers in the ~icinity of 1.0.
In an attempt to explain the disagreement between _ ___
experiinent and previous analys~ of liquid-metal heat
transfer, an anal@s -was made of heat transfer for
_.._ ..- ——:,
fluids flowing turbulently at low Peclet numbers in
smooth tubes. The mixing-length theory -m.smodified
to account for the heat being continuously transferred
by conduction to a turbulent particle as it moves trans-
versdy rtcross the tube. The predicted results are
brought into considerably betier agreement -with ex-
perimental data than previoudy, both for liquid metaIs
and gases at low Peclet nnmbe~.
An analysis -was made to determine the effective
thermal conductivity of a powder from the fraction of “~_
space occupied by the gm, and the thenmd conduct-ivi-
ties of tha solid and the gas which makeup the”powder.
In order to check the analysi~ tests were conducted to
determine the conductivity of magnesium oxide powder
in various gases (air, argo~ and he~inm) at tempera-
tures between 200° and 800° F. The efkct of gas pres- —
sure on thermal conductivity was also checked. Good
agreement was obtained between mmlyticrd and experi-
mentedresults.
AIRCRAEII’ CONSTRUCTION
The gradual build-up of NACA research in the field
of aircruft construction which was started 2 yearn ago
is continuing. The new enviromnent in which modern
airplan= must operate has brought with it unusually
complex problems which will be with us for many yeare.
Aircraft structures must now be designed to with-
stand the high temperatures r~uIting from aerody-
namic heating at supersonic speeds plus the attendant
complications brought on by increased air loads. The
need for thinner wings and slenderer fuselage% also
dictated by high speed, introduces flutter and dynamic
response problems so difficult that they cannot be solved
by know-ntheoretical means but must be studied in all
their comple~iti~ by dyuamic models, The importance
of the proper selection of materials for aircraft struc-
tures is obvious when.confronted with the design prob-
lems just mentioned ancl the need for materials with
higher stiffness and higher strength at elevated tem-
perature is apparent.
Much effort has been spent during the past year in
studying the need and planning for, new research f acil-
ities to make possible adequate progress toward” the
solution of these new probleme. However, new facil-
ities will not be available in the near future so in the
meantime we are investigating those phases of the prob-
lems that lend themselvw to our present facilities.
As in the past a portion of NACA’S research in this
fielcl was performed under contract at universities and
other non-profit scientific institutions. A description of
the Committee’s recent unclaesifid research on aircraft
construction is given on the following pa=- and is “di-
vided into four sections: Aircraft structure% aircraft
loa@ vibration and flutter, and aircraft structural
materials.
AIRCRAFI’ STRUCI’URES
Stress Dhtribution
Many of the current enghieering analyses do not pre-
dict accurately the stressdistribution in fuedages, rein-
forced by rings and stringers, in which the rings are
loaded in their planes, The more flexible the rings @a-
tive to the rest of the fuselage structure, the more inac-
curate are the analyses. Since .1940many publications
have appeared treating this subject with more refined
and complicated analyses, but all have dealt with fuse-
lages with circular cross sections. Henc~ in Technical
~ote 2512, a method is presented for firiding the effects
of flexibility on noncircular fusdages which are com-
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posed of a number of circular arcs. This method is
based upon a general eighth-order clifferential equation
applicable to each of the circular-arc sections, hTumeri -
cal examples showing the effects of radial, tangenti~l,
and moment loads are given.
In orler to evaluate the structural efficiency of sund-
wich construction consisting of Iight-weight bnlsrt core
material and 75S-T6 aluminum-alloy faces, a compari-
son has been made in Tecltical Note 2514 of the weights
of such sandwiches and of conventional skin-stiffener
cotitruct.ion for the upper surface of winbgs. This com-
par&onabows that the sandwich becomes more efficient
than conventional construction only for thick wings
h~ving relatively thick skins. The report also ShOWS
that s~~dwiches. with tMck ftices and thin cores are
most efficient for resisting the compression encountered
in the upper surftice of a wing.
A method has been developed by Pennsylvania State
C%llegefor the analysis of tile deformation of doubly-
cuiwed thin plates, This method, which is presm-dedin
‘T~chni&l Note 2782, is particularly useful for analyz-
ing fuselage coverings in which the radius of curvature
in one direction is large.
One of-the present trends in the development,of high-
speed airplanes and missiles is towarcl the use of thin
wings of low-aspect-ratio. The structural analysis of
these -wingsoften cannot be based on beam theory, since
the structural deformations may vary considerably
from those of a beam and more closely approach those
of a plate. In wings that are solicl or nearly solid, the
use of plate theo~ in the anrdysisis particularly vnlid.
In Technical Note 2621, the structural analysis of solid
cantilever wings of arbitrary plan form by this plate
theory is reduced to the solution of linear ordinary dif-
fereutial equations by use of the assumption thnt the
chordwiee deflections may be expressed in the form of
a power series. With the series limited to the first two “
and the first three terms, the differential equations are
solved exactly for several examples of solid delta wings.
For cam for which exact sohtions to the differentin]
equations cannot be obtained, a numerical procedure is
derived. Some experimenta~ data me presented and
are found to compare favorably with the present theory.
C)ne method of solving the three-dimensional stress
problem photoelastical]y utilizes the removal of slices
from the stressed model and measuring the strains in
the slices after annealing. In order for thismethod to
be succ&ful, model materials nmst possess values of
Poisson’s ratio considerably Iower than those for ma-
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terials now available. A new general method has been
developed for the photodastic determination of the
principal stressesat a poiht of a generrd body subjected
to arbitrary loads. This method, which was de.veloped
by the Illinois Institute of Technology, does not de-
pend upon Poisson’s ratio. The stresses existing in a
sphere subjected to compression have been determined
with considerable accuracy.
‘HM practical design of sheet eIementscarrying shear
loads was for a long time based on one of two limiting
assumptions: it was assumed either that the sheet did
not buckla at all, or else that the sheet.buckled as soon
as n very small load was applied. Standard civil-engi-
neering forrmdas were based on t.hafirst assumption.
The analytical theory of pure diagonal tension devel-
oped by Wagner was based on the second assumption.
The use of two distinct methods of analysis was unsatis-
factory because actual structures always -work some-
where between the limiting cases. A number of years
ago, the NACA began to develop a unified method based
on a simple theory that -ivould cover the entire range.
Through extensive experimental investigations, some
of which viere performed by the aircraft industry, the
methods for analyzing flat webs were developed and
s then extended to curved webs. The advantages of this
theory are that all the results previously obtiined for
flat webs can be utilized and the method is applicable
to webs of any curvature.
A number of NACA reports on the work have been
published since it was started and a certain degree
of completion has no-ivbeen reached A summary has
therefore been prepared which contains all the essen-
tial information and supersedes all previous papers on
individual phases. The summary is divided into two
parts. Part I (Technical Note 2661) presents the
methods of analysi~ mhere.asPart H (Technical Note
2662) presents the experimental evidence.
Structural Wabiity
Shear webs in thin wings of aircraft are subjected
to a combination of bending, shear, and transverse
compression, the transverse compression being induced.
by spanwise bending of the COV4M. In Technical Note
2536 the buckhg strength of an unst.iffenedinfinitely
long flat plate under such a lomdi~wis computed ap-
proximately by the minimum-potential-energy method,
and three-dimensional interaction surfaces are pre-
sented for the computation of the combined stresses
which cause elastic buckling. Surfaces are presented
for two sets of edge conditions: both edges simply sup-
ported, and lower edge simply supported with upper
edge clamped. Present results are in good agreement
with those for one-load Iimiting cases previously pub-
Iished.
The use of sandwich construction for compression-
carrying components of aircraft often required the
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calculation of the compressive buckl@m strength of
curved sandwich plates. Theoretical edutions are pre- -
sented in Technical &“ote2601 for the buckling in”uni-
form axial compression of two types of simply sup-
ported curved sandwich plates: the corrugated-core
type and the isotropic type. The resdts are given
in the form of equations and curves.
The so-called “doubIe &in” construction, consisting
of inner and outer flat skins riveted to the meets and
trou@s of a corrugated sheet sandwiched between the
flat skins, has been used on a number of aircraft in
those locnt.ions at which it is inconvenient to provide
auxiliary supporting member~ch as ribs or bulk-
heads-for the skin. The stability of this “double-skin
or corngated-cors sandwich construction under longi-
tudinal compression is investigated theoretical~y in
Techn.ical Note 2679 and chmrtsare presented for the
calculation of the buckling of such sandwiches of vari-
ous proportions.
The use of simple posts rather than continuous ribs.
or shear -websto keep the compression skin of the -wing
from buckling has many advantages from the stand-
point of accessibility and ease of production. A theory
for the calculation of the buckling loads for such post-
stiened construction has been derived and charts are
presented for a tide range of combinations of poss
sizes and spacings (Technical hrote 2760).
AIRCRAFT LOADS
Steady Flight Loads
A series of charts and approximate formulas for
estimating aeroelastic effects on the spanwise Iift dis-
tribution, lift-curve slope, aerodynamic center, and
damping in roll of swept and unswept wings operating
at subsonic and supersonic speeds are presented in Tech-
nical Sote 2609. In the derivation of the charts, two
types of stiffn~ distribution are considemdl one which
consists of a variation of stiffness with the fourth povrer
of the chord and one which is based on an idetdized con-
stanktress structure. This set. of charts serves to
simplify design procedure at the preliminary stage and
indicates the amount and location of materiaI required
to st.iflen a wing which is adequately strong so far as
normal loads are concerned but which is not stiff enough
torsionally. The charts al.s.sfacilitate. the achie~ement
of wings in mhich opposing twist effects are so balanced
against-one another as to reduce aeroelastic effects to z
minimum.
Maneuvering Loads
Recent experiences have indicated that sidedip angles
in rolling maneuvem may be critical to the vertical-taiI
design of airplanes having weight distributed mainly
along the fusdage. Available methods for estimating
the maximum angles of sidedip in rolling maneuvers
.-
—
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wre compared in Technical No@ 2633. Tl}e results of
this study indicate that exkting simplified expressions
for calculating maximum sideslip angles to deter!nine
vertical-tail loads in rolIing maneuvers are not gener-
ally applicable to airplanes of current design. The re-
sults further indicate that a general solution of the
three linearized lateral equations of motion, including
product-of-inertia terms, usually vdl be sufficient to
determine the sideslip angles mpected in aileron rolls
from trimmed flight,. In rolling pull-outs, however,
when the pitching velocity is. rapicl, consideration of
cross-couple inertia terms in the equations of motion is
necessary to obtaiu the siiieslip angles accurately, The
inclusion of tie equation of pitching motion along with
the lateral equations of motion seemsdesirable in order
to obtain the influence of pitching in the cross-couple
inertia terms of the lateral equations. The results alSO
indicated that pitching oecilIations stmtetl during roll-
ing maneuvers till be influenced by cross-couple inertia
moments in pitch and may cause large variations in
angle of attack which affect Iw’izontcd-t nil loa.d&
Gust Loads
The NACA VGH recorder, which gives a time-
history type of record, is being used more and more to
supplement V–G data particularly for obtaining infor-
mation on the small but frequent loads which are ob-
scured in the V–G record. Because of the widespread
interest in the VGH data an analysis of limited samples
of data from four types of transport airplanes was un-
clerttiken. This analysis showed a decrease in the mu-n-
ber of loads of a given intensity with altitude up to
25,000 to 30,000 feet, the limit of the sample. Mem~-
while additional VGH d~ta were accumulated on a
two-engine low-altitude tmusport-type airplane in op-
eration on a northern t.ral~colltillellt~llroute. Eight
hundred thirty-four hours of cktn from this operation
htivebeen analyzed to determine the relation of tha fre-
qnency ancl magnitude of gusts experienced to air-
speed, altitude, season of the year, and flight condition.
A synthesisof the VGH clataand V% data was also de-
rived to give a composite esthmite of the over-all gust
history for these operations. The results of this study
me presented in Technical Note 2663.
A major problem in connection with the analysis of
gust-loads drttais the clevelopment of suitable methods
for handling such data statistically. In Technical Note
9260, the statistical concepts of random variables find
probabilit.y distributions me applied to the sharp-edge-
gnst fern-mh. Expressions are derived for the fre-
quency distribution of gust loads in terms of distribut-
ions of the related variables such as airspeed and effec-
tive ~gustvehcity. Results calculated by the derived
method are cornpmwd with availnble flight-~oads data
with good agreement.
In the study of trmsient flow% two types of airfoil
motions have special significrmce-n, harmonically 0s-”
ci]lati~ airfoil and an nirfoil experiencing a sudden
change-of angle of attack. The lift f uncti& for an air-
foiI undergoing n sudden chfinge in angle of atttickand
the lift. function associated with the growth of lif t on an
airfoil due to penetration of a sharp-edged ~mst tire
commcmlyreferred to as the iniiicial lift functions. By
use of ihe reciprocal squation for compressible flow, the
indicial lift aml moment function of a tl~t}-(lill]e]lsiollml
sinking airfoil have been determined from oscillatory
lift coellicients for Mkch number 0.7 and a comparison
has been made with results for Mach number 0.0, the
incompressible case (Techuica] Note 2652). Similar
cnlcul:~tionsl]~ve been made ff)r tl~eI)itellil]g airfoil nt
Mnch number 0.7 in Technical Note 2613.
Gust-tunnel investigations of the loads on s-wept
wings hnve indicated t.ht~tthe slope of the lift curve
applicable to gust conditions is a function of the cosine
of the angle of sweep. Since the deltn wing rnigbt be
considered a specinl fgrnl of swept wing, nn investiga-
tion wns carried out in the Lnngley gust tunnel with a
deltn-wing model having the leading edge swept.back .
60°. The results indicnted thnt the gust Iond was
grenter thrm would be predicted by using a lift-curve -
slope based on steacly-flow force tests. The use of u
value of lift-curve slope based on aspect-ratio consid-
erations gave calculated h-mclswhich were in good n=mee-
ment with the mensured ones.
Theoretical investigation have indicated n decrense
in gust loads with increasing static longitudinal stu-
bility, In order to obtain some experiment~l data on
this subject, a cooperative flight investigation was un-
dertaken by the NACA nmftthe All Wenther Flying
Division of the U. S. Air Force. Two jet-propelle(l
~irphmes, similar except for center-of-gravity lomt ion,
were flown side by side through rough air and the re-
sulting loads cornpnred. The results of the tests indi-
cate that n forward mo-rementof the center of gr~vity
tencledto reduce the gust lends (Technical Note 2575).
A summnry of the gust-load ancl airspeed data from
cornmeycial trans~>ortairplanw collected during the
period from 1933 to 1945 has been issued as Technical
Note 2625. The clatnwere obt~ined fmn V-G records
covering more than 90,000 flight hours on six types of
trnnsport nirpkmes on domestic and oversens routes.
Landing Loads
An investigateion of the air-compression process dur-
ing clro~>tests of a small oleo-pneumatic landing gmr
is reported in Tecj~licnl” Note 2477. The dropping
weight of the gegr ranged up to 2,500 pouncls and the
yerticnl.velocities at contact up to 11 feet per second.
The results from these tests indictite that the value of
the air-compression exponent had little effect during the
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~~eater purt of the impact, but, near the encl of the
impact, air-compression processes might. hctre some ef-
fect cm the total load. The value of the polytropic
exponent ranged f rorn 1.01 to I.1O and the air-compres-
sion processee in t.heee tests can be a&c@ely repre-
sented by a polytropic exponent of 1.06.
In orcIer to investigate the effects of variations in
wing lift and airplane weight on the landing-gear
loacls, drop tests have been made with a snlall landing
gy~ r. Wing lift was simulated by the mechanical ap-
plication of lift force which u-us constant “throughout
a given impact. The tests covered a range of wing-
lift factor of O to 2.0, vertical docities at contact of
O to 1$1feet. per second, and dropping weights from
1,000 to 2,500 pounds. In general, an increaee in the
wing-lift factor reduced the landing-gem loads by an
umount which was roughIy equal to the incremental lift
force. An increase in airplane weight. resulted in the
increase in landing-gear loads which was not propor-
tionally as large as the weight increase (Technical h’ote
%45) .
An analytical study was made of the rigid-body dy-
mimics of airplanes during eccentric h-mdings, and an
impulse momentum method developed for calculating
landing contact conditions for successi~e impacts in
such landings. These contact conditions, which include
landing-gear velocity, effectire mass, and airplane atti-
t ude at contact., gorern the ener~-absorption r~uire-
ments of the gear. The analysis includes e~aluation
of vertical? horizontal, and side drift velocities, -wing
lift, roil ancl pitch angles and velocities, landing-gear
location, energy-absorption efficiency, and wheel angu-
lur inertia. .\ppIication of the cuudysis indicates that
“landing impacts in eccentric landings can be more .+
vere than those in symmetrical landings with the same
sinking speeds. The results of this investigation have
been publishecl in Technics.LNrote 259&
One h-rrestigation has been made of water-preemme
distributions cluring landings and planing of a heavfly
loaded rectangular flat-plate model. Initial impact
conditions and maximum pressures are presented in
tables and figures (Technical Note 2453) for all hnpacts
together -with the time Mstories of the presmre clistri-
bution, draft, vertical velocity, rertical acceleration,
and wetted length.
~ semiempiricd procedure for computing the water
pressure distribution on flat and V-bottom surfaces
during impact or planing is preeented in Technical Xote
2583. For the rectangular flat plate, a considerate ion
of sw-eral previous theoretical derivations and some
ok=ervations of the experimental datti lead to the devel-
opment of siruple ecpations which are in good agree-
ment with experimental datct for trims below 30” and
for wetted-length-beam ratios at least up to 3.3. For
u V-bottom prismatic surface with appreciable chine
immersion, the pressures on chine-immemed sections of
a model ha&ff an angle of dead rise of 30° were fomd .
to be very similar to those on the corresponding flat -.
pltite so that a simple modification of the fit-plate ‘
equations can be used to predict approximately the
presume on V-bottom surfaces.
VIBRATION AND FLU’171’ER
OseiUating Air Forces
Increasing use is being made of higldy swept and
triangular vringg for supersonic flight. A knowledge
of the air forces and moments on such wings underg-
oing osdlatione is of paramount importance to the
flutter analyst. Teclmictd Note 2457 contctins n study
of the t.rian.g.glarwing -withsubsonic leading edge un-
dergoing sinusoidal torsional oeciIlation aad ~ertical
translation. The air forces and moments are obtained ----
by deriving the linearized velocity potential in the form
of n power series involving a frequency parameter.
TechnicaI Note 9467 contains two approximate methods
for deriving the oscillatory air forces and moments on
a smept wing with supersonic leading and trailing
edges. A similar study for triangular and related -
wings with supersonic lecding nnd trailing edges is rw
ported in Techuical Note 9494.
IVhen linearized supersonic theory is applied to the
case of a non-osci~ating wing at sonic speed, irdhite
vahles of Iift and moment are predicted. However, it
htisbeen found that for the case of the oscillating wing .
or ailero~ finite values are obtained. Thwc, in Tech-
nical Note 2590 explicit expressions for the lift and
moment are developed for ~erticaI translation and
pitching of the wing and rotation of the aileron. Tables
of coefficients for use in wing-flutter calculations are
included as viell m some bending-torsion ffutter
calculations.
Wincl-TunneI Wall Corrections
& analytical instigation has been made of the ef-
fect of vrind-tunnel walk on the oscillating air forces
for tvio-dimensiomd subsonic compre%ible flow. The
tunnel walls were simulated by the usual method of
placing images at appropri~te distcmcesabove and be-
Io-ivthe wing. It ma shown that for certain conditions
of ~-ing frequency, tunnel height, and Mach number,
the tunnel and wing may form a resonant system so
that the forces on the wing are grec@ changed from
those having no tu&el-wall etlects (Technical A’ote
2552).
Flutter of I.mw-DensityWiis
An experimental stndy using light uniform canti-
lever wings has been made to determine the effect on
the flutter characteristics of such parameters as fluid
density, positions of the wing ehtstic axis and center of
gratity, the ratio of bending frequency to torsional
frequency, and aspect ratio. The experiments were
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conducted for a range of density corresponding to a
variation in a~titudefrom sea lwel to 40,000 feet. For
each case of experimentedflutter, a theoretical calcula-
tion for the corresponding conditions at flutter -was
made. In general, the theoretical results folIovred the
trends shown by experiment except at very low values
of the relative-density paramet&.
Swept Wing in Pure Bending
It is theoretically possible for a sweptback -wing
which has infinite torsional sti.ffuessto flutter h pure
bending. M.bough no actual airplane wing can huve
inhite torsional stiffness, a study of the bending-alone
case is of value inasmuch as it is more easily and quickly
made than one for coupled flutter and the parameters
affecting the bending-alone flutter may be expected to
have similar effects on the coupled flutter speed. - An
nna]ysis, presented in Technical h’ote 2461, Llsesaero-
dynamic coefficientsof tvro-dimensional incompressible
flow and includes eilects of wing-mass-density ratio,
siveepback, length-semichord ratio, and Mach number,
Compretibility was shown to have a gTeater effect on
the speed of pure-bending flutter and closely related
coupled flutter for s-wept-wingsthan on couplecl flutter
of unswept wings.
Control-Surface FIutter
Various investigations have been made in the past of
the possibility of single-degree-of-freedom flutter in-
volving pitching of the wing or the bending of a swept
wing. h Technical ?!hte 255L&parallel investigation
was made of the tiect of various parameters, including
Mach number, on the single-degree-of-freedom flutter
of a control surface. This paper demonstrates that
flutter of a single-degree-of-freedom control surface is
possible. The effetis of structural damping, aerody-
namic baIance, axis of rotation, and compressibility are
i.rduded. The mechanisms of instability are based on
potential flow and therefore the resndtsare not directly
applicable to separated flow,
Structural Damping of au AirpIane Wing
Tho structural damping of. an airplane wing may-
have an important effect upon the flutter characteristics.
An investigation of the structural damping of a fuU-
scale airplane wing undergoing vibration showed the
damping to increase markedly with the amplitude of
vibration (Technical Note ,2504). ‘
Lateral Vibrations of HoI.Iow Thin-Walled Beams
Because of secondary effects such as shear lag, trans-
verse shear deformation, and longitudinal inertia, the
elementary theory of bending vibration is not adequate
for the accurate calculation of natural.modes and fre-
quencies of hollow thin-walIed cylindrical beams. In
Technical Note 2682general solutions for the modes and
frequencies.of such beams are given and the combined
and separate influences of the secondary effects are
showmquantitatively. The general solutions presmtcd
for cyhders of uniform thicknessand the numerical re-
d.s presented for rectangular box bemns -will be use-
ful in ji~&s~@g t-heaccuracy of simplified procedures
develo~gd”for the calculation of modes and frequenciw
of thin-walled box beams.
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
Fatigue
The problem of fatigue failure of materials under
various types of loading is important to the designers,,
of structurw and structural elements. Efficient design
of equipment is dependent upon the knowledge of the
materi~l used. Fatigue fnilure plays an extremely im-
portan~~ole in the type of material used, shape of the ,
e~ement”designed, an-d‘rn&thodsof fabrication. The
Unive@y of Illinois has recently completed a study
dealing with fatigue failure of 76S-T61 aluminum
alloy under several conditions of combined stress. The
observ6d modes of fracture under these conditions are
describei, and a qualitative theory on the mechanism
of formation and propagation of fatigue cracks is pro-
posed. An attempt to interpret the observed failures by
means of this theory is also made.
The evacuation of stress concentration ‘factors due
to geometric discontinuities is necessary to predict the
static strength of parts made of materials with low
ductility and the fatigue strength of any parb con- -
taining such discontinuitiw, Because of analytical
difficult&, theoretical studies of stress concentrations
have been limited to simple geometric shapea and, until
recently, to the elastic stress range. An experimental
investigation was undertaken to determine the elastic
stress concentration factors for several shapes not pre-
viously treated and to determine the reduction of these
factom as the material was stressedin the plastic range.
The specimens used -werelarge enough to permit deter-
minati~n of highly localized maximum stresses. The
elastic stressconcentration factors were found to agree
with companion photodastic tests within the combined
experirmmtalerror of the two investigations, Reason-
able a~reeinent Wasalso found between results of these
t&te “a=clpredictions by theoretical consiclerrrtionsof-
simiIa~,-but not” ide~ltical shapes. The @astic stress
conceriiiation f actols were found to iqgree well with. . .
a generalized form of an expression for plastic str&
and strain concentrations .at a circular hole in an in-
finite plate, reported previouely in Technical Note 2073.
The refidts of this more recent investigation are pre-
sented in Technical Note 2566.
Creep”– -
.
The &havior of materials under load at, eIevated ~
temperatures must be fully understood to enable the
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most eJEcient design of many structural elements.
Creep, the plwtic deformation of materiaIs under load,
is one of the basic phenomena associated with high tem--
perature. &cordingly, a study into the basic nature
of creep of materials under load has been undertaken
at the Battelle lfemorial Institute. Many theories
have been proposed to predict the creep behatior of
materiaIs, but many gaps exist eren in these theories,
and the experimental work in the literature does not
cover a sutllciently wide ra~ue of possible conditions to
be of great. aid in the design of structures or structural
elements. The portion of this program reported in
Technical Note 2618 covers that phase of the research
deding with creep in high purity ahuninum under con-
st&t load and constant temperature. Agreement is
obtained with the exhaustion creep theory of Mott and
h’abeno ‘at low stre.ses, while at the higher stresses
agreement is obtained with the ideas expressed by
Andrade. .-, .. ... .-,,. ... .. .. . . .“
PIastieity
In TechnicaI Nets 2576 a qualitative check on the
basic assumptions of several different theories of plas-
ticity is giv& by photomicrographs of the surface-of a
%%0 aluminum-alloy specimen subjected to tensila
strains ranging between O and 3 percent.. The manner
in which the inception and development of sIip lines
took place is compatible with, but does not necessarily
verify, the conception that plastic deformation is pri-
marily due to slip. Hip --observed to occur first ~ a
few-iedated grains and to spread gradually to adjacent
~wains as the stress level increased. The occurrence
and spread of the slip lines suggested independent be
havior of randomly oriented grains at low stress levels,
with interaction among grains increasing as the stress
level increases. In Technical Note 2577 an attempt is
made to aasessquantitatively the assumptions on -which
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one of the more recent theories of plt@iciky, the so-
called %fip theory< is based. This assessment is made
by comparing anexperimental distribution of the fre- +,
quency of the angular orientation of the slip lines with
theoretical distributions calculated for the same model . .. . ...
as that used in formula~m the stress-strain lavw of the
dip theory. Although good agreement is obtained in
the shape of the distribution the comparison between
—
the experimental maximum slip ‘akgle and that pre-
dicted by the theory is nck very good.
PIs.sties
Loss of strength in plastic glazing due to crazing of
the material has become a vital factor in the design of
aircraf~ cabin enclosures. Pressurization of com-
mercial and miLitaryaircraft has become commonplace,
and plastic glazing failure dua to crazing has brought _
about the need for continued research into the effects
of temperature and load on the strength chamcteristics
of plastics before and ‘after crazing. The h“atiori;l “-
Bureau of Standards is continu~m its work on poly-
methyl methacrylate and reports in TechnicaI Note
2778 a study of the stress and strain values at.various
temperatures at the onset of crazing. In the tempera-
ture ranges studied (23° to 70° C.), it was found that
the arerage stress at craze onset was 80 to 95 percent
of the tensile strength. In Technical A’ote 27’i?, the
effects of biaxial stretch forming on the tensile and
crazing properties of polymethyl methacrylate are
reported.
310derate biaxial stretch forming up to 50 per&nt - “” -
greatly increased the stressthreshold of crazing and the
strain and total elongation at craze onset but did not
dlect the tensile strength and secant moduhw. The
stressthreshold of s-trwscrazing was increased approxi-
mately 40 percent for times up to 7 days, and the stress
thrwhold for stress-solvent crazing increased about 70
to 80 percent.
-.
-.
OPERATING
Inadvertent Speed Increases in Transport Operation
Some factors relating to inadvertent speed increases
in transport operation have been investigated with the
object of indicating the manner in which speed gains
might vary with different qualities of the airplane and
the minimum margins required to guard against reach-
ing unsafe values. The speed increments and the mar-
gins required under several assumed conditions were
studied analytically, and the reeulta indicate that, on a
percentage basis, smaller margins would be necessary
for high-speed airplanes than for Iow-spged airplanes
to prevent overspeeding in inadvertent maneuvers
(Technical Note 2688). In addition, the possibility of
exceeding placard speed in prolonged descents is shown
by computatio~ for typical transpoti- airplanes, and
equations are suggested that allow estimatesto be made
of the speed margins required.
Ditching
Information obtained from a large number of NACA
model ditching investigations has been compiled and
summarized to provide airplane designers with a con-
siderable amount of data for current airplane designs.
This summary of the effects of design parameters on
ditching characteristics enables the designer t.o choose
ccmflgurationa that will tend to give better ditching
performance than would ordinarily be obtained if no
ccmsiderationwere given to ditching requirwnents.
To further determine the effect of fuselage shape on
ditching behavior, various airplane models having dif-
ferent fuselage shapes have been tested. Design pa-
rameters such as fuselage fineness ratio, bottom curva-
ture, and bottom strength were included in the analysis
to investigate their effect on airplane ditching char-
acteristics.
AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY
Summary of Hail Information
A survey of the presentknowledge of hail phenomena
in relation to aircraft operation has been completed and
is presented in Technical Note 2734. Information is
given on the physical properties, occurrence, and the-
ories of formation of hail; and data ‘relating to the
types and extent of damage to aircraft are correlated
with the size, intensity, and geographical location of
hailstorms. Airborne radar detection of hailstorms
and the elimination of potential storms by cloud seeding
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are discussed briefly. In addition, an extensive ancl
annotat@ bibliography on hail is furnished fur use of
research personnel.
High Altitude Turhdence Data Collection
in order to obtain more information concerning high
altitude turbulence, two programs are currently under ‘
way to collect and analyze data on this meteorological
phenomenon. With the assistanceof the Weather 13u-
reau and the cooperation of military services and air-
lines, pilot9 are reporting encounters of clear air turbu-
lence above 10,000 feet, for the airlines, and above
25,000 feet, for military aircraft. The completed re-
ports are being analyzed to obtain preliminary statistics
on the frequency and severity of high altitude clenr air
turbulence; and an attempt will be made to apply tha
facts established in developing methods of predicting
such turbulence.
The second program for the collection of high al-
titude turbulence data utilizes the NACA turbulence
“tekmetkr. Daily instrument ascentsare made at 1400Z
from four Weather Bureau stations at Caribou, Maine;
Greensboro, N. C.; Miami, Fla.; and Grand Junction,
Colo. An 800-gram babcm bursts at approximately
60,000 feet and releases the telemeter-parachute assem-
bly -whichtransmits a time history of the vertical accel-
erations experienced during the descent. The telemeter
data is then integrated to give comparative gust veloc-
ities encountered by the parachute.
Atmospheric Turbulence and Climb Performance
To determine some of the effects of turbulence on
climb performance, a series of flight tests in smooth
air and ‘under coidiiions “of light turbulence were per-
formed-yith a twin engine transport airphme, restricted
to the oue%ngine-inoperative condition. The results of
the flight tests (Technical Note 2498) indicated that
light turbulence of the type generally present in clear
air over flat terrain had no significant effect on the
average rate of climb for a series of runs. Turbulence
did, ho~”ever, increase the variation in the rrtteof climb
from MM to run. The standml deviation of the rate
of climb between runs attributable to turbulence de-
creased “rapidly when the duration of climb WM in-
creased from 1 to 5 minutes. The eflects of atmospheric
turbule@e on th~ variations in the rate of climb ap-
peared-to be largely independent of the center-of-grav-
ity Iocation.
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Physics of the Icing CIoud
In order to produce aircraft that are capable of fight
in icing conditions, the @craft ice protection system
d~igner must have information on the meteorological
conditions which cause icing and the probability of
encountering specific values of these conditions, The
important meteorcdogicd factors conducive to aircrwft
icing have been previoudy published in ?k&nical Note
1855. Hovrever, this information piomdes no indicat-
ion of the probability of encountering or exceeding
various degrees of icing semxity. To supply this addi-
tional information! a statistical study has been made
of all av@able meteorological icing data obtained in
flight through natural icing clouds. .il report has been
published (Technical h’ote 2738) which provides an
indication of the probability of encountering or ex-
ceeding icing conditions of a selected .+verity. M-
though considerably more data is required to establish
a statistical b@s for the detmminatiori of these prob-
abilities, a procedure has been established for a statie-
ticsl analysis of meteorological data now beii obtained
on a vrorld-wide basis. The initiation of a program
by the Lewis Laboratory of the collection of these data
utilizing an NTACApressure-type icing-rate. meter on
Airline, Air Force, and NACA aircraft has been pre-
vioudy reported. This program is continuing, and it
is anticipated that an additional yezr of data collection
should provide a substantial basis for the application
of the aforementioned statietic.alanalysis. Additional
wnphasis on meteorological data colkction is being ap-
plied to obtain much needed data at higher altitudes
so that a reasonable prediction of icing conditions can
be made for the altitude ranges that are being and wilI
be experienced by presentday and future aircraft.
The Lewis Laboratory is continuing to make pro-
toward understanding the fundamental processes in-
vol~ed in the formation af ths supercooled cloud drop-
lets. X-ray detraction studies have been used to in-
vestigate the internal structure of supercooled -water.
It has been shown that the structu.rd properties of
supercooled water are such that the water becomes
progressively more ice-fike as the temperature is low-
ered (Technicnl Note 253i2). This current interest in
the properties of supercooled water is due, in part, to
increased research on aircraft icing, conchuwation,
shock in supersonic flow as well as naturally and mti-
fici’ally induced precipitation from clouds. & a result
of t@ interest, need has arisen for an extension of the
data on surface tension of water as pn=ented in the
International Critical Tables. The experimental re-
sults extending t.hesssurface tension measurements to
–22° C are reported in Teohnical hTote2510.
.tiother part of the study of supercookd droplets in-
cludes the determination of spontaneous freezing tem-
peratures of water droplets, some results having been
previously published in Technical Not= 2142 and 2234.
An additional investigation of these phenomena has
been completed for the case where “droplets are sus-
pended frecIy in an atmosphere of cdd air. These re-
sults are compared with those obtained -with droplets
that viere supported on a surfme.
Icing Instrumentation
.
Probably the most difficult icing parameter” to ~b-
tain in flight is that of droplet size. One method that
has been evolved by the Lewis Laboratory concerns the
placement of an ekctric charge on the droplets in fight.
These charged droplets are then chamnekd to a series of
different sized cylinders where they impinge and simul-
taneously deposit their charge. This instrument is
described in Technical Note 245S. Another method
of measuring droplet size in flight utilizing an adapta-
tion of a cascade jet impactor has been investigated and
reportecL
The Ames Laboratory has developsd an instrument
for measuri~~ icing severity in flight (Technical Note
2615). Since it is believed that icing se-rerityis mainly
a function of the amount of water present in the air
at temperatures beIow freezing, an instrument which
will record liquid water content in a cloud is essentially
an icing severity meter. This instrument has been
tested in simulated clouds and in an icing tunnel, and
a flight version is being prepared for tests in natural
icing conditiom The .instrnment consists of a small
loop af heatecl wire, the temperature of which is plv-
portional to the icing sereriQ-.
ICE PROTECI’ION SYSTEMS
In order to provide information on the distribution
of heat requirements of a surface to be protected from
icing, the area, extent and rates of the impingement
must be Imown. Water droplet trajectory calculations
around low-dr~~, high-speed airfoils are being made
utilizing the X--CA water droplet trajectory armlogue.
The calculations for a 12 percent thick airfoil which
is the first of this series have been completed and are
being published. These results are compared with
theoretical calculations and @l be further compamd
with other experimental techniques that are being
developed.
For se-reral years there has been a controversy con-
cerning the validity of the results of icing studies con-
ducted in a simulated cloud in au icing vvind tunnel
when compared with those results obtained under
natural ic~~ conditions in flight. The tits of an
investigation which utilized the same a-irfoil under
almost identical &d.itions in fiia@t and in the icing
tunnel have shown that heat transfer coefficients ob-
tained are very cIosely correlated for both the laminar
and turbulent flow conditions. (Technical Note 2480)
—
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Equations expressing heat transfer from wet~d sur-
faces during ice prevention are complex and tedious
operations for the designer of aircraft ice prokction
systems. A simplified method of regrouping theseequa-
tions to permit solutions by a single graphical means
has been evolved and is presented in Technical Note
9-799.
Experimental studies of cyclic de-icing systems for
fixed surfaces utilizing electric and hot-gas methods of
heat source have been conducted. The results indicate
that heat savings of the order of 75 percent may be
achieved with cyclic heat systems when compared -with
the continuously heated systems. The resilts also indi-
cate the relative value of contimiously- and cyclically-
heated parting strips. Thus, the designer is furnished
data upon tvhich possible SOlutims to. the problems of
higher demand for heat requirements especially for
high-speed aircraf~ may be solved.
The design of electrical heaters for propeller ice pro-
tection is-immplicatedby the li-ige number of variables
involved; for example, blade thiclmew and material,
heater material, extent of heater on blade surface, ratio
of “heat-on” time to “heat,off?’ time, and intensity of
heat supplied per unit of surface. To investigate these
variables in fight or in an icing tunnel is a lengthy and
expensive procedure. To alleviate this situation, rwort
has been made to the electricrd analogu~ which is a
device in which heat flow is simulated by electrical flow.
With this analogue, tests have been made of the cyclic
heating characteristics of an e.@ernal heater mounted
on a hollow-steel propeller blade. The results indicate
that the commonly employed cyclic time of 20 seconds
~theaton~?and 6(I SeCOndS“heat-off” is inefficient, and
that power savings .of 60 percent can be realized by in-
creasing the heating intensity and decreasing the “heat-
on~~tinle to 5 seconds.
AIRCRAFI’ FIRE PREVENTION
Tha investigation of the sources of ignition and meth-
ods of fire prevention in the crash testsof full-scale air-
pl~nes which is being carried mt by the NACA Lewis
Flight Propulsion Laborato~-on reciprocating e&ine”
aircraft is resulting in substantial knowledge of prac-
tical avenues of combating the fire problem.
The ignition of enggne lubricating oils is one of the
aircraft fire problems being investigated under research
contract. Technical Note 2549, which covers an initial
study of this problem at the University of Cincinnati,
presents spontaneous ignition temperatures for a large
number of organic compounds, and correlates struc-
ture with ease of ignition. The effects of a number of
additives and severalmetal surfaces on the ibtition tem-
peratures were determined for representative com-
pounds.
AIRCRAFT’ NOISE
Survey- of the Aircraft Noise Problem
A sfi~ey has ieen completed which protides back-
ground information on the various phases of aircraft
noise with special reference to the physicu] aspects of
the probkm (Technical Note 2701). The eflects of
noise ar~ discussed under the following headings: (1)
annoyance; (2) effect on work outpui and efficiency;
(3) physical pain due to intensa noise; and (4) eRects
on aircraft structural fatiaae, The physical chmacter-
ietics of noise are also reviewed including frequency
spectrums, directional characteristics, and intensity
levels for varigus types of power plants. I; addition,
means of pro@ction from noise is discwxed including
exhaust.mufling, spatial isolation, sound proofing, and
persongel prote@ion.
&wrihiental Studi& of Steady FIow Jet Noise
._S.~_experimental studies have been completed util-
izing ~bsonic model jets in still air which have been
shown h be closely related to the noiee generated from a
turbojet engine (Technical Note 2757). Tle etfects of
such parametersas jet velocity, density, turbulence levelt
and jet size were investigated and an empirical relation
has km evolved. which will allow extrapolation of
available jet noise data to other operating conditions.
It was found that the noise intensity greatly increased
-withincreasing exit velocity and turbulence level. This
intensity increase was not as great with increases in jet
size and exit gas density. It was shown that in all
case% We highest level of noise existed. neur the jet
boundary.
Experimental Measurements of Noise Associated with
Intermittent Jets
Many applications of pulsejet engines appear to be
attractive because of their simplicity of operation mid
the Iarge thrust-weight ratio characteristic. However,
the intanse noise associated -with their operation is a
serious disadvantage and therefore sound measurements.
have been made to determine the characteristics of this
noise (Technical Note 2756). Intensity and frequency
spectrums of a pulsejet and a subsonic ram-jet were
measumd and compared with thow of a steady flow
turbo-jet with rough burning. The pulsejet was found
to produce a discrete-frequency spectrum having a
single predominant component corresponding ta ff~e fir-
i%m frequency of the engine. The subsonic ram-jet and
the tul:bojet also produced discrete-frequency spectrums
but contrasted with the pul&jet in that their spectrums
contained several harmonic components of ma=nitude
comparable to that of the f undarnentd.
.——
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Stattc System. By Edward TV. Otto and Burt IL
Taylor, IIL
iO12. Investigatfrm of the NX2A +(5) (OS)-03 and NACA &
(10) (0S)-0S Two-BIade Propellers at Forward Mach
Numbers to 0.’i25 to Determine the EM@cteof Camber
and Com~ressibility on Performance. By James B.
Delano.
1013. IHYects of Mng E’Iexibllfty and VarlabIe Afr Lift Upon
TVIng Bending Moments During Landing Impacts of a
SmaIl Seaplane. By Kenneth F. Merten and Edgar B.
Beck.
1014 Study of Ef$ects of E%iveq on the Flutter of Cantilever
Wings. By J. G. Barmby, K J. Cunningham, and I. I&
Garrick.
10I6. Anal@s of Turbulent E’ree-Conwction Boundary Layer
on Flat Plate. By E. R. G. Eckert and Thomas W.
Jackson.
1016. EKect of TnnneI Conflgnratfon and Testing Technique on
Cascade Perfomhance. By John R. Erwin and James
Cl. Emery.
1017. Investigation of IWequency-Responss CTmracterMks of
Engine Speed for a Typical Turbine-Propeller 13k@ne.
By Bnrt IL Taylor, HI, and h“rank L. Oppenheimer.
101S. A TlworeticaI Andysfs of the Effect of Time Iag in an
Automatic Stabilization System on the Lateral OscilbL-
tory Stabflity of an Airplane. By Leonard Steindeld
and Ordway B. Gates, Jr.
1019. Relatton Between Mlammables and QnMion Sources in
Aircraft Environments. By Wilfred E. SculL
1020. Measnremente of Average Heat-Transfer and Friction
Coeffldents for Snbsconic Flow of Air In Smooth Tubes
at High Snrface and Flnid Temperatnres. By Leroy
V. Hnmble, ‘Warren H. Lowdermilk, and L-eland G.
Desmon.
1The mizz!ngnumbers in the series of Technical Reports were relessed
beforeor after the period coveredby thLsreport.
No.
1022!L~-aIysis of P1ane-P1ast3c-Stress Problems with Axial
Symmetry in Strain-Hardening Range. By M. H. Lee
Vi%.
1022- Temperature Distribution in Internality Heated Walls of
Heat Exchangers Composed of NonchcuIar Flow
-Passages. By Il. IL C+.Eckert and George M. Low.
10!23.Diffusion of Clmominm In Alpha Cobalt-Chromhrm SoIid
SoIutions. By John W. Weeton.
1024 Calculation of the LateraI tintroi of Sviept and Unsvrept
Flexfble Wings of Arbitrary St5Tness. By Franklin TV.
Dkderich.
l(j~. ~er~ent~ -d ~eoreff~~ Stndi= of Area su~~on
for the Control of the Lamtnar Boundary Layer of au
NAW 64AO1OAirfoil. By Mbert L. Braslow, Dale L.
Burrows, A-eal Tetervin, and Fiorawmte Visconti.
llk?6. WU2A Investigation of Fuel Perforxugnce in Piston-Type
Engfnes. By Henry C. BarnetL
1027. Bu&Mng of Thin-R’aLled Cylinder Under Axial Compres-
sion and Internal Pressure. By Hsu Lo, Harold Crate,
and Edward B. Schwartz.
1026. EKeet of Aspect Ratio on the Atr .Forcea and Moments
of Harmonieally OsctIlatfng Thin Rectangular Wings
fn Supersonic PotentiaI Flow. By Charles E. Watkins
1029. Compressive Strength of FIanges. By EIbrfdge Z Stowell.
1030. Investigation of %paration of the TurbuIent Bonndary
Layer. By G. B. Sehubauer and P. S. Klebanoff. -
103L A Study of the Use of Experimental Stability Deriva-
ffres Sn the Calculatfon of the Lateral Disturbed MG
ffons of a Swept-Wing Airplane and Comparison with
Flight Results. By John D. Bird and Byron”lL JaqneL
1w2 A Comparison of Theory and Experiment for H&h-SPeed
IiYee-Molecnle Flow. By Jackson R. Staider, G1en
Good- and ?Jarcns O. Creager.
10S3. comparison Between Theory and Experiment for JVfr&
at Supersonic Speeds. By _iVaIter G. Vincenti.
1034. Investigation of Spoiler AiIerons for Use as Speed Brakes
or GlidePath ControIs on Two NACA 65-SerM Wings
E@pped with Full-Span S1otted F@s. By Jack
J&chd and James ~ ~&tso~
10S5. AnaIyals of 31eans of ImprovLng the Uncontrolled Lateral
Motions of Personal Afrplanea. By ?Jarton O. 31c-
Kinney, Jr.
1036. Experimental Investigation of the Effects of Viscosity
on the Drag and Base Pressnre of Bodies of RevoIn-
tion at a Mach >-umber of L5. By Dean R. Chapman
and Edward ‘W.Perkins.
NW’. (%nersl Method and Thermodynamic TabIs& for &nn-
putation of Equilibrium Composition and Temperature
of Chemtcal Reations. By Vearl N. H@ Sanford
Gordon, and Virginia E. ?dorrell.
1036. Wind-Tunnel Inwsstlgation of Air Inlet and OutIet Open-
ings on a Streamline Body. By John V. Becker.
10S!3.On rhe Particular IntegraIs of the PrandtI-Busemann
Iteratton Equations for the FIovi of a CompreMbIe
FInid, By CarI KapIan.
1040. Spectra and Diffusion in a Round Tnrbulent Jet. By
Stanley Corrsin and Mahfnder S. UberoL
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1(M. Equations and Clmrta for the Rapid IIlstimaflon of Hinge=
Moment and Effectivenem Pammeters i’or TraiLtng-
Edge CantroLs Having Leading and Trailing Edges
Swel?t Ahead of the Mach Lln.es. By Kennfth L, Goin.
1042 Some Effects of Nonlinear Variation in the Directtonal-
StabiIlty and Damp@-In-Yawing Derivatives on the
Lateral Stability of an Airplane. BY Leonard Stern-
Md.
1046. A Numwical Met~oii for the.fltress Analysls of Stlffened-
Shell Structures under Nonuniform Temperature Dis-
tributions, BY Richard R. Heldenfels.
1044. The Method of Characteristics for the Determination of
Supersonk Flow over Bodies of Revolution at SmalI
Angles of Attack. By Antonio FerrL
1045. Supersonic Flow Around Circular Cones at Qgles of
Attach By Antonio Ferri.
1046. A General Integral Form of the Boundary-Layer Equation
for Incompressible Flow with an Application to the
Calculation of the Separation Point of Turbulent Bonnd-
ary Layers. BY Neal Tetervln and Chta Chiao Lim
1047. The Stability of the Compression Cover of Box Beams
Stiffened by Posts. By Paul Seide and Paul F. Barrett.
1W6. A Study of EITecta of Viscostty on Flow o~er Slender
Inclined Bodies of RevoIutiQn. By H. Julian Alien and
l!klward W. Perkins.
1049, Experimental Inrestlgation of the Effect of Verttcal-Tail
Size and Length and of Fuselage Shape and Length
on the Static LateraI Stability CharacterLs~cs of a
Model with 45° Sweptback Wing and Tail Surfaces.
By M, J. Queijo and Walter D, Wolhart.
1050. Formulas for the Supersonic Loading, Lfft and Drag of
Flat Swept-Back Tlngs with Leading Edges behind the
Mach Lines. By Doria Cohen.
10fI1. An Analysis of Base Premure at SuWrsonic Velocities and
comparison with Experiment. BY Dean R. Chapman.
1052. A Summary of Lateral-Stability Dertvatlves Calculated
for Wing Plan Forms in Supersonic Flow. By Arthur
L. Jones and Alberta Alkane.
1053. Investigation of Turbulent Flow in a Two-DlmeRsional
Channel. By John Laufer.
1054 IntegraLs and Integral Equations in Linearized Wing
Theory. By Harvard Lomax, Max. A. Heasle~ and
Franklyn B. Fuller.
1055. Compartaon of Theoretical and Experimental Heat-
Transfer characteristics Qf Bodies of Revolution at
Supersonic Speeds. By Richard Scherrer.
1056. Theoretical Anttsymmetric Span Loading for Wings of
Arbitrary PIan Bbrm at Subsonic Speeds. By John
DeYoung.
1057. Analysis of the Effects of Boundary-Layer Control on the
Take-Off and Power-Off Landing Performance Charac-
teristics of a Liatson Type of Ah’plane. By Elmer A.
Horton, Laurence K. Lafttn, Jr., Stanley B’.Ractsz, and
John H. Quinn, Jr.
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23N& Vaporization Rat* and Heat-Transfer Coemcients fur
P.ue Liqutd Drops. By Robert D. Ingebo.
2391. F@.her C@rnpc@eons of TheorettcaI and Experimental
~[ft and Preesure D1stribution6 on Airfofls in Cascade
at Low-Subsonic Speed. By S. KatsoKand Margcry E.
~nnah. ...
2392. Charts Giving Crltical Compressive Stress of Contlnuoua
Flat Sheet Divided into Parallelogram-Sha@ I’anels.
..By Roger A, Anderson.
X&4. Effects of Destgn Details on the Fatigue Strength of 355-
T6 Sand-Cast A1uminrmr Alloy. By M. EIolt and I. D.
Eaton.
2395. Bench-Test Inves&ation of the Transfent-Respmme Char-
acteristics of Several Simulated Airplanes Ineorporatlng
an Autopilot Senaltive to .Yawing Accelerations. BY
Donald A, Howard.
2306. Single-Degree-of-Freedom-Flutter Calculatlons for a Wing
in Subsonic Potential Flow and Comparison with an
Ex~eriment, By Harry L. Runyan.
2400. Iilyaluation of the Reduced-Mass Method of Rel?wsenting
.Wlng-Lift Effects in Free-Fall Drop Teats of Landing
.Getms. By Benjamin Mllwitzky and Dean 0. Lindquist.
24(L mperature Distribution in Internally Heated W’ails of
Heat Exchangers with Noncircular Flow Paeaages Using
.CooIants with Very Low Prandtl Number. By D. R. G.
Eckert and George M. Low.
2404. An Analytical Investigation of Effect of High-Lift FIaps
.on Take-Off of Light AlrpIaqes. BY Fred Eli WeJck,
L. E. Flanagan, Jr., and H. H. Cherry.
2406. Application of X-Ray Absorption to Measurement of Small
_Air-Density Gradients. By Ruth N. Weltnmnn, Steven
Fairweather, and Daryl Papke.
2411. Method of Determining Initial Tangents of Contours of
Flow Variable% Behind a Cnrved, Axially Symmetric
Shock Wave. By George P. ‘Wood and PanI B. (%od-
erum.
2412. Theoretical Force and Moments due ti SidesIlp of a Num-
ber of Vertical Tail Configurations at Supersonic Speeds.
..13YJohn C. Martin and Frank S. Mtdvestuto, Jr.
2415. Experimental Study of an .@de-of-Attack Vane Mounted
_Ahead of the Nose of an Airplane for use as a Sensing
Device for an Acceleration Alleviator. BY Chrtatophcr
C. Kraf~ Jr., and Arthur Assadourian.
2417. Preliminary Study of Stability of FIow from Two D.ucts
Discharging Into a common Duct By Albert L Benin,
D. Richard Messina, and Paul B. Richards.
2419. Cgrrelatlon of Physical Properties with Molecular Struc-
ture for Dlcyclic Hydrocarbons. 11—2-AlkylMphenyl
and the Two Isomeric 2-Alkylbicyclohexyl Serk!s. By
Irving A, Goodman and Paul H. Wise.
2420. Investtiation”- of 76-MtIlhueter-Bore Cylindrical-Roller
“Bearings at High Speeds. LII-Lubrication and Cool-
ing Studies-Oil Inlet Distrlbutlon, 011 Inlet Tempera-
ture, and Generalized Single-Oil-Jet Cooltng-Correlation
105IL Influence of Chemical Composition on Rupture Properties Analysts. By Ii. Fred Macks and Zolton N. Nemeth.
at 1200° F. of Forged Chromium-Cobalt-h’ickel-Iron Base 2421. & Rapid Approximate Method for Determining Velocity
Alloys in Solution-Treated and Aged Condttion. By -Distribution on Impeller Blades of Centrlfugal Com-
I!l,E. Reynolds, J. W. Fr+man, and A. E. White. prwsors, By John D. Stanitz and Vastly D. Prifm.
2422. Study of Chromimn-Frit-Type Coatings fur Htgh-Tem-
TECHNKXL NOTES 1 perature Protection of Molybdenum. By D. Cl. Moorej
L. H, Bolz, J. W. Pltts, and W. N. Harrlaom
—
2323. Theoretical Investigation of Submerged Inlets at Low 2426. An Investigation ?f Aircraft Heaters. XXXIY-Experi-
Speeds. By Alvtn H. Sacks and John R. Spreiter. mental Determination of Thermal and Hydrodynnmlcal
Behavior of Air FIowIng Between a Flat and a Wave-
I The miming numbers in the series of Teehnical Notes were released “=haped Plate. By L. M K, Boelter, V. D, Sanders,
before or after the period coveredby this report. G. Young, 31. Morgan, and E. H. Morrln.
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2427. An Investigation of Aircraft Heaters. XXXV-Thermo-
couple Ooncluctfon Error Observed fn Measuring Surface
TemPeratum. By L lL K. Boelter and R. TV. Lock-
harL
2426. An Investigation of Afrcraft Heatera XXXVI-PreIimi-
nary Investigation of a Combustion-Type A.Lrcraft
Heater. By L. 31. K. Boelter, W. R. EIswick, V. D.
Sander& and M. W. Rubeain.
2429. Study of Vortex Shedding as Related to Self-likcited
Torsional Odllations of an AfrfoII. By Raymond IL
C!huan and Richard J. Magnus.
2430. Synthesis, purltlcatto~ and P~sical Properties of Hydro-
carbons of the NaphthaIene Series I-l-Methylnapthalener
l-Ethylnaphthalene, l-ButyInaphthalene, and l-lsobntyI-
naphthalene. By Harold F. Hipsher and Paul H. Wise.
24-W. Transforumt[one of the Hodogrnph F[ow’Equation and the
Introduction of Two Generalized Potentfal Functions.
By Luigi Crocco.
2433. A Crftical Review of A’etch Sensitivity in Stress-Rupture
Teats. By W. F. Brown, Jr., and George Sachs.
2434 A Biharmonic Relaxation Method for CaIculatfng Thermal
Stress fn Cooled Irregular Cylinders. By Arthur G.
Hobns.
24.%. Heat DeIivev in a Compressible Ftow and .~ppl&thms
to Hot-Wire Anemomeh’y. By Clhan-Mou Tchem
24.37. Some Measurements of the Effect of Gas+ons Imperfec-
tions on the Oritical Pressure Ratio in Air and the Speed
of Sound in Nitrogen. By Ookroan dup. DonaIdssn and
.Jim J. Jones.
243!3. A Theory o? Conductivity of Cold-VVorked Oopper. By
ItoLf Landauer.
2440. VVInd-TunneI Investigation and Analysie of the Effects
of End Plates on the Aerodynamic Ohmacteristfce of
an Unswept Wfng. By DonaId R. Riley.
X-H. Optical Metrmcte InvoWfng Light Scattering for Measurfng
Size and Concentration of Condensation Particles in
Supercooled Hypersonic Flow. By Enoch T. Dnrbim
2442. A Photoelastic Inw&gation of Stress ConcentFatfona Due
to, SmaIl Fflleta and Grooves in Te@on. By AL M.
~rocht.
2445. Wind-Tunnel Teets at Low Speed of Swept and Yawed
Wings Hating Vations PIan Forma. By PanI El Purser
and M. Leroy Spearman.
2446. JVidth of Debye-Scherrer Lines for Finite SpectraI JVidth
of Prfmary Beam. By Hans E!ketefn.
2447. StaffsticaI Fhwtuation of Intensity in Deby&Sclwrrer
Lines Due to Random Orientati~n of Chystal Grafna.
By Hans Ekatelm
X&3. X-Bay Diffrrtction by Bent Crystal LameIlae. By Hans
Ekatein.
2440. Investigation of Influence of ChemicaI Composition on
Forged Modified Low-Oarbon AT–155Alloys in Solution-
Treated and Aged C!mdltion as Related to Rupture Prop-
eWes at 1200° F. By El. E. Reynolds, J. W. Freemam
and A.. E. Whit&
MTO. Method of Matching Components and Predfctinjg Perform-
ance of a Turbine-Propeller En@n& By AIoie T. Sutor
and Morris A. Zipkin.
Mill. XhIthemat lcaI Improvement ‘of Method for CompuHng
Poteen Integrals InroIwd in Determination of Velocity
Distribution on Alrfoile. By L F1figge-Lotz
X52. Flexnral Futigue Strengths of Rlyeted Box Beams-AIcled
llS-T6, AIclad 75S-T6, and “Yimiow”Tempers of AIclad
24S. By L D. Eaton and JImshnlI Holt.
Xo.
2453. An EzperimentaI Study of VVater-Pressnre D1st.ributlons -
.. Durfng Landings and Planing of a Heavily Loaded Re&
tangnlar Fiat-PIate ModeL By Robert Ii’. Smlley.
2454 Jet-Boundary Oorrectfons for Complete and Semtspan
Swept Wings fn Closed CLrenlar Wind Tunnels. By
James C. SiveIfa and Rachel M. SaInd.
2455. A Method of Desfgning Tnrbomachfne Blades with a De
st.rable Thickness Dfstribuffon for Compresidble Flow
along an tibitrary Stream Filament. of Revolution. By
Chtmg-Hua Vi%and Cnrtia & Brown.
2456. AnaI,ytfcal Method for Deterrrdnlng Performance of Turbo-
jet-Engine Tall-Pipe Heat Exchangers. By Mfchael
Behun and Harrison C. OhandIer, Jr.
2457. W Forces and 3fome@a on Triangular and Related Wings
wfth Subsonic Le&ifng Edges Oscillating in Supersonic
Potentfal FIow’. By OharIes E. Watkins
24%. An Instrument I?lmploying a Coronal Diacharge_for the De-
termination of Droplet-Size Distribution in Clouds. By
Riualdo J’. Brunt Joseph Levine, and Kenneth S.
I~elnknechL
2459. Some Effects of Varying-the Damping in Pitch and ROUon
the Flying Qualities of a SrnrdI Single-Rotor Helicopter.
By John P. Reeder and James B. WMtten.
2460. Formation of SuLtfde Ftbns on Steel and Effect of Snch
FiIms on Static Frfetfom By Erva Cl Levtne and Mar-
shall B. Peterson.
2461. Analysis of Pure-Bendfng Flutter of a Cantilever Swept
Wing and Its Relation to Bendfng-Toreion Flutter. By
E J. Cnnnfngham.
2432. Iniluerice of RefractIon on the Applicability of the ZChn-
der-Mach Interferometer to Studies of Cooled Boundary
Layers. By Martin R. Kmaler.
2463. EsperimentaI Investigation of the Pressure Dlstrihutton
about a Yawed Circular Oylinder in the Oritical Reyn-
obie Number Range. By V7Ulfam J. BnrsnalI and Lau-
rence K. Loftfn, Jr.
2464 Two Arlal-Symmetry Solutions for Incompreaaibte F1OW
Through a Centrifugal Compressor with and without
Inducer Vanes. By Gaylord O. Elfla, John D. Stanltz,
and Leonard J. Sheldrake.
2463. Experimental Aerodynamic Deri~atiwe of a Sinnaoidally
Oscillating AirfofI in Two-Dimensional Flow. By
Robert IL Halfman.
2466. A Gerieral C!orreIation of Temperature Proflks Down-
stream of a Heated-Air Jet Directed Perpendicularly to
an Air Stream. By Edmund JR C%lIsghan and Robert
S. RuggerL
2467. The Aerodynamic Behavior of a Harmonimdly OscfUatIng
Flntte Swepthack Wfng in Supersonic Flow. By Chieh-
Chien ChaI’lg.
243S Inwatfgation at Levi Speed of 43° and 60° Shveptback,
Ta~red, Low-Drag Wings Elqulpped vvith VUmfons
_ of Full-SML Trailing-E@e Flaps. By John J.
Harper.
2469. Rupture Properties of Low-Carbon 3’-153 Type AIloys
Made with a Calumbium-Tantalum Ferro-Alloy. By
J. W. Freeman, IL 11 Reynolds, and A. R. White.
2470. Effect of an Autopilot Sensitive to Yawing Velocityon
the Lateral Stabtlity of a TypicaI High-Spe@d AfrpIan&
By Ordway B. Gates, Jr., and Leonard SternEeld.
2471. Unsteady Lamfnar Bonndary-Layer F1ow. By Fran-kIin
K. Moore.
24i2. Fundamental Effects-of Cold-Working on Creep Proper-
ties of Law-Carbon X-155 AIIoY. By D. N. Frey, J. W.
Freeman, and A. E. White.
—.
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2473. Onthe Spectrmuof laotropic Turbulence. ByH. W. Liep-
nmnn, J. Laufer, and Kate Liepmann.
2474. Empirical Relation Between. Induced Veiocity, Thrust,
and Rate of Descent of a Helicopter Rotor as Deter-
mined by Wind-Tunnel Tests on Four Model Rotors.
By Walter Castles, Jr., and Robin B. Gray.
2475. Some Features of Artillcially Thickened Frilly Developed
Turbulent Bowidary Layers with Zero Pressure Grtk .
client. By P. S. Kiebanoff and Z. W. Diehl.
2476. An Empirical Method Permitting Rapid Determination of
the Area, Rate, and Distribution of Water-Drop Iro-
ANO.
2495. Wind-Tunnel Investigation of EtTects of Various Aero.
dynamic Balance Shapes and Svreepback on Control-
Surface Characteristics of Semispau Tail Surfaces witlI
NACA 0009, 0015, 66-009, 66(215) -014r and Circular-
Arc AirfoiI Sections. By John J. Harper.
2406. Flight Investigation of a Mechaniml Feel Device in an
Irreversible Elevntor Control System of a Large Air-
.pIane. By B. Porter Brown, Robert, G. Chilton, and
James B, Whitt.en.
2497. Qeneralized Conical-Flow Fields in SupWmnic Wing
Theory. BY Harvard Lomax an~ Max. A. Heaslet.
n. Vv ULIU,
A Procedure for Calculating the Development of Turbu-
lent Boundary Layers Under tie Influence of Adverse
Pressure Gradients. By Kennedy F. Rulwrt and Jerome
Persh.
TabIea of lllxrtct Laminar-Boqndary-Layer Solutions when
the Wail is Porous and Fluid Properties are Variable.
By W. Byron Brown and Patrick L. Donoughe.
Comparison of Heat Transfer from Airfoil in Natural and
Simulated Icing Conditions. By Thomas F. Clelder and
James P. Lewis.
Hydrodynamic Characteristics of a Imv-Drag, Planing-
Tail Flying-Boat Hull. By Henry B. Suydam.
Stability and Control Characteristics of a Complete Mr-
plane Model Having @Wing with Quarter-Chord Line
Swept Back 40°, Aspect Ratio 2.50, and Taper Ratio
0.42. By Marvin Schuldenfrei, Paul Comisarow, and
Kenneth ‘if’.Goodson,
Effect of 17usdage and Tail Surfacee on Imw-Speed Yawing
Characteristics of a Swept-Wing Model as Determined
in Curved-11’lowTest Section of Langley Stability Trm.-
nel. By John D. Bird, Byron M. Jaquet, and John ‘iv.
&wan.
Effects of CompremibiIity on the FIOWPeat a T%o-Dimen-
sional Bump. By W. E’.Lindsey and Bernard N. Daley.
Pilot Escape from Spinning Airplanes as Determined from
Free-Spinning-Tnnnel Tests.. By Stardey H. Scher.
Theoretical Characteristics of Tw&Dimenejonal. ij@er-
sonic Control Surfaces. By Robert R. Morrissette and
Lester F. Oborny.
Effect of Ground Interference on the Aerodynamic Char-
acteristics of a 42° &wei?tback Wing. By G. Chester Fur-
long cmd Thomas V. BolIech.
Wind-Tunnel Investigation of the Contribution of a V&-
tical TaiI to the D1rectionel Stability of a Fighter-Type
Airplane. By Alfred A. Mar[no and N. Mastrocoi&
Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Redne@ Deep-Step
PIaning-Tail Flying-Boat Hull with Various Forebody
and Afterbody Shapes. By John hf. Riebe and.Rodger
L. Naeaeth.
Kinetics of Sintering Chromium Oarbide. BY ‘iv. ~. Lid-
man and H. J. Hamjian.
A Method of Solving the Direct and Inverse Problem of
Supersonic Flow’ along Arbitrary Stream Filaments of
Revolution in !l?nrbomachines. By Chung-Hua Wu ana
lllleanor L. COstilow.
Analysis of an &ial Compressor Stage with Infinitesimal
from 1 to 10. By 13.B. Klunker and F. Edward M&?an.
2500. A Comparison of the Turbulent Boundary-Layer Growth
on an Unswept and a Swept Wing. By John hf. Altman
and Nora-Lee l?: Hayter.
%io1. Exprwiom for Measuring the Accuracy of Arnmoximate
Solutions to Canpressible Flow through Cascades of
‘B1ad& with Mxamples of Use. By John T. Sinnette,
..JI’., George R. Costello, and Robert L. Cummings.
2503. Hydrodynamic Investigation of a Series of Hull Models
Suitable for Small F1ying Boats and Amphibimm. By
~. C. Hugli, Jr,, and ‘W.C. Ast.
2504. Effects of Wing Position and Horizontal-Tail Position on
the Static Stability Characteristics of Models with Un-
swept and 4S0 %veptbac’k Surfaces with some Reference
to Mutual Interference. By Alex Goodman.
X05. Ch.CtheAttached curved Shock in Front of.q Sharp-Nosed
-AxiaIly Symmetrical Body Placed in a Uniform Stream.
-By S. F. Shen and C. U. Ltn.
2506. An Analytic Determination of the Flow B@intj a Sym-
metrical Curved Shock in a Uniform Stream. By 0.0.
Lin and S. F. Shen.
2507. Experimental Investigation of Oil Fihn Pressure I.)istriim-
.
fion for ~“salined Plain Bmrings. By G. B. DuBois,
H. H. Xiabie, and F. W’.Ocvirk.
2508. I&I(liug Charactellstics in Waves of Three Dynamic
~Iodela of Flying Bouts. By Jnmes M. Benson, Robert
““F. Ea~ens,- and David R. Woodward.
2500. A Self-Synchronizing Stroboscopic %ldieren System for
_ the Study of Unsteady Air Flows. By Leslie F. Law-
;.~ce, Stanley F. Schmidt, and F1oYd W. Looschen.
2510. Experimental Values of the Surftice Tension of Super-
.. cooled water. By Paul T. Hacker.
2511. Calculation of Higher Approximations for Two-Dimen-
sional Compressible Flow by a Simplified Iteration
. Process. Fly W. H. Brnun null M. M. Klein.
2312. Stresses in a Two-Bay Noncircular Cylinder Under Trnw?-
=rse Loads. By George E. Gridith.
‘2513.Effects of some Solution Treatments followed by an Aging
‘-Treatment on the Life of Small Cast Gna:Turbine Blades
of a Cobalt~romium-Base .klloy. II—Effect Of SC-
Tectecl Combinations of Soaking Time, Temperature, and
CaoHng Rate. BY C. A. Hoffman anti C. F. Robards.
2514. Relative Structural Etllciencies of Fiat Balsa-Core Sand-
wich and Stiffened-Panel Construction. By Ralph M.
pingement on an Airfoil of Arbitrary Section at Sub-
. .
sonic Speeds. By Norman R. Bergrun. 249S. Flight Investigation of the Kffect of Atmospheric Tur-
2477. Investigation of the Air-Compression Process During Drop bulence on the Climb Performance of an Airplane. By
Testa of an O1eo-Pneumatic Landing Gear. By James marryPress and Herbert C McClanahan, Jr.
u n7.71. 2499. Laminar Friction and Heat Transfer at Mach Numbers
2478.
2479,
2480.
2481.
2482.
MM.
2485.
~486.
2487.
2488.
!2489.
2491.
2402.
24P3.
and Finite Blade Spad-ng. By H: J. Reissner and L. Hubka, Norris F. Dow, and Paul Seide.
Meyerhoff. 2515. The Linearized Characteristics Metlwd and its A~plica-
2494. Lift and Momerit on Osdi.lating Triangular and Related ~on to Practical Nonlinear Supersonic ProbIems. I{y
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Part II—COMMITTEE ORGAATIZATIO-IV
A established by la-iv, the Nation&l Advisory Com-
mittee for ~eronaui%s consists of 17 members ap-
pointed by The President and reporting to him. The
membership includes two representatives each from the
tir l’orce, the Navy Bureau of ~erontiutics, &d of the
Civil .lerouautics .Ulrninistrution, and single repre-
sentatives from the Smithsonian Institution, the LT. S.
IVeather Burea~ the National Bureau of Standar&,
and the Research and Development Board of the De-
partment of Defenss. The se}-en other members, -who
serve for five-year term, are private citizens chosen
from industry ancl the sciences. Representatives of
the (+o-rernment organizations serve for indefinite
periods, and all members serve as such without com-
pensation.
During the past year, the following changes in ~om-
mittee membership took place:
Lieutenant @eneral Laurence C. Craigie, Deputy
Chief of Str+ Development, of the united States &r
Force, was appointed by President Truman a member
of the ~7-&C-A December 15, 1951, to succeed 31ajor
General Gordon P. Sttville, whose membership on the
Committee was terminated July 31, 1951, upon his
retirement from the .lir Force.
Another vacancy on the Committee was fillecl on
June 5, 1952, when The President appointed Dr. Nlen
V. i~stin, the new Director of the ~ational Btieau of
Standards, as a member of the ~~~~. Dr. &tin
succeeded Dr. Edward U. Condon, whose membership
on the h’ACA was terminated September 30, 1951, con-
currentIy with his resignation as Director of the Bureau
of Standards.
Vice Admiral 31athias B. Gmdner, Deputy Chief of
Naval Operations (Air), was appointed a member of
the NACA on May 13, 1959, succeeding Vice Admiral
lJohn H. Ckssady, who had just been detached from the
sttmeNavy post and asigned to sea duty.
On September 16, 1952, The President appointed
Rear Mmiral Thomas S. Combs, Chief of the Bureau
of Aeronautics of the Navy, as a member of the NACA
Vice Rear Admiral Theodore C. Lonnquest, relieved
upon his transfer from duty in Washington, where he
had served as Deputy and &sistant Chief of the Bureau
of Aeronautics.
On October 16,1959, Dr. Jerome C. Hunsaker was re-
elected Chairman of the N_AC.&and of the Executive
Committee. At the same time, Dr. Alexander Wetmore
was reelected Vice Chairmtm of the NACA and Dr.
Francis ~. Reichelderfer was reelected Vice Chai%an
of the Executive Committee.
The Committee raembership is as folIows:
Dr. Jeiome G. Hmi&ke~, lfmzsachuset@ Institute of Tech-
noIogy, Chairman
Dr. AIexander Wetmme, Smlt@mlan Institution,
Vice Chairman
Dr. AUen Y. &tin, S’ational Bureau of Standards.
Dr. Detlev W. Brordq The Johns Ho@lns University.
Rear Admiral Thomas S. Combs, USN, Chfef of the Bureau
of Aeronautics.
Lieutm”ant GeneraI Laurence C. Craigie, USAF, Deputy
GMef of StafE DeveIoPmenL
Honorable Thomas W. S. Davis, Asistant Secretary of
Commerce. <—
Dr. James H. DooIittIe, SheII 011 Company.
Vice Admiral Matthias B. Gardner, USN, Deputy ChSef of
Naval Operations (Air).
Mr. Ronald M. Hazen, AIlison DivisioL General Motors
Corporation.
Mr. VVtlliam Littlewoo& tierican Airlines, Inc.
Honorable Donald W. Nyrop, Civil Aeronautics BOard.
Major Generai Donaid L Pnti USAF, Vice Commander,
Alr Research and Development Command.
Dr. Arthur E. Raymon& Douglas Aircraft Company, InC
Dr. Francis W. Reichelderfer, U. S. Weather Bureau.
IIonombIe Walter G. Whitman, Research and Development
Board.
Dr. Theodore P. Wright, CorneU Urdw+raitY.
histing the Committee in its coordination of aero-
nautical research are four technical committees: ~ero-
clynamicsj Power Plants for Xrcraft, Construction,
and Operating Problems. Each of thesa. committees
is sixpported by from three to eight technical subcom-
mittee. The Committee is assisted in the formulation
of general policy by an Indussry Consulting Committee.
In the annual reorganization of technical committees
and subcommittees of the 31.\C~ for the calendar year
1952, the Special Subcommittee on the Upper ~tmos-
pher~ under the Committee on ~erodynamia, was
discharged with thanks, since it was cmtsidered that
such activiti~ in the field of research on the upper at-
mosphere as are of special importance to the NACA
may be carried on under the cognizance of the Subconl-
mittee on Meteorological Problen~.
Two new special subcommittees vre& estab~shed to
meet the _needsthat have arisen: a Special Subcom-
mittee- on Power Plant Controls, appointed June M, ‘-”’
1959, under the Committee on Power Plants for “Air-
craft; and a Special Subcommittee on Aircraft No%
established March ~ 19522 under the Committee on
Operating Problems
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llembership of the Committees, with the subcomm-
ittees being listecl under the technical committees hav-
ing cognizance, is as follows:
COMMI’ITEE ON AERODYNAMICS
Dr. Theodore P. Wright, Cornell University, Chairman.
Capt. Walter S. Dield, U. S. N. (Ret.), Vice. Chairman.
Dr. Albert E. Loml)ard, Jr., Directorate of Research rmd Develop-
ment, U. S. Air Force.
Cd. Robert G. Ruegg, U. S. A. F., Wright Air Development
Oenter.
Mr. F. A. Louden, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department 0$ the
Navy.
Capt. M. R. Kelley, U. S. N. (Ret.), Bureau of Ordnance.
Brig. Gem Leslie E. Simon, U, S. A., Chief, Ordnance Research
and Development Division. .
Mr. Harold D, Hoeketm, Civtk Aeronautics Administration,
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden (ex odlcio).
Mr. Floyd L. Thompson, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. RusselI G. Robinson, NACJAAmes Aeronautical Laboratory,
Mr. Alexander H. Flnx, Cornell Aeronautical LabOratorJ’, Inc.
hfr. Edward J. Horkey, North American Aviation, Inc.
Mr. Clarence L. Johnson, Lockheed Aircraft Carp.
Mr. Grover Loeuing.
Dr. Clark B. Millikan, California Institute of TeehnoIogY.
Dr. Alien B. Puckett, Hughes Aircraft 00.
Dr. W. BaiIey OswrIlcl,Douglas Aircraft C%.,Inc.
Mr. Geurge S. Scllairer, Boeing Airplane Co.
Prof. E. S. Taylor, Mae-sachuset ts Institute of Technology.
Bfr. R. H. Widmer, Ckmsolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Robert J, Woods, BelI Aircraft COrP.
Mr. MIIton B. Ames, Jr., Secretary
.%bcornrnittee on Floid Mechanics
L}r. Clark B, MIRikan, California, Institute of Technology,
Chairman.
Dr. Frank L. Wattendorf, Directorate of Research and DeveIop-
rnent, U. S. Air Force.
Dr. Theodore Theodorsen, Air Res&clt and Development Com-
mand, U. S. Air Force.
Dr. ELBromherg, OftIce of Naval Research, Department of the
Navy.
Comdr. L. G. Pooler, U. S. N., Bureau of Ordnance.
Mr. Joseph Sternberg, BalIistIc Research Laboratories, Aberdeen
Proving Ground.
Dr. G. B. Schubauer, National ‘Bureau of Standards.
Dr. Garl Kttplan, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. John Stack, NAUA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Robert T. Jones, NAOA Ames Aeronautkal Laboratory.
Mr. Waiter G. Vineentf, NAUA Amw Aeronautical Laboratory.
Dr. John C. Evwmd, h’ACA Lewis Flight Propulsion Laborfitory.
Dr. William Bollay.
Dr. Francis H. Clauser, The Johns Hopkins Unl~ersity.
Dr. Arthur T. Ippen, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Dr. Hans W. Liepmann, California Institute of Technology.
Dr. C. 0. Lln, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Dr. Willlam R. Sears, Camell Untyerslty.
Dr. Raymond J. Seeger, NationaI Science Foundation.
Mr. E. O. Pearson, Jr., Secretary
Subcommittee on High-Speed Aerodynamics
Dr. Alien E. Puckett, Hughes Aircraft Co., Chairman.
Mn.jor James B. RotJinsmA,III, U. S. A. F., A1r Resetirch tinrl
Development Commnncl.
Mr. H. L. Anders{mf Wright Air 1Wwlolnutmt Ceut+w, L1.S. Air
tiorc~
Comllr. Sydney S. Sherhy, U. S. S., Bureau of AerounntIcs.
Dr. George. L. Shue, lfa~al Ordnance Lnboratwy.
JIu. C. L. I’oor, III. Bnllistic lh++nrch IA1.Jor&t(Aes, Aberdeen
Proving Ground.
l[r. Rdwrt It. Gi]ruth, NAC4 Lnnglpy Aeronnutkml I.nbfnmt~my.
Mr. Jolm Stack, NAC.4 Langiey Aeronnuticnl Labonitory.
Mr. H. Julian AUen, NACA .km~ Aermm uttcnl LIIIJ(JIII 10W.
Mr. Abe Silrerstein, NACA Lewis Fllght Propulsion Lnbot’ntw’y.
Mr. Irving L. Ashkenas, Northrop Aircraft, Inc.
Mr. Ralph L. Bayless, Consolidated Vultee Aircrnft Corp.
Mr. Benedict Cohn, Boeing Alrplmle Co.
Mr. John G. Lee, United Aheraft Corp.
Mr. Dayld S. Lewts, Jr,, McDonnelI Aircraft Corp.
Prof. Johu R. Markham, Massachusetts InstituLe of ‘1’ethnology.
Mr. C. E. Pn~)pas, Republic Aviation Corp.
Mr. William C. SchooIlleM, UnIted .Ahxraft Cor~.
Mr. George S. Trimble, Jr., The GIenn L. Martin Co,
Mr. K, E. Vnn Every, Dougkts .Mrcraft Co., Inc.
Mr. Edwnrd C. I?olhmms, SecreM~y -”
Subcommittee on Stability and Control
CaPt Walter S. Diehl, U. S. N, (Ret.), Chnlrmrm.
Mr. Melvin Shorr, Wright Alr Development Center.
Mr. (%mld G. Kayten,Burwiu tJf .Mvmnutiw, Ihpnrtment of
the Navy.
hfr. Abraham I. Moskovitz, Bnreau of Ordnance, Department of
the Xavy.
Mr. Philippe W. Newton, U. S, Army Ordnance Corps.
Mr. John A. Carran, CIVI1Aeronautics Admlnistrntion.
Mr. Thomas A. Harris, NACA Langley Aeronaut lcal Lttborntory.
Mr. Harry J. Goett, NACA ArJIWAcronautlcaI Laboratory.
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Hughes Aircrnft cOr!J.
Mr. George S. GratT, McDonnell Aircrnft Curp.
Lkfr.Herbert Harris, Jr., Sperry “G~roscope Co., Inc.
Mr. Stuart A. Krieger, Northrop Aircraft, Inc.
Mr. W. F. Milliken, Jr., Cornell Aeronautical Lalmmtory, Inc.
Mr. Dale D. Myers, North .4tnerican Aviatton, Inc.
Prof. Courtland D. 3?erkIns, Princeton Unlverslty.
Prof. Robert C. Sea mans, Jr., Massaclmset ts Inst ltnte of Tech-
noIo~.
Mr. Ralph H. Shick, Consolhlated Vnltee Aircrnf t Corp.
Mr. Charles !l!ilgner, Jr., Grumann Ajreraft Engincwrlng Corp.
Mr. lack D. Brewer, Secretary
Subcommittee on InternaI F1OW
Mr. PhiliD A. Colman, Lockheed Aircraft Corp., chnirrnan.
Major Robert S. Wolfsohn, U, S. A. F., Air Research and De-
velopment Command.
Mr. Joseph Flatt, Wright Alr Development Center.
Mr. Palmer R. Wood, Fhmean of Aeronautics, Deriarhrwnt of the
Navy.
Gomdr. IL L. Duncan, U. S. N., O~ee of Navftl Research.
Mr. C. L. Zakhartchenko, U. S. Naval Ordnance Iilxperimental
Unit.
Mr. John V. Reeker, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. WaIlme F. Davis, NACA Ames Aeronantlcal Imborntcmy.
Mr. DeMarqnta D. Wyatt, NAUA Lewis FIight J?ropuIsion
Laboratory.
Mr. J. S. AlforG GeneraI DIectric Co.
Mr. John A. Drake, Marqnardt Aircraft Co,
Mr. Leo A. Geyer, Grumman Aircraft 13ngirwering OorIJ.
Mr. Henry H. Hnnd]ey, United Aircrnft Corp.
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Dr. IViiltsm J. O’Dotmel~ RepnbI1c Avtation C1.WP.
Mr. Otto P. Prarhar, Alllson Division, General Motors tirp.
Mr.. McherH.S hapiro,M assachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mr. Manrtce .L SuIkIU North &oerican Aviation, In&
Mr. Edward C. Polha~~=, Secretary
Subcommittee on PropeIIers for Aircraft
Mr. Thomas B. Rhin~ Hamflton Standard Divtsion, United
Ahcraft Corp. Chairmam
Capt. Robert P. Bnyer, U. S. A. F., Air Research and DeveIop
rnent Command.
Mr. Daniel A. Dtckey, Wright Air Development Center.
Mr. Ivan H. Driggs, BnreatI of Aeronautf@ Department of the
Xavy.
Mr. .Jobn C. Morse, Civil Aeronautics Administration
Mr. Engene C. DraIey, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laborabmy.
Mr. Robert K Craner NACA Ames AercmauticaI Laboratory.
31r. George W. Brady, Propelkr Division, Curtisa-TVright Corp.
Mr. Frank TV.CaldweIL United Airersft Corp.
Mr. Wilfred W. Davies, Un[ted Air Lines, Inc.
Mr. Ralph R. LaMotte, Aeroprodticts D1visfon, General Motors
Corp.
Mr. E. B. 31aske, Jr. Ckmaolldated Vultee Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Robert B. Smith, Douglas Aircraft C&, Inc.
Mr. Ralph W. May, Secretary
Subcommittee on SeapIanes
Mr. Grover Loerdng, Chairman.
Mr. R~nrond .L Cantviel~ Ah’ Research and DereIopment
Command.
Mr. J. M. Herald, Wright Air Development Center.
Mr. Charles J. 13anieIs, Bureau of Aeronautic Department of
the Xavy.
31r. F. W. S Locke, Jr., Bureau of .Aeronautks, Departlnent of
the Xavy.
Dr. AIbert I. Beltin, Ofttce of lfavaI Research, Department of the
Sav~.
Capt. W. C. Fortune, U. S. A’. David ‘W.Taylor ModeI Basin.
Comdr. John A. Fergnsom U. S. ITwNaval Air Tut Center, Pa-
tnxent.
Capt. Dowd B. MaeDtermid, U. S. C. C+.,U. S. Coast Guard Air
Station, Elizabeth City, North Carollna.
Mr. Robert Rosenbwun, Civil Aeronautics Administration
Mr. John B. Parkhwon. XACA Langley AeronauffcaI Laboratory.
Mr. Robert B. CottoU Aii American AWvay& Inc
Dr. K. S. JL Davidson, Stevens Institute of Technology.
Dr. Arthur T. IppeL Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mr. J. D. Pierson, The Glenn L. ?Jartii Co.
Mr. llWi!am R. Rya& Edo Corp.
?lr. D. G. Stout, Consolidated Vultee Atrcrsft Corp.
Mr. Henry B. Suydam, Grununan Aircraft Engineering Corp.
Mr. Ralph W. Mayr Secretary
Subcommittee on Helicopters
Mr. Bartram Kelley, BelI Atrcraft Corp. Chahman.
Mr. Bernard Limienbaum, Wright Air Derelo~ment Cater.
Capti Paul A. Sh.ntnons, Jr. U. ~. A. F., Wright Air DereIopment
Center.
Mr. Raymond A. Young, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the h-a~y.
Capt. Frank A. ErIcksorL U. S. C. G., Ha. U. S. COWSGmiL
Washington.
Lt. Col. John W. Gwvalt, U. S. A., Army FteId Forces.
Mr. R. B. Maloy, Civil Aeronautics Administration
Mr. Burdeli L Springer, Civil Aeronautics AdminLstraKon. -
Mr. Richard C?.DingeIdein, A’ACALangley Aeronautical Labora-
tory.
Mr. F. B. Guatafaon, xACA LangIey Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. L. L Douglas, PhMecki Helicopter Corp.
Mr. D. F. Katz-enberger, Sihwrsky Aircraft Di~isioL United Air-
craft Corp.
Mr. Rene IL ?Mler, The Kaman Ahwraft Corp-
Mr. Robert R. Osbor~ lIcDonneIl Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Richard H. Prewit~ Pretitt Aircraft CO.
Mr. >“.M. Stefano, Hughd Afrcraft CO.
Mr. Wayne WWsner, Hiller Helicopters.
Mr. Leslie E. Schneiter, Secretary
COMMXTTEE OX POWER PLMTS FOR AIRCRAFT
Mr. Ronald M. Hazen, AIIison DirIsioU General Motors Corp.,
Chairman.
Prof. E. S. Taylor, Maseachnsetts Institute of ll%chnolo~, V@?
Chairman.
COL Normrm C. Appold, U. S. A. F= Wright Atr DereIopment
Center.
—
COL Pmd F. A’ay, U. S. L F., Dhwctorate of Research and
Dereiopnient.
Capt. A. L. Baird, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. Stephen Roller CIrtl Aeronautics Administration
Dr. Hugh L Dryden (ex oiliclo).
Mr. Abe Silverstein. NAGA Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory.
Mr. Neil Burges& General Electric C%.
Mr. Frank W. Davts, OonsoIfdated Vnitee Aircraft Corp.
-.
Mr. IL M. Dun~ Trans WorId Airlinest Inc-
31r. W. ALHoIoday, Socony Vacunm Oil Coq Inc.
Mr. R. P. Kroon, ‘iWstinghouse IiXectric Carp.
Mr. MiIton G. LundqufaG Wright Aeronautical DlvLsion, Chrt&s-
‘i’iMght Corp.
Mr. Wright A. Parkk=, Pratt and ‘i’i%MneyAircraft DWisioU
United Atrcraft Corp.
31r. George S. Schah%r, Boeing AkpIane Co.
Mr. Raymond W. Young, Reaction Motors, InC.
Mr. Wiiiam H. ‘iVoodwar& Secretary
Subcommittee on Aircraft FueIs
Dr. J. Bennett. Htl~ Sun 011 Co., C.haIrman.
k COL Robert J. Bnrger, U. S. A. F., Directorate of R~arch
and Development.
Major M. W. Shayeson, U. S. A. F. Wright A1r Development
Center.
Lt. Comdr. Edward B. Monteatk U. S. ?S.,Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. Ralph S. Whi@ CiviI Aeronautics Administration.
Dr. L. C. Gfbbom=,X.ACA Lewis Fit@t Propnbdon Laboratory.
Dr. D. P- Barnard, Standard Oil Co. of Indlam%
Mr. A. J. Blackwo@ Standard OLI Dem?Iopment Co.
Mr. J. L. Cooler, Califorrda Research Corp.
Mr. F. G. Dongher@, Allison Division, GeneraL Motors Corp.
Mr. El. A. DroegemuelIer, Pratt rind Whttney Aircraft Divisionj
United Atrcraft Corp.
Mr. S. D. Herou Ethyl Corp-
bir. W. M. Holofiay, Socony-Vacmlm OfI C% Inc.
Mr. C. R. ifohnson, Shell Oil Oo.
Dr. W. E. Knhn, The Tesss Co.
Mr. O. E. Rodgers, JVestinghoase Eiectric Corp.
Mr. Harold K TrimbIe, Phililps Petroleum Oo.
Mr. MeIvin IL Young, Wright Aerotututictti Division, CnrtSas-
_iVright Corp.
Mr. James T. DIPiazza, Secretttry
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Subcommittee on Combustion
Dr. John P. Longwell, Standard 011Development Oo., Chairman.
Mr. EweIl Cl.Phillips, Wright Air Derelopment Center.
Mr. D. G. Smnaras, Wright Air Development Center.
Mr. David J. MilIer, Btireau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Navy.
Dr. Eldward EL Seymour, tice of Naval F@earch, Department
of the Navy.
Dr. Bernard Lewis, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
Dr. Ernest F. FLock, National Bureau of Standards.
Dr. Waiter T. Olson, NAOA Lewis Ii’Light Propulsion Labora-
tory.
Mr. Edmund D. Brown, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Division,
United Aircraft Corp.
Dr. Alfred G. Cattaneo, Shell Development Co.
Prof. Frank E. Marble, California Institute of Technology.
Mr. A. J. Nerad, General Electric Co.
Dr. Robert N. Peasq Princeton UnR@rfdtY.
Mr. Edwin P. Walsh, Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Prof, Glenn 0. TWlliati, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Dr. Kurt lVohI, University of Delaware.
Mr. B. n. Gammon, Secretary
Subcommittee on Lubrication and Wear
Mr. E. M. PltilliLw, General Electric Co., Ohalrman.
Mr. C. M. Michaele, Wright Air Development Oenter.
Mr. J. C).Mosteller, Wright Air Development Center.
Mr. Oharles C. Singleterry, Bureau of Aeronautics, DS@ment
of the Navy.
Mr. Edmond E. Bisson, NACA Lew@ Flight Propulsion Lak@ra-
tory.
Mr. Richard W. Blair, Wright Aeronautical Dlvlsion, Curtiaa-
Wright COrp.
Dr. Merrell R. Fenake, The Pennsylvania State Cd.k?ge.
Mr. Daniel Gurney, Marlin-Rockwell Corp.
Dr. Robert G. Larsen, Shell Development Co.
Mr. O. J. McDowW, Allison Division, GeneraI Motors Corp.
Mr. Joseph Palsulich, CIeveland Graphite Bronze 00.
Mr. E@’le A. Ryder, Pmtt and Whitney Aircraft Divielon, United
Aircraft Corp.
Prof. L. M. Tichvinaky, University of California.
Mr. George P. Townsend, Jr., Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Mr. Frank W. Wellons, SKF IndnstAes, Inc.
Mr. W. Andrew Wright, SurI Oil Co.
Mr. WiHiam H. Woodward, Secretary
Subcommittee on Compressors and Torbhes
Mr. Waiter Doll, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Division, United
Aircrtit Oorp., Chairman.
Mr. Wesley V. Hurley, Ah Research and Development Com-
mand.
Mr. Robert W. Pinnes, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Comdr. R. L. Duncan, U. S. N., Office of NavaI Research.
Mr. John R. Erwin, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Robert O. Bullock, NAOA UWIS FLight Propulsion Labora-
tory.
Mr. R. S. Hall, General Electric Co.
Mr. Charles A. Meyer, Westinghouse EIectric Corp.
Mr. Bernard J. Mexger, Wright Aeronautical Divisiou Curtlss-
Wright OorP.
Dr. W. Duncan Rannie, Harvard Unlverslty.
Prof. &xher H. Shapiro, Massachusetts histttute of Technology.
Mr. John M. Wetxler, Allison Division, Qeneral Motors Corp.
Prof. George l?. Wislicenus, The Johns Hopkins University.
. . Mr. Guy N. Unman, Secretary
Snbcommhtee on Engine Performance and Operation
Mr. Arnold H. Redding, Weatinghonee Electtlc Oorp., Chairman.
Lt. Col. Donald H. Heaton, U. S. A. F., Nr Research and Develop-
ment Command.
Dr. Opie Chenoweth, Wright Air Development Center.
Mr. Carl C. Sorgen,- Bureau of Aeronautics, De~artment uf the
Navy.
Mr. Bruce T. Lundtn, NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory.
Dr. John L. Barnes, North American Aviation, Inc.
Mr. William Fox, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp.
M’. Dhnitrius Gerdan, Allison Division, @neral Muturs Corp.
Dr. Willlam J. O’Donnell, Eepublic Aviation Oorp.
Mr. Maynard L. Peunell, Boeing Airplane 0.
Mr. Erold F. Pierce, Wright Aeronautical Division, CurtiW-
wrig?-d Corp.
fir. Perry W. Pratt, Pratt fid Whit~ey Aircraft Divis[on, United
Aircraft Corp.
Mr. E. El. Stoeckly, General E1ectric Co.
Mr. Lon Storey, Jr- Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Don L. Walter, Marquardt Afrcraf t C%.
Mr. Lee R. Woodworth, The Rand Corp.
?kfr.Richard S. Oesaro, Secretary
~pecial Subcommittee on Power PIant ControIs
Dr. Maitln A. Edwards, General EIectrlc Co., Chairman.
Major John El M. Taylor, U. S. A. F., Wrfght Air Development -”
CenttiZ
Mr. A. S. Atkinson, Bureau of Aeronautic% Department of the
Navy
.Ur. John Cl. Sanders, NAUA Lewis Flight Pro@slon Labora-
tory.
-..
Dr. John L. Barnes, North American Aviation, Inc.
Mr. Ru@olph Bodernuller, Bendix Aviation Corp.
Dr. O. firk Draper, Massachusetts Inatltuk of TechnoIo#.
LMr.S. S. Fox, Pratt and Wh!tney Aircraft Division, United Air-
craft Corp.
Mr. JohmH. Stresen-Reuter, Honey Carburetor Co.
Mr. R. O. Treseder, Aeroproducts D1vieio% Qeneral Muhms
C?erp..
Mr. James \\’. Wheeler, Sperry Gyroscope Co., Inc.
Mr. James O. Wise, Marquardt Aircraft (Yo.
Mr. James Lazsr, Secretary
Subcommittee on Heat-Resisting Materials
.
Mr. Arthur W. F. Green, Allison Divfslon, General Motors COrl).,
Chairman.
Mr. J. B. Johnson, Wright Air Development Center.
Mr. Nathan El. PromIeel, Bureau of Aerontiutlcs, Department of
the Nati.
Mr. J. J. Harwood, 0f3ce of NavaI Research, Department of the
Navy.
Mr. Benjamin PInkel, ~ACA Lewis Flight PropuIaion Labora-
tory. .
Mr. W. L. Badger, General Electric Co.
Mr. K. M. BartIett, Thompson Products, Inc.
Mr. Howqrd C. Cross, Battelle Memorial Institute.
Mr. P. (% DeHuff, Jr., Westinghouse E1ectric Corp.
Mr. Russell Franks, Union Carbide and Carbou Oorp.
Mr. Herbert J. French. The International Nickel Co.. Inc.
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Prof. Nicholas J. Grant Marmchuaetts Instftiite of Technology.
Mr. EL Hanin~ IVrfght Aeronautical DNfsiou Cnrt@-Wtiht
Corp.
Mr. Alvin J. He- climax Molybdenum 00. of MfcMgarL
Dr. LmveU H. MiIfIgan, Norton 00.
Mr. Rudoff H. ThfefemanU Pratt and Whftney Aircraft DIvi-
sio~ United Aircraft Corp.
Mr. V. W. Whftmer, Repubffc Steel Oorp.
Mr. WfIfiam EL TVoodwa@ Secretary
SpeciaI Subcommittee on Rocket Engines
Dr. ?&mrlce J. Zucrmv, Purdue University, Chairman.
Lt. CO1.L. F. Ayre& U. S. A. F- Afr Research and Develop-
ment Oommand.
Comdr. K O. Chflder& Jr., U. S. X., Bnreau of Aeronautics.”
Capt. Lererlng Smith, U. S. N., Naval Ordnance Teat Statfo&
Inyokern.
Dr. Eugene Mffler, Redstone Arsenal.
Mr. Paul R. HffI+ NACA Langley Aeronautb?al Laboratory.
Mr. John L. Shop, X.AC.%Lewis Fffght Propulsion Laboratory.
Mr. Richard B. Canrfgh& Douglas Afrcraft Co., Inc.
.Mr.R. Bruce Foster, Beif Aircraft CWp.
Mr. StanIey IL Gendfer, The Rand Co~
Dr. George E Moore, Generaf Electrfe Co.
Mr. Thomas E Myers, North Amerfcan Aviation, Inc.
Mr. Jack H. Sheet& Propefler DivisioL Cnr&s-Wrfght Oorp.
Dr. Robert J. Thompson, Jrq M. W. Kellogg Co.
Dr. Pauf F. Wlnternita. Reaction Motors, Inc.
Mr. David A. You= Aerojet Engfneerfng Corp.
Mr. B. E. Gammon, Secretary
. COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT COMTIUNXION
Dr. Arthur E. Raymond, Douglas Mrcraft (h, Inc., (3hafrmam
Mr. R. L Tempffq Ahuuinum Co. of America, VW Chairman.
Mr. E- H. Schwarta, Virlght’ Mr Development Center.
Comdr. L. S. Chamber& U. S. N., Burenn of Aeronantlcs.
Mr. Albert A. Vollrnecke, Civfl Aeronautics Admfnistratiom
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden (CXotlfcio).
Dr. Henry J. E. Reid, NACA Langley AeronautfcaI Laboratory.
Mr. Carlton Biolett~ NACA Ames Aeronauffcrd Laboratory.
Mr. ViWiam B. Berg- The Glenn L 31artfn Co.
Prof. Emerson W. ConIon, UnlversitT of Michigan.
Dr. C. C. If’nrnasr Cornell Aeronautical Imboratory, Inc.
Mr. Martin Gofan& Midwest Research Instftnte.
Mr. Jerome F. McBrearty, Lockheed Af@raft Corp.
Mr. Richard L. Scfdeicher, 3’orth Amerfcan Avfatlon, Irm
.Mr. Oharlea R. Slmmg, DonghM Aircraft Co., Inc.
Mr. Frankfyn TV. Phillips, Secretary
Subco-ttee on Airrraft Structmrea
Mr. OharIea R. Strang, DongIas Aircrdt Coq Inc. Chalrmam
Lt. COLJohn K. Bnssey, U. S. A. F. Wright Air Development
COMMITTEE FoftAER0NAuTIf3S &
Mr. WfUtam W Dnfse, CarneIf AeronantfcaI Laboratory’, Inc.
Mr. G. Garner Gree~ Conaoffdated TWItee Aircraft Corp.
Dr- Nfcholas J. Hoff, Pofytechnlc Institute of Brookfyn.
Mr. Francfs 31eVay, Republic Avfatfon Corp.
Mr. John H. Meyer, McDonnefI Afrcrtu?t Oorp.
Dr. Davfd J. Peery, The Pennsyhrda State Coflege.
Mr. George D. Ray, BeU Afrcraft Corp.
ProL Ernest E. SechIer,-OaIifornia Inatltnte of TeehnoIogy.
Mr. R. L Tem~liu Ahunfnum 00. of Amerfca.
Mr. Melvfn G. Rosch~ Secretary
%&committee on Aircraft Loads
Mr. Jerome F. McBrearty, Lockheed- Alrcrrdt ~rp., OhafrM&n.
Capt. Davfd W. Lueck, U. S. A. F., Afr Research and Develop
ment Command.
Mr. Joseph H. Harringtou Wrfght Ah Development Center.
Oomdr. W. E. Henry, U. S. h’wBureau of -keronantks.
Mr. John P. Wamser, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department
the h’avy.
Mr. Burden L. Springer, Civ”UAeronautics Admfnfatration.
lfi. Phflfp Donely, NACA Langley &ronautfcaI Laboratory.
Mr. Manfey J. Hood, NACL4Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Albert Epstein, Repnbffc Avfatfon Corp.
Mr. Earl P. Oaborn, Grumman Afrcraft IWgfneering Corp.
of
Mr. Alfred I. Siblla, Chance Vought Aircraft DiYfaiou 13nfted
M&tit oor@.
.Mr. Howard W. Smit~ Boefn~ Ah@ane Co.
Mr. StanIey W. Smf@ BeU Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Harry Tobey, Piasecki Helicopter Corp.
Mr. George F. ‘iVorley, DongIas Aircraft Co., Inu
Ji. R. Fabian Goranao~ Secretary
Subcommittee on Tlbratfon and Flutter
Mr. Martin Goland, Mfdwest Research Inatltute, Ohrdrman.
Mr. Howard A. Magram Wright A!r Development Center.
Mr. Lee S. WassermaU Wright Mr Development Center.
Mr. James E. M%lah, Jr., Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Mr. Robert Rosenbaum, Ci~if Aeronautfm Adrrdnfatratfon.
Mr. L El. Garrfcl& NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Albert Erfckson, NACA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
Prof. Holt bhley, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Dr. WflIfam E COG N-orthrop .Alrcram Inc.
Mr. Pauf A. Dennis, WWUarnMilfer Corp.
Mr- Michael Dublin, Conaaffdated Vnltee Afrcraft C%rp.
Dr. J. EL Frankfand, Chance Vought Aircraft Divfsion, United
Afrcraft Corp.
Mr. E. B. Kfnnamm& Boefng Afrpfane Co.
Mr. Raymond L Peppfng, McDonnefI Aircraft co~
Mr. Har~ey H. Bro~ SecrMary
Subcommittee on -Aircraft Strncturai Materhb
Center. Mr. Edgar H. Dfx,”3r., Aluminum 00. of America, Ohafrman.-- —.-—.
W. Wflliam B. MffIer, JVrfght Afr Development Center.
Comdr. D. E. Dresaendorfer, U. S. h’., Bureau of Aerotiutfcs.
Mr. Rafph L. Cr.e@ Bnreim of Aeronautics, Department. of the
Navy.
Mr. ‘iVflffamT. Shuler, Civff Aeronautics Mrnfnfstratfon.
Mr. Samuef Levy, National Bureau of Standards,
Dr. Eugene E. Lnnffqnist, NACA Langley Aeronant[cal Labora-
tory.
Prof. Raymond L. Bfspflnghoff, Massachusetts Inatftute of Tech-
nology.
Mr. J. B. Johnson, Wrfght Afr DereIopment Center.
Mr. James E. SUlffvan, Burenu of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Dr- Gordon 3L Kffn~ h’affonaf Bureau of Standards.
Mr. James E. Dougherty, Jr. Civil .kermnutics Admfnistrntfm.
DE John E. Dderg, h“ACALangIey Aeronautkaf Laboratory.
Pro.C MaxvveU Gensamer, Cdunbfa University.
Mr. O. W’.Londenslager, Goodyear Aircraft Corp.
Dr. J. C. McDonald, The Dow Chemical 00.
Mr. W. E. Mkh@ Rlfnofs Instftute of Technology.
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Mr. Paul P. Mozley, I@dwed Aircraft Corp.
Dr. George Perkins, Reynolds Metals 00.
Mr. David G. Reid, Chance Vought Aircraft Diviaiou Uxdted
Aircraft Corp.
Mr. D. H. Rulmke, Republic Steel Corp.
Dr. Leo Schapiro, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Dr. Dana W. Smith, Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp.
Mr. Edgar B. Beck,” Secretary
COMM1’lTEE ON OPERATING PROBLEMS
Mr. WHliam Littlewood, Amelican Airlhms, Inc., Chairman.
Mr. Charles Froesch, Easteru Atr L~nea, Inc., WCS Chairman.
CoIonel J. Francis TayIor, Jr., U. S. A. F., Air Research and
Development Command.
Colonel Stanley R. Stewart, U. S. A. F., Wright Air Dev@.opment
Center.
Colonel Fra~cls C. Gideon, U. S. A. 1’., Military A!r Transport
Service.
Mr. Stephen H. Jump, Bureau” of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Dr. F. W. ReicheIderfer, U. S. Weather Bureau.
Mr. George W. Haldeman, Civil Aeronautics Administration,
Mr. Donald M. Stuart, CiviI”Aeronautics Administration.
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden (ex ofllcio).
Mr. Melvin N. Gough, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Eugene J. Mangantello, NACA Lewfa Flight Propulsion
Laboratory.
Mr. M. G. Beard, American Airlines, Inc
Mr. John G. Borger, Pan American WorId Airways, Inc.
Mr. Warren T. Dickinson, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Mr. A. Howard Hasbrook, Cornell University Medical CalIege.
Mr. Rotwrt E. Johnson, Wr@t Aeronautical Division, Curtlss-
Wrtght Corp.
Mr. Raymond P. Lans[ng, Bendix Aviation Corp.
Mr. Jerome Lederer.
Dr. Rosa A. McFarland, Harvard School of PubIic Health.
Mr. W. C. Mentzer, United Air Lines, Inc.
Mr. William I. Stieglitz, Republic Aviation Corp.
Dr. T. L. K. Smull, Secretary
Subcommittee on Meteorological Problems
Dr. F. W. ReicheIderfer, U. S. Weather Bureau, Chairman.
Brig. Gen. W. O. Senter, U. S. A. F., Air Weather Service.
Dr. Hehuut E. Lamlsberg, Air Force Cambridge Reaenrcb
Center.
Capt. R. O. Minter, U S. N,, Naval .keroh}glcnl service.
Ilr. Ross Gunn, U. S. Weather Bureau,
Dr. Harry WexIer, U. S. Weather Btireau.
Mr. Robert W. Craig, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. George M, French, Civil Aeronautic@ Board.
31r. Harry Press, NACA Langley Aeronautical Labwrtitory.
Mr. I. Irving Pinkel, NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory.
Mr. Robert N. Buck, Trans World Airlines, Inc.
Dr. Horace R. Byers, University of Chicago.
Mr. Martin B. Cahill, Northwest Afrllnes, Inc.
Mr. Allen C. Clark, Pan American World Airways, Inc.
Mr. Joseph J. George, Eastern Alr Lines, Inc.
.Ur. Henry T. Harrison, Jr., Unfted Alr Lines, Inc.
Prof. H. G. Houghton, Massachusetts Institute .of Technology.
Dean AfheIstan F. Spilhaus, Unfversl@ of Minnesota.
Mr. Frank C, White, .kir Transport Association of America.
. . .
Mr. Mason T. Charak, Secretary
S&-ormn&e on Icing ProbIema
.Ur. Arthur A, Brown, Pratt and WMtney Aircraft Division,
united Aircraft Corp., Chairman.
Capt. Walter L. Haaser, U. S. A, F., Wright Air Development
Center.
Mr. Duane M. Patterson, Wright Air Development Oenter.
Mr. Edward C. Y. Inn, Air Force Cambridge Research Oenter.
Mr. Harcourt C. Sontag, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Mr. B. 0. Haynes, U. S. Weather Bureau.
Mr. David 1APosner, CfviI Aeronautics Administration,
Mr. I. Irving Pinkel, NAOA hwia FIIght Propulsion Laboratory.
Mr. J. S. Alford, General Elkctric Ca.
Mr. Don O. Benson.
Mr. F. L. Boeke, North American Aviation, Inc.
Dr. Wallace E. HovwlI, W. E. Howell Amociates.
Mr. Victor Hudson, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp.
Mr. E. F. Katzenberger, Sikorsky Aircraft Division, United
Aircraft Corp.
Mr. David A. North, American Airlines, Inc.
Mr. W. W. Reaser, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Mr. Boyd C. Meyer% 11, Secretary
Subcommittee on Aircraft Fire Prevention
Mr. Ra~rnond D. Kelly, United Air Lines, Inc., Chairman.
Major John V. Norton, U. S. A. F., .41r Research and Develop-
ment Command.
.Mr. Frederick A. Wright, Wright Air Development Center,
LL Cal. Walter R. Taliaferro, U. S. A. F., Technical Inspection
and Flight Safety Research.
Mr. Arthur V. Stamm, Bureau of Aeronautics, Departm~nt of
the Navy.
Mr. David L. Posner, Civil Aeronautics Adminlst.ration.
Mr. Harvey L. Hansberry, CIV1lAeronautics Administration.
Mr. Hugh B. Freeman, Civil Aeronautics Board.
Mr. A. CLHutton, National Bureau of Standards.
.Ur. Lewis A. Rodert, NACA LewIa Ii’light Propulsion Labora-
tory.
Mr. Iii. M. Barber, The Tesas C%.
Mr. Allen W. Dallas, Air Transport Association of Amerlea.
Mr. HaroId E. Hobep, American Airlines, Inc.
Mr. C. R. Johnson, ShelI 011 Co.
Mr. Frati C, Mock, Bendix Aviation Corp.
Mr. Ivar L. Shogran, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc,
Mr. William I. Steiglitz, Republic Aviation Corp.
Mr. Clem G, Trimbach, Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.
Mr. R. N. Wallace, Pratt ~nd Whitney Aircraft D!vislon, Urd ted
Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Richard S. CWaro, Secretary
Special Subcommittee on Aircraft No&
Mr. William Littlewood, American Airlines, Inc., Chairman.
Mr. Charles Froesch, Eastern Air Lhm, Inc.
Ma.for H. O. Parrack, U. S. A. F., Wright Air Development
Center.
Comdr. M-.H. Goodwin, MC U. S. N., Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery.
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Mr. MephenlM1le. ~iril~ero~utim~tin~mffom Industiv Consuhim Committee
Dr. Richard K Coo& N-ational Bnreau of Standards.
Mr. Mrmon C. ~s. Jr. NACA Langley Aeronautkd Laboratory. Mr. Willlam 3L AIIeu Boeing Airplane Co., Chairumm
Mr. Arthur & Reder, NACA Lm.@ey Aeronautical Laboratory. Mr. Ralph S. DmuiJn+Tram%World AI.rlinea, Inc. VkChairman.
Mr. NeweII D. Sanders, XACA UXV!S Flight Pro@sioII Mr. Preston R. Basse~ Sperry Gyroscope Co., Inc.
Laboratory. Mr. J. H. Carmkhae~ CapitaI A1rIines, Inc
Dr. Richard H. Bolt, JIassnclmsetts Institute of Technology. Mr. L. R. Grumman, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.
Mr. Allen W. DalIas, Alr Transport Ass!ation of America Mr. Roy T. Hnrley, Cnrtiss-Wright Corp.
Dr. Stacy IL Gnil& Johna Hopkins HospitaL Mr. C. W. LaPierre, Genernl ELectric CO.
Dr. Ross A McFarlan& Hnrvard SchooI of PgbIic HealtL Mr. Mundj’ I. PeaIe, RePnbIfc ~TiatfonCorp.
Mr. Knrl Il. SWartzd, CornelI .%eronauticaI Laboratory, Inc. Mr. Dwane L. Wallace, Cessna Akraft Co.
Dr. T. L. K. Smn~ Secretary Dr. T. L. K. Sumll, Semetary
.Part 111—FINANCLA~ REPORT
Approptiatiom for the l180algear 195%-Funds In the fol- Salaries and expenses+Continued
lowfng amounts were appropriated for the Ckxnmittee for the Wright-Patterson Coorcltnatlon Oftlce____ $11, 3s4
tlacal year 1952 in the Independent Odlces Appropriation Act, Research contracta-educational Institutions. 763,051
1952, approved August 31, 1951, end the Third Supplementel Sert@a performed by National Bureau of
Appropriation Act, 1952, approved Jiie 5, 1952:
Salaries and expenses-------.--———
Constmction and equipment of labora-
tory facilities:
Funds to complete financing of the
decal year 1049 program:
LangIey Aeronautical Labora-
tory---———-----—--- $872,800
Lewis IWght Propulsion Labora-
tory ___-_--____-__——— 550,000
Funds to complete financing of the
fiscal year 1950 program:
Langley Aeronautical Labora-
tory _____________________ 3,490,424
Pilotlees Aircraft Station _____ 3,100
Lewis Flight Propulsion Labora-
tory --------. --—----— ----- 1,500, (00
——
finds to continue financing of the
flacal year U161program:
Langley Aeronautical Lcdxma-
tory—-—_--_--—---- 1,293,676
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory-- 4,550,000
IWnds to completely fiance the fiscal
year 1!352program:
Langley Aermautical Labora-
tory --— .647,000
Ptlotless Aircraft Station-----.” 173,000
High-Speed Flight Station--- 4,000,000
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory_ 1,480,000
Lewfs Fltght Propulsion L.abora-
tory ______________________ 350,000
Standards and Forest Products Labora-
$50,650,000 tory -——----—--—-———---------— .234600
Unobligated balance~---__-- —-_—_ 119,391
—
$50,650, MM
Construction aud equipment of labora-
922, &30
4,993,624
5, 7&3,676
6,660,000
Total appropriated funds, decal
year 1952--__ .—-____—___ $69,000,000
Obltgatlone incurred against the fiscal year 1652 appropriated
funds are listed below, together with the unobligated balances
remaining on June 30, 1952. The figures shown for salaries and
expenses tnclude the costs for @.%onaI services, trawl, trans-
portation, communication, ut!lity services, printing and re-
production, contractual services, supplies, and equipment.
SaIeries and expenses:
NAOA Headquarters----__--_-__--_-_--__—_ $1,262.954 .
tory facilities:
Furii% to complete financing of the
decal year 1949 program:
LehgIey’ Aeronautical Labora-
- tory---________ --——--—--- $370,179
Lewis Flight Propulsion Lsbora-
tory----—----——--—--— 547,186
Unobligated balance_______— 5,435
. $922,800
Funds to complete financing of the
~ikcal year 1850 program:
Langley Aeronautical Labora-
tory------—-—- —________ 3, 4Q 481
Pilotless Aircraft Statlon_____ 3,042
L@ivk Flight Propulsion Labora-
tory _________________________ 1,430,’727
Unobligated balance------——-- 67,274
4,093,624
“Funds to continue flnan”dng of the
fiscal year 1951 progiam:
Langley Aeronautical Labora-
tory _______________________ 1,226,878
b–es Aeronautical Laboratory- 4,546,780
Unobligated balance-_ —-------- 10,618
6,733,676
Funds to completely finance the
llacrd year 1952 program:
Langley Aeronautical Labora-
tory ---------------------- 94 SW
IWotless Aircraft Station ------- 3,800
“@h-Speed Flight Statio~~~_-- -161, O(M3
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory__ 211,633
IA?WISF1lght Propulsion Labora-
tory_------_ -_-— ---------- m, 209
?JnobIigated balance.—------ ~6, OW,471J
6,650,000
Total appropriated funds, decal
year 1952______-_______ —__ $60,000,000
Appropriation for the Unita~ Wind Tunnel Plan Aot.-E’unds
Langley Aer~nauttcal I.aboratory ___________ 19; 655:769 m the ammmt of $75,000,000 were appropriated in the Detlciency
Pilotless Aircraft Station------__---. —----- Appropriation Act, 1960, approved June 29, 1950, for the con-777,546
High-Speed Flight Station-_ -_--_ —______ . 1, 20& 163 struction of wind tunnels authorlred in the Unitary Wind Tun-.-
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory-__----_ —___ 8,262,767
Ww@rn Coordination Otlice__________
.lfi, 280 1This unobligated balance remrdna avatlable for obligation untilexpende&
I&vis II’light Propulsion Laboratory --------- 18,344,196
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neI PIan Act of 104!3 (Public Law 415, Slat Cong., approved Oc-
tober 27, 1049) . These funds are avaffable nntil expended.
Allotments and obligations as of June 30, 1952, are M follows:
Omgutfotla
as at June 80,
Alfotment8 185*
Langley AeronautfcaI Laboratory--- $15,067,000 $13,166,492
hes Aeronautical Laboratory ----- 27,077,000 z 176,994
Lewis Fiight Pmprdsfon Laboratory- 32656,000 15, 0s7, 92S
mtti.--------------------- $7% 000,000 $50, 43L 414
Appropn-ation8 for the @cat Uear 1953.+1’he major allotments
of the funds appropriated for the Commfttee for the fiscal year
10.55 in the Indepen&nt OtEces Appropriation Act, 1953, ap-
proved JuIy 5, 1953 are as foIlows:
Salaries and expnm--— --------------------- $4S, 5S6, 100
Canstructfon and eqnipment of labora-
tory facilities:
—
Funds to contfnue financing of the
tlscal year 1951 program:
Langley Aeronautical Labora-
tory __.- _-__ ----— ------ $51q 324
Ames Aeronautfeal Laboratory-- ti~ 676
$L 000,000
Fnnds to completely finance the
tlaael Jear 1953 progranr:
Langley AeronautfcaI Labora-
tow__-_-:------___—-_---- 11, m, Ooo
Lewfa FIfght PropnIsfon Labcma- -.
tow-—---—---—-------—-- 5, 58S, 000
1$700,000
TotaI appropriated fnnds, fis-
cal yerm 19:fi__-________----__--—— $66, 2S8, 100 . ~
—
